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‘They used to hang you for stealing a loaf of bread, didn’t they?’, retorts the
civilized western subject in the twenty-first century.1 The sense of relief is
palpable in the speaker’s tone. We’re comfortably distant from a part of our
history that terrifies us, fascinates us, the statement implies. These days,
thankfully, the western world is free of such apparent disjunctions between
crime and punishment. Now, when criminals are chastised, at least the
severity of the penalty matches more closely the perceived magnitude of the
transgression. How could people have performed such acts of unwarranted
barbarism on each other? What progress there has been in modern times!

The ‘didn’t they?’ with which the sentence ends, however, signals an
element of fragility in the speaker’s declaration, the faintest recognition that
self-definition is at stake. The expression is edged with the spectres of death
and difference, but also with a voyeuristic sense of fascination, even shades
of identification – the allure of the other. Psychic and social structures often
produce what might be termed an ‘exclusionary matrix’, a dangerous, abject
region that circumscribes the identities of ideas, institutions and selves. The
word abjection (from the Latin abicere, to throw away, throw down, aban-
don, degrade) encapsulates this dynamic of foreclosure: a casting away, the
production of a domain of disidentification against which entities and ideas
stake out their claims to symbolic legitimacy.2 Capital punishment func-
tions as a metonym for the brutality of the past, establishing an uninhabit-
able space fantasized by the speaker as threatening to his or her integrity
and consequently disavowed (even though that fantasy remains precisely
within the subject herself as a founding repudiation, the horror within).
Alterity performs its constitutive work . . .

The abject also confronts us in another meditation on the vicissitudes
of penal horror: a late fourteenth-century carved Crucifix (illus. 1) from
the Corpus Christi church, Wrocław (formerly Breslau, Germany; now a
part of Poland).3 It is a supremely provocative and emotive image. More
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than any painting by Grünewald, more even than Holbein’s Dead Christ,
the carving demands an immediate response. Taking in the composition,
first of all, the image seems to move incessantly downwards. Christ’s veiny
arms are stretched tensely, locked in a strained, bony curve. Leaning
slightly to one side, the left arm is pulled taut by the weight of the body,
its (literal) woodenness conveying the impression that at any moment
something might snap. Cadaver, from the Latin cadere, to fall: the etymology
of the word is reflected in the unnaturally elongated frame of the body on
the Wrocław carving, drawn down along the length of the cross. Christ’s
legs bunch up pathetically, struggling against the weight of the upper body
as it sinks downwards. The descending movement of the eyes’ sealed lids –
circled with a frame of bloody lashes – draws attention to the most captivat-
ing part of the image: the wound in Christ’s side (illus. 66).

Moving closer now (if we can), we see that the wound emits rich,
blobby globules of curdled blood. Unlike the lacerations in conventional
crucifixion scenes, which are relatively bloodless in comparison (illus. 2),
the gash is fashioned from droplets of blood arranged in neat lines, like
strings of glossy pearls or eucharistic grapes, echoed in the bloody mass
that exudes from the deep cuts that all but obliterate Christ’s hands. The
incessant flow is mirrored in the fall of the drapery that frames his sides,
and the entire body is bespattered with miniature scourge wounds, inter-
spersed rhythmically at intervals across his flesh. The rib cage is splayed in
neat, concertina fashion, Christ’s flesh sucked rigidly into his sides; the
stomach is drawn in tight so that the creased lines of the belly echo the
sharp, furrowed lines of the ribs. Even Christ’s hair becomes a bloody,
sticky, matted mess, confusingly assimilated with the surplus secretions
of his wounded side.

How do we approach a culture that put such images at its very centre?
How are we to comprehend such visions of excess?

alterity and the medieval penal imaginary

Images of medieval punishment are commonly understood with refer-
ence to what Umberto Eco has dubbed ‘shaggy medievalism’, the idea of
the Middle Ages as a barbaric epoch.4 In a culture ravaged by violence,
death, pain and disease, the story goes, it was entirely natural that those
involved in the patronage, manufacture and viewing of artefacts like
the Wrocław crucifix should exhibit a profound fascination with
flowing blood, torn flesh and fragmented body parts. The classic por-
trait of the ‘waning’ Middle Ages painted by the Dutch historian Johan
Huizinga in 1919 envisaged the fifteenth century as an epoch of ‘barbaric’
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judicial cruelty, deploying a rhetoric of extremes that has continued to
surface intermittently in more recent surveys of premodern images of
violence.5 Lionello Puppi’s Torment in Art, for example, elects as its
subject the dialectic between martyrdom and passion iconography and
the so-called ‘realities’ of temporal corporal punishment in the
medieval and early modern city. The book opens with a dramatic evo-
cation of life in the ancien régime city. The spectres of beggary and
blood feuds, famine and prostitution are forever rearing their ugly
heads; the streets are squalid and revolting, noisy and shit-filled; ‘death
and suffering’, as he puts it, ‘were part of the backdrop of daily life’.6

Additionally, in a section entitled ‘The City as Slaughterhouse’, the
author proceeds to relate in graphic fashion a lengthy catalogue of
gruesome tortures and ghastly executions that were supposedly an
everyday aspect of medieval life, and exclaims that the chronicle
accounts of these horrors narrate ‘the disturbing reality . . . in a man-
ner revealing both the bleakness and convulsive fascination of the
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material’. In Puppi’s opinion, moreover, ‘one can still feel that art will
reveal the blood and tears that have been repressed: in the present case,
the metaphor of violence used by the authority in the liturgy of public
executions . . . re-emerges in the edifying sublimation of martyrdom’.7

In themselves, of course, such statements do not offer complete
explanations; they suggest that the violence and turbulence of medieval
representation simply ‘reflect’ the historical circumstances in which they
were produced. While it may well be possible to posit such connections in
particular times and places, in this book I work with the assumption that
medieval art also possessed constitutive functions, shaping as well as
reflecting social and psychic existences. In this respect, I follow the lead of
medieval art historians such as Michael Camille and Mitchell Merback,
who have suggested that paintings and manuscript illuminations pro-
vided opportunities for fashioning identities, for constructing multiple
and contradictory interpretations of the real and for inflecting a range of
social and political conflicts. Camille makes the case particularly con-
vincingly in his study of illuminations in the fourteenth-century Luttrell
Psalter; Merback argues similarly with reference to tortures represented in
late medieval scenes depicting Calvary.8 But even their work, on occasion,
seems haunted by the idea of a causal connection between violent social
realities and representational violence. ‘Such images of death were pro-
duced in a culture ravaged by constant war and quite used to the public
spectacle of corporal punishment meted out to miscreants in the public
squares of towns’, remarks Camille in response to a painting depicting a
martyred saint.9 ‘Calvary came into its own amidst the turbulence of a
century rocked by crises and catastrophes and violences of every sort:
famines, plague, pogroms, peasant revolts, the schism of the Church’,
writes Merback of Calvary’s blossoming as image and visionary spec-
tacle.10 I refer to their remarks on violence here not to chastise the partic-
ular contexts in which such statements originate, but to direct attention
to the pervasiveness of evocations of alterity and historical difference in
studies devoted to representational violence, even in the work of scholars
who would in other ways wish to disrupt traditional assumptions about the
relationship between history and representation.

An emphasis on medieval alterity also extends more generally to his-
tories of the body (which is, after all, traditionally evoked as the most
‘universal’ of human attributes, and which is also often at issue in discus-
sions of pain, punishment and violence). Feminist, queer and postcolonial
studies, as well as disability and critical race theory, have drawn attention
to the ways in which the corporeal ideals that emerge in particular his-
torical contexts produce universalizing tendencies; recently, in medieval
studies, approaches of this sort have provided important interpretative
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frameworks for the study of monstrous bodies, identities and desires.11

Against this backdrop, critics have been inclined to privilege bodies on
the margins as a foil to dominant somatic structures; penal bodies in
particular find themselves deployed as signifiers of a kind of temporal
monstrosity, a notion of the Middle Ages as monstrously other. Listen, for
example, to this invocation of the body of the mutilated criminal in the
work of a distinguished cultural historian:

In a society crawling with animals and parasites, where mud and
sewage, rotting meat and decomposing corpses (of offenders who
had been hung and quartered), increased the level of reeking exha-
lations, there was a high probability of seeing worms, caterpillars
and flies appear from everywhere.12

Piero Camporesi, the author of these remarks, seizes on the punished
body to communicate what he perceives as the stinking, creepy-crawly-
filled dimensions of premodern experience. In such pronouncements,
judicial violence and historical otherness appear to go hand in glove.

Alterity is not, of course, the only relationship to the past that
medievalists recognize (though its particular relevance to the study of
medieval penal regimes and bodies has often been asserted). The Middle
Ages has also been erected customarily as possessing elements of continu-
ity –  or transhistorical connection – with the present, whether in histor-
ical studies emphasizing medieval culture as a point of origin for modern
ideas and institutions, or in popular accounts describing the medieval-
ness of contemporary customs, cultures and social practices. One recent
example of this phenomenon demonstrates the continuing political stakes
in appropriating the period as a marker of brutality and restraint: certain
British newspaper reports produced in the aftermath of the aerial bom-
bardment of Afghanistan in 2001 characterized the former Taliban regime
as ‘medieval’; a minister from the Northern Alliance, a high profile
Taliban-opposition group, was quoted as expressing a desire ‘to lead
Afghanistan out of the Middle Ages’.13 Statements of this kind unwittingly
exemplify the contradictory dimensions that may be said to adhere to the
term ‘medieval’ in modern usage: on the one hand, the medieval is really
modern, serving to disparage a present-day institution; on the other
hand, it is really other, bearing the traces of its status as a mark of prim-
itivism and backwardness. Thus, a transhistorical Middle Ages occasion-
ally finds itself in close alignment with a shaggy Middle Ages, signifying
spatially with reference to, say, the ‘medieval’ practices of contemporary
non-Western cultures, as well as temporally with reference to a repudiated
past.
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The topics of pain and punishment reveal a range of issues relevant to
the critique of alterity in medieval studies; indeed they may be said to
clarify the stakes of this critique, by foregrounding the extent to which
discourses of familiarity and strangeness in historical writing are in some
respects mutually constitutive.14 At several points in this book, we shall
encounter moments when ‘alteritist’ and ‘transhistorical’ versions of the
past seem to lose their distinctness, as in iconography blurring the distinc-
tion between premodern acts and modern identities that has become a
focus for sexuality historians, or depictions of pained bodies that provoke
empathy as well as detachment. Multiple timelines seem to be at work in
these contexts and it is important that we take a pliant view of history,
rather than focusing our energies simply on the otherness of medieval
specifics. Long histories do not necessarily entail no history, but draw
attention to the temporal instability of identities, the way the past is
within us too. The process of identifying with the past has the capacity to
produce ahistorical, normalizing effects, in other words, but it can also
draw attention to past’s symbolic role as a resource for the formation of
non-normative identities in the present. What signifies as difference for
one individual may not feel that way to another, at least not in every
respect.15 Likewise, to insist too strongly on the otherness of medieval
bodies, in narratives that identify modern bodies as ‘the same’, may have
the effect of producing a spectacle of coherent modern selfhood that is
restrictive rather than liberating. If we insist on distinguishing the present,
all the time, from a world of medieval alterity, we may even be renounc-
ing, or abjecting, parts of ourselves.

In this context, it is worth recalling that accounts emphasizing the oth-
erness of medieval bodies derive some of their assumptions from a body
of theoretical work designed to disrupt, rather than reify, particular histor-
ical and identificatory structures. The work of Michel Foucault, in partic-
ular, has impacted in deep-seated ways on studies of punishment and the
body in both modern and premodern contexts; the alteritist agendas of this
research may be said to derive, at least in part, from Foucaultian principles.
Discipline and Punish, a book investigating the shifts in penal technology
that have characterized Western society since the nineteenth century, opens
with a shocking account of premodern brutality: the horrifying torture
and execution of the regicide Damiens in 1757. Foucault contrasts the tale
of Damiens with the regulations for a house of young prisoners in Paris,
drawn up eighty years later and defining what, for him, represents an alter-
native penal style: an era of what he terms ‘discipline’, within which he
locates the ‘birth’ of the prison.16 Recent research on medieval crime has
troubled the embedded chronology of such contrasts by suggesting that
prison, in the sense of punitive confinement, finds its birthplace in the
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Middle Ages, not in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries as Foucault
submits.17 But the rhetorical force of Foucault’s opening gambit nonethe-
less remains intact: it forces readers to recognize the otherness of another
historical reality and thus to bear witness to the ruptures and techno-
logical shifts that characterize the history of Western penology. In this way,
Foucault wishes to call into question understandings of that history as a
liberal progress narrative, moving ever forward in the service of an increas-
ingly humane social order. The shift to discipline, he suggests, cannot
simply be attributed to humanization; it is associated with a fundamental
transformation in the techniques and manifestations of power. Likewise,
torture as it was practised from the Middle Ages until the eighteenth
century was not simply an exercise in primitive barbarism, but subject to
its own laws, techniques and symbolic codes. It too was an expression of a
particular mode of power: the power associated with sovereignty.

My point, then, is not that evocations of historical otherness fail to
produce oppositional effects. Foucault’s nostalgia for premodern differ-
ence – especially in his work on sexuality – also potentially offers alterna-
tives to the medieval as a space of abjection, to the extent that he imagines
the Middle Ages as a desirable contrast to present, normative regimes.18 Yet
reminders of the ultimate otherness of medieval punishment, such as
those encouraged by a reading of Discipline and Punish, simultaneously
operate within contemporary historical practice precisely to stabilize
modernity as a point of identification.19 This sense of the Middle Ages –
as an abject, excluded territory, positioned in antithetical relation to an
eminently desirable modern – needs confronting in the context of ana-
lyses of medieval pain and punishment, since the deployment of alterity
in such writings may well be related to the desire to identify with a partic-
ular version of modern selfhood, one that is ostensibly western, civilized
and progressive. Foucault may well declare that what he terms the mod-
ern ‘carceral city’, with its imaginary ‘geo-politics’, takes us ‘far away from
the country of tortures, dotted with wheels, gibbets, gallows, pillories’.20

But tell that to the people being tortured now, in the police cells, prisons,
detention centres and execution chambers of – yes – the modern West.
And tell that to the people watching violence on television and the silver
screen. Bodily punishments may not possess the legal sanctions they
enjoyed until recently in many parts of the world, but they continue to
haunt our culture’s imaginary and even, apparently, some of its social
practices. Recent worldwide events have raised the possibility that certain
Western democracies may actually be implicated in the proliferation of
torture in the modern world, propping up regimes that routinely employ
torture to enforce public order or creating circumstances in which they
themselves become mixed up in allegations of abuse against, for example,
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prisoners of war.21 In this context, we should acknowledge the ways in
which certain explanations and chronologies generated by historians –
Foucault’s included – may have contributed, albeit unknowingly, to the
suppression of modernity’s own, disavowed stake in torture as a represen-
tational or political act. The critical tendency to condemn, excuse or even
celebrate images of torture with reference to notions of medieval alterity
may ultimately derive less from an understanding of the Middle Ages ‘on
its own terms’ than from false notions of our own moral superiority and
ethical progression.22

It is important to meet this issue head-on. Few Westerners confront or
participate in real acts of violence every day of their lives. But violence –
and the threat of violence – nonetheless continues to structure those lives
in the field of representation. This impacts upon the way we study viol-
ence historically. Judging images such as the Wrocław crucifix as compre-
hensible simply because ‘it was more violent in those days’, while at the
same time suggesting that the violence of representation is consequently
incomprehensible because we are not like that, enters into a critical
vicious circle that is potentially disabling. Foucault’s conception of the
premodern period as an era of spectacular executions is deceptive, as is
Huizinga’s account of the all-pervasive cruelty of fifteenth-century justice.
It goes without saying that capital punishment is abhorrent and indefen-
sible, and medieval courtrooms were certainly not averse to proscribing
horrifying and disturbing methods of chastisement on occasions when it
was felt to be warranted. My point is not that medieval societies should
be, as it were, ‘let off the hook’ with regard to their practices of cruelty.
But the impression that daily life was, in the Middle Ages, peppered with
elaborate execution rituals and bloodcurdling tortures, in contrast to more
austere and less spectacular experiences of discipline and surveillance in
modernity, is partly an effect of the ways in which the Middle Ages repre-
sented itself to itself.

This assertion is made on the basis of a comparative review of recent
studies of crime and punishment in medieval Europe, many of which
reveal the exceptional and infrequent nature of capital executions in the
period. Notwithstanding the many regional variations, all the indications
are that capital punishment was not as regular or as spectacular an occur-
rence in the Middle Ages as is commonly imagined.23 In fifteenth-century
East Anglia, for instance, it appears that more people accused of crimes
escaped the death penalty than suffered it, that the majority of those tried
were acquitted, that around one in ten of the arrested were executed, and
that the rest pleaded clergy, escaped, abjured the realm, died in jail, were
pardoned or delivered to other courts.24 Investigations of crime and
conflict in England in the previous century provide data that is similarly
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suggestive: analysis of jail delivery records for the rural population of
certain counties between 1300 and 1348 indicates that less than a quarter
of suspected felons were convicted, a result of the fact that capital punish-
ment was considered too severe to fit the popular attitudes to crime.25 The
same goes for areas of France: Provençal justice was based on a two-tiered
approach to punishment, on the one hand a system of fines and on the
other hand a regime of banishment, corporeal humiliation, bodily
mutilation and spectacular execution. By allowing financial compensation
for crimes as grave as homicide, this dual procedure enabled punishment
to function variously, in both disciplinary and exemplary ways.26 The
patterns are occasionally shaped by factors such as gender: research into
medieval legal and literary discourses on rape indicates that, despite harsh
penalties for forced coitus in Roman Law, French courts for the most part
exhibited incredible leniency with regard to male offenders.27 But compar-
isons with broader trends across Europe suggest that these tendencies are
in keeping with a more general pattern of mitigation too. In Italian urban
centres such as Venice, fines and prison sentences increasingly replaced
corporal punishment for the majority of crimes; the preferred goal of
Venetian justice was ‘brutality in discrete quantities’.28 So it seems that in
many regions of late medieval Europe, judicial violence was exercised
selectively and acquittals and reduction of sentences were often the order
of the day. In late medieval justice, spectacular executions weren’t neces-
sarily typical or routine.29

This begs the question ‘If acts of capital punishment did not take place
as regularly or as often as it sometimes believed, whence the overwhelming
impression conveyed by medieval texts and images?’ After all, it is hard not
to be struck by the sensational descriptions of spectacular public execu-
tions in late medieval chronicles. The Journal d’un Bourgeois de Paris
(1405–49), for example, is punctuated with accounts of lengthy judicial
processions, spectacular penal pageantry and elaborate execution rituals.
One entry describes the execution of Jehan de Montagu, Master of the
King’s household, for treachery in 1409. Having been ‘put into a cart, wear-
ing his own colours: an outer coat of red and white, hood the same, one
stocking red and the other white, and gilt spurs’, Jehan was subsequently
escorted to Les Halles with two trumpeteers and beheaded, after which his
torso was hung up high from the Paris gallows, still clad in its red and
white finery.30 Another passage records the execution of the ‘false traitor’
Colinet de Puiseux and six of his associates at the same spot in 1411:

He was on a plank higher up in the cart than the rest, with a wooden
cross in his hands, dressed as he had been when captured, as a priest.
He was taken on to the scaffold like this, stripped naked, and
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beheaded, he and five of the others . . . this Colinet, the false traitor,
was dismembered, his four limbs hung up one over each of the chief
gates of Paris, his body on the gallows in a sack, and their heads stuck
up on six spears in the Halles, like false traitors that they were.31

These accounts are memorable in their details, but it should be recalled
that they are devoted to the exceptional torments meted out to traitors, not
to the penalties administered to the vast majority of offenders. More-
over it is important to note that, despite the disciplinary emphasis of penal
practice in the modern West, discourse on spectacular deaths features
strongly in contemporary as well as medieval experience: historians of
the next millennium might well look back on violence in the twenty-first
century through the lens of the Hollywood video nasty, or news footage of
horrendous acts of war, violent crime and murder, and declare that the age
in which we ourselves live is detestably other. Or to cite an example more
comparable to the chronicle form, photographic surveys of the twentieth
century that emerged in the last years of the millennium seemed to possess
an overwhelming emphasis on images of death, warfare, murder, famine
and natural disaster.32 Why the peculiar fascination with violence and
suffering, shared by an audience with a taste for such volumes whose daily
lives are not, in many instances, directly affected by violent acts? In turn,
if the sight of death and capital punishment was not nearly so familiar or
spectacular in the Middle Ages as is commonly believed, why were chron-
iclers, artists and storytellers so intent upon constructing such a subject in
representation? Why were visions of punishment so symbolically central?

The historian Esther Cohen has provided a convincing explanation:
that the bloody era of executions was a ‘visual trick’ designed to convey a
spectacular language of punishment far out of proportion to the number
of criminals actually ascending the gallows. As she perceptively remarks,
what chronicles record is ‘not how the law worked, but how people saw
it working’.33 I think Cohen is right in her assessment, but I’d like to sug-
gest that the issue be framed in slightly different terms. What we need to
understand is the perceived centrality of spectacular justice in medieval
culture at the level of discourse and fantasy, or what I call, in the context
of this study, the medieval penal imaginary.34 It is perhaps stating the
obvious to say that punishment is related to issues of power, but what were
the modes of writing and speaking about punishment, of visualizing and
imagining it, that made the exercising of power possible? One of the
major premises of this book is that dominant power structures in medieval
society were partly sustained through the deployment of representations
of punishment and pain: these images possessed a strong ideological remit.
Secular justice iconography created an arena for the construction of
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institutional authority and bourgeois civility; the torments of the damned
produced spaces for the projection of cultural prejudice, systems of
incentive and social control; the punished bodies of Christ and the saints
helped spawn powerful messages about the coherence of the Church and
the ‘body’ of Christian faithful.

If these depictions were linked to the propagation of power in
medieval society, however, they could also generate and legitimize various
forms of pleasure. In the course of this book we’ll see how pleasure, in its
various guises, was central to the medieval penal imaginary and how this
accounts, at least in part, for the excessive presence of violence. This visual
excess frequently possessed a normative function, of course. In secular con-
texts, it operated to buttress state power and social distinction or to pro-
cure voyeuristic pleasure in the humiliation of others; in religious contexts,
it effected the transfiguration – the making sublime – of death, suffering
and self-sacrifice. But sometimes, just sometimes, it also provided spaces
in which to work through more subversive possibilities: empathy with,
and opposition to, the pain of the punished, fantasies of resistance and
empowerment, even forms of eroticism that transgress accepted norms.

This required, in both religious and secular spheres, efforts to down-
play the sentient reality of the punishment endured and the agony of
bodies in pain. Medieval chronicles, which rarely mention the pain of the
victims of the scaffold or describe the physiological details of their execu-
tions, clearly reproduce this dynamic of foreclosure: their descriptions
are, for the most part, remarkably austere. This in turn may be connected
to what I shall call, in chapter Two, a burgerlijk aesthetic, which directs
attention away, squeamishly, from the pains of torture as visualized in
painting. At the same time, by denying the embodied horror of penal ritual,
certain chroniclers might also have been influenced by what could be
termed a ‘reparative’ affective model: a paradigm of response designed to
convey respect for the victim’s dignity in response to their terrible plight,
to rehumanize them in the face of their impending dehumanization.35

The first half of the book considers responses to the late medieval icono-
graphy of justice in this light – depictions of hanging, secular justice
paintings, Last Judgement scenes – and suggests that we reconnect with
some of the punished bodies in question, bodies that until now have
been sidelined or ignored. The second half turns to depictions of martyr-
dom and the sufferings of Christ, framing the analysis with reference to
categories such as masochism, pornography and queerness. It is the
book’s contention that these categories, commonly perceived as being
fundamentally alien to medieval modes of interpretation, bring into view
the pleasures as well as pains associated with images of violence and
death. Reparative responses potentially blur the lines commonly drawn
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between affect – unpredictable, corporeal, contingent – and cognition –
located in historically situated, culturally sanctioned processes. Moreover,
it is only by opening ourselves out to the possibility of these oppositional
modes of identification and response that we are able to appreciate how
the art of pain might also have created spaces for the exploration of
certain forms of desire, notably sexual desire, in response to the naked,
tormented bodies of the martyrs and Christ. Understanding the ways in
which pain and suffering are ‘made good’ has the potential to reveal ways
in which they actually do harm. But we also need to imagine how images
of pain might have been subverted, ‘queered’, in order to perform differ-
ent sorts of cultural work from the work to which they were originally
assigned.

this middle ages which is not one

The complex transformations that punishment undergoes in the context
of representation construct a set of interpretive paradigms in which we, as
viewers, are thoroughly implicated. It is partly for this reason that the
chapters that follow also cohere around the central concept of suspense,
of life hanging in the balance. Suspense is a term more usually confined
to discussions of literature, theatre and film, but this study suggests that
close analysis of the temporal structures of medieval visual culture pro-
vides an occasion for fresh insights into its affective as well as ideological
dimensions. A medieval aesthetic of suspense connects, among other
things, German and Italian traditions of defamatory portraiture repre-
senting scenes of upside-down hanging, civic justice paintings displayed
in Flemish town halls, afterlife iconography portraying the agonies of
sodomites in hell, and the torture of Christian martyrs and Christ. The
representation in these contexts of dramatic tension, and of what I term
‘suspended animation’, affords a perspective on the responses these art
works engendered and the messages they expressed. Indeed, suspended
animation is also a formulation that can be applied to the book’s method-
ology, to the extent that my own relationship with the material, and with
the historical circumstances that mediate my vision, have informed the
discussion. If the conventional relationship to images of pain and punish-
ment in historical writing is one of suspense and distanced speculation,
my aim in what follows is to grate this against more shifting, fluid and
animated modes of analysis.

This approach to medieval iconographic traditions has been shaped, in
particular, by the insights of queer cultural history. I draw my inspiration
here especially from Carolyn Dinshaw, who has, in her recent work,
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attempted to develop relations with the past based on ideas of indeterm-
inacy, embodiment and ‘queer touching’. The present book similarly
engages with the touch of the queer at several key points in the analysis.
In so doing, the aim is to provoke different kinds of relationship to histor-
ies of violence and its representation, based on a desire for what Dinshaw
has termed a ‘partial, affective connection, for community’ that may even
effect a ‘touch across time’.36 An epistemology of touch may seem like an
odd move in the context of a study which is focused, in various ways, on
manifestations of the visual, whether artistically, textually or theatrically.
Yet medieval theories of vision themselves expressed the idea that acts of
looking are also, in a sense, acts of sensory intercorporation – that vision
is carnal, and that sight carries the carnality of the viewer’s body out into
the world.37 The thirteenth-century thinker Roger Bacon, for instance,
attempted to integrate the insights of ‘perspectivism’ – a scientific dis-
course emphasizing the need to abstract vision from flesh – with an aware-
ness of the extent to which ocular experience fails to fully differentiate self
and other by virtue of its enduring fleshliness. Vision, he says, ‘always expe-
riences a feeling that is a kind of pain’; we are moved, emotionally and
physically, by the things we look at.38 Such theories trouble distinctions
between subject and object, and in turn problematize the identities around
which these distinctions turn. Modern notions of a gendered, and paradig-
matically masculine gaze, for instance, present a marked contrast to
medieval theories of fleshly, indeterminate and embodied modes of look-
ing. For medieval theorists such as Bacon, sight, by virtue of its corporeality,
is not straightforward in its gendered associations: it is fluid, ambiguous
and divided, so that the polarization of, say, seeing on the side of the
masculine and feeling on the side of the feminine doesn’t work in any
simple fashion. Vision fails to articulate a clear division between subject
and object: in Bacon’s words, ‘it receives the species of the thing seen and
exerts its own force in the medium as far as the visible object’.39

Medieval concepts of vision as touch also resonate, in part, with the
concerns of queer history writing, which similarly attempts to complicate
the relationship between observer and observed by attending to the over-
laps and intersections of particular bodily senses in the production of
meaning. Tracing the relations of contingency and heterogeneity that may
be discovered in a bringing together of past and present, for example,
Dinshaw promotes certain paradigms of touching as an alternative to
conventional historicism. As I’m suggesting here, the touch of the queer
might also contain an optical dimension: a mode of ocularity that posits
no visual encounter as ‘authentic’, stable or predictable in its effects, even
in relation to a single viewing subject.40 A sense of potentiality informs
my analysis throughout: the idea that the possibilities facilitated by
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medieval iconography in the construction of selves and communities in
the present and future might also have been feasible back then, and that
reconnecting with the indeterminacy of the viewing process is a viable
historical exercise. Indeed, suspended animation is a phrase that may be
applied to the visual process itself, in the sense that works of art are zones
of both temporal suspension and enlivened potential. The medieval images
discussed in this book all purport to freeze moments in historical time:
they depict bodies ‘suspended’ between different temporal zones, such as
those of the hanged on the scaffold, dangling precariously between heaven
and earth; bodies ‘on the verge of ’ being dismembered, such as the ones
depicted in secular justice paintings; souls eternally in torment in hell,
always ‘on the brink of ’ suffering more; bodies ‘about to’ suffer, for
instance those of Christian martyrs; and bodies such as Christ’s, which
find themselves ‘interposed’ symbolically, in the gap between allegoric and
literal interpretation. Precisely because images take on lives of their own
in the minds of viewers and image-makers, they possess the capacity to
touch, move and provoke; their petrified quality simultaneously fixes, or
attempts to fix, particular meanings and associations, though this is a
process that never entirely succeeds. A relationship with history that like-
wise mediates between the suspensions that limited source materials
impose and the fantasies that visual artefacts nonetheless set in motion
may offer a means of blasting open the rock of periodization that historians
customarily erect, to leave behind a Middle Ages of resonance as well as
dissonance, a Middle Ages which is not one.41

One way of conceptualizing different Middle Ages would be through
the metaphor of the speculum. One of the most widely copied manu-
scripts in the late medieval period was a volume called the Speculum
humanæ salvationis (‘The mirror of human salvation’), which was devoted
to interpreting the biblical life of Christ as a reflection, typologically, of
stories in the Old Testament.42 Typological mirroring does not provide an
interpretative framework for the present book, though I do consider the
ways in which past and present connect with one another incompletely,
even fleetingly, by way of certain structural analogies and intersections.
Taking a backward glance at history from the standpoint of the present
describes one possible relationship with the past, but the medieval also
has the capacity to look back at and disrupt modernity’s own categories,
troubling divisions between objects and viewing subjects. While there is
certainly no continuum between the Middle Ages and today in its deploy-
ments and depictions of pain, the past can potentially offer a critical per-
spective from which to reflect on the present and on ourselves.43 In this
sense, the speculum that I have in mind may have more in common with
the curved mirror of self-examination – a mirror folded back on itself –
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than the flat, platonic mirror of ‘disinterested’ reflection. This speculum
would not simply be a device of transhistorical identification or of dis-
tanced alterity, but a site of self-touching and implicated knowledge. In
the present context, it would represent not the ‘other Middle Ages’, not the
Middle Ages as the other of modernity, but another Middle Ages – other
Middle Ages – Middle Ages altogether different from modernity’s other.44

It is not possible, within the context of this book, to discard ‘medieval’
or ‘Middle Ages’ as terms (institutional life and pedagogic practice con-
tinue to require them). But by declaring their strategic provisionality, they
can at least be seen for what they are – sites of contest – and thus they can
perhaps begin to take on new modes of signification untrammelled by
accusations of anachronism. Working, like the curved speculum, in a
mode of reparative ‘self-touching’ potentially enables the Middle Ages to
become rather than simply to be, creating an understanding of the period
as a product of vigorous and continued performance. It is by insisting on
the indeterminate nature of our relationship with images and texts, dis-
courses, people and places of the past, by making a virtue of that very
indeterminacy, that we are able to feel the ‘intensities’ of the sources laid
before us: experiences of resonance, contingency and touch. Of course
this involves a degree of conjecture, posing the question ‘How might
medieval viewers have responded to these images?’ The lived responses to
specific works of art are lost to us; those that might have been documented
in most cases went unrecorded. I do not wish to melancholically crave
their return, by suggesting that their surviving traces delineate the only
possible response patterns that we should admit (traces which in any case,
for the period in question, generally recount the hegemonic, the theolog-
ical, the proscribed). To implement alternative histories of response, we
may need to make alternative sorts of connections, across time scales,
genres, geographies, genders – not necessarily in order to prove outright
that a particular response was possible, but to suggest, rather more tenta-
tively, that such responses were not impossible.45

My analyses are informed ones, nonetheless, taking in a wide range of
written as well as visual sources and evaluating the effectiveness of com-
peting interpretations in particular situations. Whether or not they
choose to acknowledge it, all histories involve a degree of speculation. At
the same time, I have tried to be as thorough as possible in my evocation
of a particular representation’s cultural milieu. With this in mind, the
book’s argument is built around a series of case studies, often focusing in
detail on a single image or genre but always moving outwards to discuss
comparative material of various kinds. Sometimes, moreover, in an effort
to map areas of resonance and partial connection, the juxtapositions are
with modern representations or responses. The lyrics of a song depicting
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lynching from the 1930s provides one of the contexts for a discussion of
medieval depictions of hanging (chapter One); the different responses
that circulate around a horrific image of flaying include ‘ahistorical’,
empathetic reactions that, through a process of imaginary identification,
potentially disrupt the polarity between medieval and modern (chapter
Two); the pernicious figuration of sodomites in hell is compared with an
equally pernicious piece of recent British legislation, now thankfully
demised (chapter Three); images of holy martyrdom are viewed through
the lens of modern pornography (chapter Four); postmedieval configura-
tions of religious discipline are conceived in relation to their medieval
precursors (chapter Five); I conclude with a consideration of devotional
reflections on the tortured body of Christ (chapter Six), and how even this
body might be appropriated for pleasurable and profoundly untheologi-
cal ends. The book’s main focus is representations of punishment in the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, though it does look both forward and
backward from this timeframe in several instances; while the majority of
images discussed originate in northern Europe – especially France,
Germany and Flanders – I sometimes refer, in order to present an illumi-
nating case study or area of comparison, to Italian materials too. The
choice of material is partly shaped by a desire for spatial and generic
breadth, but it has also been determined by a commitment to what might
be termed antidisciplinarity – a resistance to the tendency for disciplinary
analysis to exclude certain objects and interpretations from view.46 A
focus on the queerness, as I see it, is precisely that discipline no longer
works as it should – that things that are normally kept separable are made,
instead, to touch, incompletely, partially, potentially. The chapters in this
book always keep dominant expectations and norms in view, but deci-
sions about the corpus of material have also been animated by an equally
strong desire for relations with beings and ideas from the past that are
plural, incomplete and suspended – not quite the ‘same’, but not quite ‘dif-
ferent’ either. If the book has a prevailing methodological premise in the
construction of its temporal and spacial parameters, this is it.
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The overwhelming impression conveyed by a visit to some of Britain’s
most popular tourist attractions, such as the Tower of London and the
London Dungeon, is that punishment in the Middle Ages was a heteroge-
neous affair: beheadings, mutilations, burnings, breaking on the wheel,
being boiled alive in vats of oil. The tourists are not necessarily being mis-
led in this impression: records suggest that such a varied and imaginative
array of tortures was indeed stipulated – and carried out – at particular
points in time in regions across late medieval Europe. In certain areas of
fifteenth-century rural England, for example, it was prescribed that petty
traitors be drawn and hanged; that high traitors be hanged, drawn and
quartered; and that women traitors and relapsed heretics suffer burning.
In Germany, breaking on the wheel was the most common form of aggra-
vated execution after hanging. Turning to a more urban setting, in Paris
criminals were occasionally dragged and beheaded, buried alive, burned
at the stake or simply banished. In Florence, in the first half of the
fifteenth century, beheading seems to have been a popular method of
punishment (although from about 1460 hanging increased in relation to
decapitation at a rate of nearly two to one). Images in medieval and early
modern law books also testify to the sheer variety of penalties prescribed
in parts of Europe: one of the miniatures in a fifteenth-century manu-
script of the Coutumier de Normandie juxtaposes beheading, trial by combat
and hanging (illus. 3), while Ulrich Tengler’s Layenspiegel (‘The Lay
Mirror’), first printed in Germany in the early sixteenth century, includes
towards the end a grisly woodcut depicting scenes of flagellation, behead-
ing, burning, drowning and breaking on the wheel, as well as various
forms of dismemberment; hanging itself is relegated to the background
(illus. 4). Yet the existence of such depictions should not detract from the
fact that the most common penal spectacle in late medieval Europe would
have been the sight of a man being hanged. Surveys of court records in
England, Germany, Italy and France from 1300 to 1600 suggest that
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hanging by the neck was the preferred method of capital punishment, and
that public hangings were events that most people would have had the
opportunity to witness at least once in their lifetimes.1

But hanging before 1500 was not only an act of legal significance; it
also had immense symbolic importance, and its representation in late
medieval art and literature is as crucial an avenue of enquiry as hanging
in fact. This chapter, which focuses mainly on fifteenth-century France,
Italy and Germany, is concerned less with the technologies of hanging
and its historical uses than with the cultural work representations of
hanging performed. Depictions of hanging in this period, whether in
visual or literary productions, not only depended on a common iconog-
raphy, which conditioned their reception and symbolic value, but they
also reveal a common interest in aestheticization: that is to say, certain
aspects are modified or even beautified in order to perform ideological
work that is unrelated to the judicial realities of hanging per se. It is not
that this process – what might be termed a suspension of lived reality –
inevitably lends itself to ignoring the plight of the hanged. Repre-
sentations continually colour their referents, just as they condition even
subjective experiences of the body-in-pain. But symbols are ambiguous
and the very languages that beautify, smother over or disguise pain can
also, in certain contexts, endow the punished subject with the capacity
for utterance that corporal punishment supposedly takes away. In short,
images of hanging do not always perform the cultural work of those
who hang.

These claims are developed in response to the temporal dimensions
of medieval hanging iconography. Hanging is a mode of punishment
that relies literally upon techniques of suspension, and the messages
disseminated in art and literature concerning it are likewise often related
to notions of suspense. But the motif of suspension – of death post-
poned or deferred, of life hanging in the balance – also permits repre-
sentations that depict punished beings who are not quite dead, who
speak from the ropes on which they swing. This may, in turn, create 
situations in which empathy with the pained body of the hanged becomes
a valid possibility. As the iconographic corpus assembled here reveals,
victims of hanging are generally represented in medieval texts and images
on the cusp between two different temporal states, in a threshold zone
‘betwixt heaven and earth’. This imagery of betwixt and between, which
I label, for the sake of convenience, an ‘aesthetic of suspension’, is crucial
to an understanding of the general symbolic associations of hanging.
But it also aids the interpretation of a range of historically specific ideo-
logical effects.
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hanging in history

What might people have seen when they witnessed a medieval hanging?
We are presented with an immediate problem here because detailed
commentaries on the physiological facts of hanging are rare. Medieval
chroniclers for the most part shied away from describing such details,
concerned as they were with the spectacular pageantry associated with the
deaths of traitors. As I suggested in the Introduction, this has contributed
to a distorted picture of medieval penal practice: it suggests that pre-modern
people were accustomed to witnessing extravagant, showy execution
rituals with unremitting frequency. This may well have been the case in
certain towns and cities in Europe at particular times, but the overall
picture painted by court records is that the majority of criminals unfor-
tunate enough to be sentenced to death met more ignominious ends at
the end of a rope. Moreover, most of those hanged were of such obscurity,
their misdemeanours so average, that their punishments failed to earn a
place in chronicles or in popular consciousness. Reading, for example, the
Journal d’un Bourgeois de Paris mentioned in the Introduction, the over-
whelming impression is much the same as that offered to a visitor to the
London Dungeon today: the chronicler’s interest is in the executions of
the high and mighty, the spectacular ‘good deaths’ of noble traitors, which
represent the preservation of order in the city during a period of civil war.
One of the most extended meditations on hanging in the Bourgeois’
Journal concerns an execution that stands apart by virtue of the fact that
it went spectacularly wrong. Captured by force and executed immediately
without hearing his defence – ‘they were very much afraid he would be
rescued, for he was of very great lineage’ – Sauvage de Framainville was
escorted to the gallows in 1427 accompanied by the Provost of Paris and
various others, including Pierre Baillé, the Grand Treasurer of Maine.
Baillé, impatient to see justice being done, denied Sauvage the oppor-
tunity to make his confession. Hurrying him onto the scaffold, shouting
at him, Baillé even went so far as to frogmarch the convict some of the way
up the ladder. When the victim answered back, moreover,

Pierre gave him a great blow with a stick and gave the hangman five
or six too, because he was talking to him about his soul’s salvation.
The hangman, seeing Baillé’s ill will, was afraid he might do some-
thing worse to him, and so, being frightened, hurried more than he
ought to have done and hanged Le Sauvage; but because of his haste
the rope broke or came undone and the condemned man fell and
broke his back and one leg. Yet he had to climb again, suffering as
he was, and was hanged and strangled [pendu et estranglé].2
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Sauvage’s execution occurred during an interval of English rule in Paris
from 1420 to 1436, and its inclusion in the Bourgeois’ Journal seems
designed to convey the limited benefits of an English presence in the city
after a period of civil disorder. The chronicler’s point is that justice under
the English produces a semblance of order, but without conforming
adequately to established judicial conventions such as trial, confession
and penal pageantry.3 For this reason, the account pays more attention to
the cruel Baillé and the blundering hangman than to the hanging itself. Be
that as it may, the final words of the paragraph (that Sauvage was ‘hanged
and strangled’) hint at one of the often forgotten aspects of the medieval
scaffold: that it was a scene of intense pain and violence.

It is not readily apparent, from descriptions of this sort, that hanging
was an excruciatingly painful way to die: medieval chroniclers rarely
attend to such details. So it may be worth paying attention, in this context,
to the historian V.A.C. Gatrell’s account of deaths by hanging in eight-
eenth- and nineteenth-century Britain. People did not die on the scaffold
neatly, he maintains: ‘Watched by thousands, they urinated, defecated,
screamed, kicked, fainted, and choked as they died.’4 Gatrell’s point is that,
whatever the affront to our sense of politeness and academic decorum, we
owe it to the victims to describe exactly what went on at the scaffold: we
should at least look at how they died. Rather than treating the scaffold as
if it was simply an abstraction, an idea – instead of blurring the memory
of what the noose really did to people – we must, he suggests, ‘move closer
to the choking, pissing, and screaming than taboo, custom, or comfort
usually allow’.5

Certainly, by all accounts, the condemned is conscious that he is hang-
ing for some time after he has been given the fatal shove: the mouth emits
a bloody froth; the body experiences convulsions and discharges urine
and faeces.6 In the Middle Ages, moreover, there was never any attempt to
break the victim’s neck by dropping him through a trap. The condemned
was simply forced to mount a ladder backwards, his hands bound, some-
times tugged up by the executioner with a rope or leather noose around
his neck; once the noose had been fixed underneath the horizontal beam
of the gallows, the offender would be pushed free of the ladder and per-
ish through slow strangulation.7 Striking depictions of the process and its
aftermath can be seen in the law books mentioned earlier: the miniature
in the Coutumier de Normandie shows the offender being pulled up a lad-
der by a rope (illus. 3), while the woodcut from Tengler’s Layenspiegel
shows the use of a ladder and the winding of a rope around the crossbeam
(illus. 4). Accounts describing the miraculous survival of hanged men also
testify to the dreadful physiological processes that the bodies of executed
criminals underwent. One miracle originating in twelfth-century Wales
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concerns a certain William Cragh, who was hanged for treason. The legal
proceedings initiated to establish the miraculous qualities of Cragh’s
revival (there would be no marvel in restoring the life of a living man)
include the testimony of individuals who had seen the ‘dead’ corpse, such
as the following horrifying reminiscence:

His whole face was black and in parts bloody or stained with blood.
His eyes had come out of their sockets and hung outside the eyelids
and the sockets were filled with blood. His mouth, neck, and throat
. . . were filled with blood . . . his tongue hung out of his mouth.8

These basic physiological and technological ‘facts’ are undoubtedly pow-
erful; but they only go some of the way towards helping us to understand
what people felt about the executions they watched and, perhaps as
important, what the executed felt as they swung from the rope (which
would, at any rate, be almost impossible to document). What we are left
with are representations of hanging filtered through layer upon layer of
rhetorical camouflage. I don’t think Gatrell’s suggestion that we move
closer to the ‘choking, pissing and screaming’ of the condemned is espe-
cially viable in the case of medieval materials, but this does not mean, for
all the camouflage, that the body-in-pain has inevitably and entirely dis-
appeared from view. As we shall see, there were instances when medieval
creators attempted to restore the capacity for discourse and language to
the bodies of the hanged.

françois villon and the community of the threshold

The writings of the renegade fifteenth-century poet François Villon are a
good example of the ways in which hanging, in the Middle Ages, was a
focus for symbolic, as well as penal, work. Hanging crops up a number of
times in Villon’s oeuvre, as one might expect from a man who was often
himself embroiled in criminal acts that risked punishment by hanging.
Most significantly, the Ballade des pendus, Villon’s most famous short
poem, is explicitly concerned with hanging.9

Until recently criticism of Villon has tended to fall into one of two
camps.10 On the one hand, many commentators have implied that the
poet’s meditations on hanging are autobiographical. Indeed, according to
one strand of criticism, the facts of which have not been verified conclu-
sively, Villon wrote the Ballade des pendus in the hours immediately prior
to his own execution by hanging (an event from which he was apparently
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reprieved).11 Such interpretations place emphasis on the identification
between the poet and his internal narrators: commenting on the poet’s
use of the word povre to describe the hanged men in the opening stanza
of this poem, paralleling the frequent description of himself as ‘le povre
Villon’, David Fein concludes: ‘How can we not read Villon’s signature
here?’12 The first printed edition of Villon’s poetry, published in 1489, calls
the Ballade an ‘Epitaphe dudit Villon’ (illus. 5 and 6). On the other hand,
critics have pointed to the dismal realism of the Ballade des pendus and its
relationship with literature of the macabre; readings in this vein concen-
trate on the poem’s ‘death-facing’ affects, its ‘simple clarity and truths’.13

But is either reading especially valid, the autobiographical or the realist? 
Certainly the poem begins by pleading identification with the victims

of the gallows (ll. 1–4):
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Freres humains qui aprés nous
vivez,

N’ayez les cueurs contre nous
endurciz,

Car se pitié de nous povres avez,
Dieu en avra plus tost de vous 

mercis.

You human brothers, who after us
still live,

Don’t let your hearts be hardened
toward us,

For if you have pity for us poor
men,

The sooner will God have mercy
upon you.

The five or six persons ‘cy atachés’ (l. 5; ‘strung up here’) request our asso-
ciation with their fraternity: they plead common humanity. They also beg
for pity. In the next stanza, guessing that we might be offended by the sug-
gestion that we are the brothers of those ‘occis par Justice’ (ll. 12–13; ‘killed
by Justice’), the speakers retort ‘pas n’en devez avoir desdain’ (ll. 11–12;
‘you must not take offence at that’). The point of eliciting empathetic
identification is not simply, however, to make us feel rage at the terrible
fate of the executed on the gallows. The tone of the poem is also peniten-
tial, so that the final refrain of each stanza reads ‘priez Dieu que tous nous
vueille absouldre’ (l. 10; ‘pray to God He may absolve us all’). Like the
trope of memento mori in the legend of the Three Living and the Three
Dead (a popular genre of medieval macabre representation, which
announces that ‘you will be what we are; we are what you will be’), the
poem functions as a grim warning to the living to amend their lives in
order to save their souls.14 You are not so different from us, the pendus
declare, ‘vous sçavez que tous hommes n’ont pas le sens rassis’ (ll. 13–14;
‘you know that not all men are truly sensible’). Their point is that hell is
not just the fate of the condemned on the gallows but of everyone who



remains impenitent. So empathy is not simply evoked, like Gatrell, for the
sake of the already-hanged. It is evoked for the sake of us – the readers –
who are still alive but who are, at the same time, metaphorically dead to
the world: those without ‘sens’. As a result, there is a certain amount of
pronominal confusion in the use of the word ‘nous’ in the poem. In the
second stanza it is not exactly clear whether this refers to ‘we’ the hanged
or ‘we’ collectively: ‘Excusez nous . . . nous preservant de l’infernale fouldre’
(ll. 15, 18; ‘Make intercession . . . preserving us from the infernal fire’), the
speaker declares. Whether or not we ourselves are meant to understand at
this point that ‘nous sommes mors’ (l. 19; ‘we are dead men’), our own
preservation from hell seems to motivate the final stanza (ll. 31–3):
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Prince Jhesus, qui sur tous a
maistrie,

Gardez qu’enfer de nous n’ait
seigneurie.

A luy n’ayons que faire ne que
souldre!

Prince Jesus, you who are the lord
of all,

Keep Hell from having power
over us.

With it let’s have no dealings and
no debts!

5 ‘Portrait of Villon’,
woodcut illustration
to the first edition of
Villon’s Le Grant
Testament et le Petit,
Son Codicille, Le
Jargon et ses Balades
(Paris: Pierre Levet,
1489). Bibliothèque
Nationale de France,
Paris.

6 ‘Hanged criminals’,
woodcut illustration
to the first edition of
Villon’s Le Grant
Testament et le Petit,
Son Codicille, Le
Jargon et ses Balades
(Paris: Pierre Levet,
1489). Bibliothèque
Nationale de France,
Paris.



The initial conceit is that we are to identify with the pendus, yet, in the third
stanza, an alternative message hits home: ‘Ne soiez donc de nostre con-
frairie’ (l. 29; ‘Do not, therefore, be of our brotherhood’). Identification
with a hardened criminal is not, after all, what we should ultimately seek;
rather it’s our own salvation that’s hanging in the balance.

Although in this way the poem shifts the emphasis from ‘them’ to ‘us’,
the criminals swinging from the rope are closely connected to readers
through the formation of a penitential community, over which Jesus
holds dominion. The radical disjunction that Foucault perceives between
ruler and criminal in Discipline and Punish is encapsulated in the image
of Jesus, the ‘Prince’, having the capacity for mercy over the broad fellow-
ship of sinners who find themselves in this ambiguous state. Readers and
hanged are bonded together as beings on the cusp between life and death,
heaven and hell. The suspension of the hanged is a motif that facilitates
the construction of a new ideological message: that we should take care of
our own souls rather than feeling sorry for the hanged. At the same time,
our own potential status as victims in hell – our own predicament as
‘about-to-be-punished’ souls – reconnects us with the threshold status of
the bodies in pain swinging from the rope. In this way, even as the poem
is in one sense individualistic, warning us to save our own skins rather
than worrying about the fates of others more unfortunate than ourselves,
in another sense it promotes an image of community, a community of
beings located within an atemporal, borderline space of betwixt and
between. While manipulations of physical pain such as torture bring
about a destruction of language, as Elaine Scarry has powerfully shown in
The Body in Pain, products of the imagination are also capable of direct-
ing one’s attention to the eradication of pain in social existence.15

Likewise, Villon’s poem is ethically committed to pain’s overall cessation,
even as it communicates its penitential warning for the sake of the living
reader. By commanding identification between readers and the experi-
ences of criminal bodies in pain, the Ballade solicits deliverance for all
from the sufferings of hell.

The construction of this community of the threshold also provides an
opportunity, potentially, for readers from times and places outside the
immediate context in which the poem was written to bypass perceptions
of historical alterity and feel the vibration or intensity of the imagery,
‘touching’, affectively, bodies supposedly located in the past. This perhaps
explains the enduring fascination of the poem for European poets over
the last 500 years, who have produced a whole crop of analogues, inter-
pretations and translations.16 Indeed, as I argue below, Villon’s Ballade
and its language of hanging may have exerted an influence, albeit indirectly,
on the imagery contained in a popular twentieth-century song lyric.
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There could be a link between this fascination and the imagery of suspen-
sion and bodily process around which the poem turns. Perhaps the most
striking images in the poem are Villon’s macabre depictions of decaying
bodies. A fifteenth-century woodcut illustrates the first edition of the
poem with a stark, almost ideographical representation of three bodies
hanging from the gallows in various states of undress (illus. 6). Unlike
the portrait of Villon on the opposite page (illus. 5), the image contains
no shading or attempt to individualize. It is questionable whether, in its
comic-book simplicity, the woodcut enables us to ‘stare death in the face’
or to identify with the pain of the hanged. Nonetheless, it is strangely dis-
turbing too, perhaps by virtue of its emblematic, almost totemic status.17

Likewise, the descriptions in the third stanza of the poem itself are unques-
tionably powerful (ll. 21–4):
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Descriptions of blackened corpses and hollowed-out eyes do not make for
pleasant thoughts; undoubtedly they betray some of the horror of their
imagined referents. Yet the imagery is also metaphorical in tone, relating
to the penitential themes of the poem as a whole. The washing action of
the rain, parallel to the stripping away of the flesh that reveals the bones
in stanza one (ll. 6–8), evokes, like purgatorial fire, processes of cleansing
and purification;18 the phrase ‘debuez et lavez’ (l. 21) conjures up an image
of the hanged men being laundered and hung out to dry.19 The allusions
to purgation are entirely appropriate in the context of hanging: the bodies
suspended between heaven and earth mirror the souls caught between
salvation and damnation. This imagery of suspension, at the same time,
connects readers with experiences that all bodies confront. Caught
themselves between life and death, pleasure and pain, human beings – as
embodied beings – all have dealings with threshold states, which explains,
I think, some of the poem’s long-term appeal.

It is possible to put Villon’s poem in an expressly medieval iconographic
context, of course, and I am not suggesting that affective connections
across the chasm of time somehow nullify a focus on specifics. The allu-
sions to infernal torment, for instance, correspond with an illumination

La pluye nous a debuez et lavez
Et le soulail deceschez et noirciz.
Pies, corbeaux nous ont les yeulx

cavez
Et araché la barbe et les sourcilz.

The rain has soaked us and has
washed us clean

And the sun dried us up and
turned us black.

Magpies and crows have hollowed
out our eyes

And plucked away our beards 
and eyebrows too.



in the Rohan Hours depicting the story of God the Father announcing to
the Son (not included in the image) that usurers, unbelievers and Jews
will be ‘hanged in hell’. The three men, dressed only in white smocks, hang
suspended from the gallows over the gaping jaws of Leviathan (illus. 7).
The hollowing out of the eyes and the removal of beards and eyebrows in
Villon’s poem may also gesture toward the loss of self that was associated,
in the Middle Ages, with acts of spiritual transcendence. Finally, the peck-
ing of the birds recalls certain images of the suicide of Judas, such as a
twelfth-century miniature from the ‘Hildegard Codex’ (illus. 8). Whereas
Judas’s body was traditionally represented dangling from a tree (illus. 9),
in this depiction there is nothing to remind us of self-murder: the apostle’s
body hangs from a gallows rather than a tree, while a trio of fearsome
ravens prey on his flesh; the corresponding scene above depicts Pilate
examining Christ, thereby pointing up the judicial character of the scene
below. Sanctioned by the arguments of certain medieval scholastics that
Judas, in dying as he did, received his just deserts, motifs of this sort
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7 ‘Hanging of usurers, unbelievers and Jews in hell’, miniature in the Rohan Hours, early 15th century,
French. Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.



transform suicide into an act of punishment.20 (This also makes sense in
a culture in which self-murdering individuals were themselves subjected
to post-mortem sanctions in certain times and places.)21 In the Ballade
des pendus, the affinity between the opprobrium of Judas and secular
execution rituals is similarly clear. We’ve brought this upon ourselves, the
pendus imply, ‘Do not therefore be of our brotherhood’ (l. 29). It would be
spiritual suicide to ignore our words.

What I am suggesting, then, is that the poem might have had particular
associations for medieval reading communities – the suicide of Judas,
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images of infernal punishment, Christian penitential themes – but that
this does not preclude the existence of what might be understood as ‘com-
munal’, if indeterminate and contingent, points of connection too,
between the bodies of readers and the bodies represented in the text.
Rather than simply seeking the ‘truth’ of the poem in medieval specificity,
we should, I think, accommodate both dissonance and resonance in our
analyses of the poem’s mechanics. Accounting for the implicated and
embodied nature of our encounters with represented bodies of the past is,
I submit, an important historical project.

9 ‘Betrayal and Arrest of Christ; suicide of Judas; Pilate washing his hands’, miniature in a combined
Psalter and Book of Hours, late 13th century, northeast France (probably Arras). Pierpont Morgan
Library, New York.



Elsewhere in Villon’s poetry, images of hanging betray a message that,
like the Ballade des pendus, shifts between forcing identification with the
hanged and maintaining communities in the land of the living. While the
Ballades en jargon clearly impart none of the spiritual tone of the Ballade
des pendus, all are haunted by the spectres of hanging: beware of the
‘haure du marieulx’ (‘breeze of the hangman’) is the lesson of one poem,
‘Eschec eschec pour le fardis’ (‘Watch out, watch out for the rope’s end!’)
the refrain of another.22 The first poem in the series opens with an image
reminiscent of the Ballade des pendus (i, ll. 1–6):
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A parouart la grant mathegaudie
Ou accollez sont duppez et noirciz
Et par les anges suivans la paillardie
Sont greffiz et print cinq ou six
La sont bleffleurs au plus hault bout

assis
Pour le evaige et bien hault mis au

vent.

At Paris, the great lookout point
Where fools are strung up and

blackened,
And by the ‘angels’ on the track of

crime
Are rounded up and taken, five or

six – 
There are crooks installed in the

highest seats
Where they’re exposed to rain and

upper winds.

The message here is not that sinners repent, however, but that hardened
criminals perfect their craft. ‘Plantes aux hurmes voz picons’ (i, l. 21; ‘set
your pick-locks to one side’), they are advised; ‘babignes tousjours aux ys
des sires pour les desbouses’ (i, ll. 28–9; ‘always befuddle them, the idiots,
to relieve them of their cash’).

The French critic Georges Bataille doubts whether we can ever really
see death; practically speaking, it is beyond reach of human vision.23

Likewise, Villon’s narratives of hanging are not so much about death as
about the spaces between life and death, where communities are con-
structed, temporarily, through shared experiences of between-ness. In
both image and text, the realism of the rope’s end is not expressed so
much as a sense of suspended animation (entirely consistent with the
countenance of the hanged: suspended, ‘pendus’). Death is arrested: the
dead speak, after all. In the Ballade des pendus, the hanged lament ‘Jamais
nul temps nous ne sommes assis’ (l. 25; ‘Never at any time are we at rest’).
The woodcut depicting Villon’s poem (illus. 6) is similarly lively, the eyes
of the hanged represented by two symmetrically placed dots seemingly
staring out toward the viewer. Fantasies of the revenant dead pervaded the
folklore of the gallows in the later Middle Ages: the custom of leaving the
malefactor hanging for weeks or even months after execution testifies to



the belief that the dead body continued to suffer the humiliations exacted
at the original penal spectacle.24 Motifs of restlessness and suspension are
also echoed in certain representations of the suicide of Judas: it is worth
noting how imagery of the death of Judas, from the twelfth century, often
focused on Judas’s status as a figure of desperatio or despair, thereby
betraying a preoccupation with the sinner’s restless inner state.25 Captured
in the transitional moments between life and death, some images even
show Judas as a hanging figure clutching the rope with his left hand, as if
he is experiencing a last-minute change of heart. As a fifteenth-century
canon of Passau Cathedral quipped in a sermon on the Passion, ‘Perhaps
Judas changed his mind and at this last minute tried to free himself from
the rope?’26

Depictions conveying psychological states of ‘betwixt and between’
thus connect with images that attempt to convey, in narrative terms, the
intervals where life and death may be said to meet. These intermediate
zones possibly recall what Gatrell terms ‘strategies of defence’, attempts to
offset the fear of death with anaesthetizing imagery and motifs of suspen-
sion.27 At the same time, they also permit the communication of a recu-
perative message: one that attempts to restore the power of signification
and existence to those to whom such power is denied. The hanged are
described or describe themselves as weathered bodies, unable to escape
their suspended fates, yet their symbolic value and capacity for speech
allow them, within the fantasy of the poem, to escape the condition of
silent oblivion. These are bodies depicted as lives within death, but they
are also returned to a certain kind of political existence as subjects in the
world (at least within the imaginary space of literature).

Another way in which Villon achieves this reparative message is
through humour. In one short verse, described in the first printed edition
as ‘Le rondeau que feist ledit Villon quant il fut iugie’ and illustrated by a
portrait (illus. 5), he declares:
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Je suis François, dont il me poise,
Né de Paris emprés Pontoise,
Et de la corde d’une toise
Savra mon col que mon cul poise.

I am François and I’m glum.
Born near Pontoise in the Paris

slum.
Now, through a noose, my neck

will come
To know the weight of my hang-

ing bum.28

This isn’t simply a joke on Villon’s part, of course: his point is that only at
the moment of death will he understand the true weight of his sinful-
ness. As such, like the Ballade des pendus, the verse possesses penitential



significance. At the same time, the humour of these lines helps to explain
why the speakers in the Ballade plead with the reader ‘De nostre mal per-
sonne ne s’en rie’ (l. 9; ‘Let no one make sport of our misery’); and why
they later announce that ‘Hommes, ycy n’a point de mocquerie’ (l. 34;
‘Humans, there’s no cause here for mockery’).29 These lines recognize the
fact that, confronted with the spectacle of rotting flesh and dismem-
bered body parts, people sometimes laugh as part of their defence against
fear; but that the predicament represented in the poem is actually deeply
serious, because it implicates the readers in a community of penance.

the gentle art of hanging enemies

Mockery is clearly at issue in another genre of penal iconography centred
on images of hanging: the defamatory portrait. Pitture infamanti, rooted
in the ancient doctrines of fama and infamia in Roman law, were com-
monly painted on the walls of principal centres of justice in north Italian
cities from the thirteenth century to the sixteenth.30 Their main function
was to work a sort of performative insult aimed at humiliating traitors
and debtors in contempt of court. The victim of a pittura infamante was
rarely ‘killed’; rather, he was shown in a variety of degrading poses, usually
hanged upside down by the foot. Italian defamatory portraits are known
only through descriptions and preparatory drawings; there are no surviving
examples of commissions painted in public contexts. Nonetheless, they
undoubtedly draw comparison with the iconography of the ‘hanged man’
in tarot cards. After all, the earliest tarot packs were produced in northern
Italy about 1440, perhaps the most enduring monument to the prevalence
of defaming images in this region (illus. 10).31

Class distinctions played a crucial role in the appreciation of pitture
infamanti. Those pictured were usually males from the upper classes
(women were never depicted), that is to say, men who would have some-
thing to lose by being shamed. The insult was thus effected, first and fore-
most, by associating men whose status would normally have permitted
them the privilege of execution by decapitation with the humiliation of
punishment by hanging. The only saintly associations with hanging
involved miracle stories in which saints such as Jerome rescue men from
the gallows who have been unjustly condemned (illus. 11), and it is very
unusual indeed to find representations of saints themselves being hanged.
A rare exception, depicting the hanging of Sts Gorgonius and Dorotheus,
appears in the pages of the twelfth-century Stuttgart Passionary (illus.
12).32 In religious contexts, hanging was reserved for the most shameful of
deaths: the suicide of Judas. Thus, pitture infamanti worked by enacting
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10 ‘The Hanged Man’,
Visconti–Sforza tarocchi
(tarot) card, c. 1445.
Pierpont Morgan Library,
New York.

visually a number of ready-made associations between hanging, humility
and social shame, in order to denigrate victims who were generally well
heeled. But what was the particular meaning behind such images? What,
especially, was the significance of the motif of being hanged upside down? 

At the most basic level, the representation of upside-down hanging con-
veys the topos of mundus inversus (world upside down): motifs of symbolic
inversion are one of the central principles of comedy. Anthropologists
frequently understand inversion as a means of Ventilsitten, of ‘letting off



11 Pietro Perugino,
St Jerome Saves 
Two Hanged Men,
late 15th century,
painted predella
panel. Musée du
Louvre, Paris.

12 ‘Hanging of
Gorgonius and
Dorotheus’,
miniature in
Stuttgart Passionary,
c. 1110–20, German.
Württembergische
Landesbibliothek,
Stuttgart.



steam’. They suggest that, by allowing us to engage in reversible operations,
symbolic inversions induce a fundamental form of play: they create a space
in which vicariously to try out new concepts, juggle new possibilities, test
new roles.33 Medieval depictions of Reynard the Fox hanged from the
gallows by a collection of geese, such as that carved on the late fifteenth- or
early sixteenth-century bench-end at Brent Knoll in Somerset (illus. 13),
evince this playful, comedic aspect, based on the temporary disruption of
the natural order. According to the legend, Reynard was called up for judge-
ment by the king for crimes including rape and murder, and condemned to
be hanged by the court: in the romance text the fox is eventually set free, on
the condition that he sets out on a pilgrimage, whereas the bench end and
analogous carvings show him being strung up by the neck.34

In other geographical contexts, metaphors of reversal could also take
on more specific meanings. In late medieval Italy, for example, it is poss-
ible that pitture infamanti entered into a dialogue with another genre of
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13 ‘Geese hang Reynard the
Fox’, 15th century, carved
wooden bench-end. St
Michael’s church, Brent
Knoll, Somerset.



full-length portraiture popular in secular buildings at this time: murals
depicting uomini famosi (famous men) or uomini illustri (illustrious
men).35 These paintings, representing a variety of illustrious personalities
drawn from history, were typically portrayed on the walls of rooms in
both private palaces and civic buildings. The characters depicted were
generally drawn from the Old Testament and the early Christian empire,
though, with the growth of humanism, Roman heroes, too, became pop-
ular subjects. In Renaissance Venice and Florence, moreover, portraits
of this sort were increasingly employed as a form of visual genealogy
emphasizing pride in the antiquity and eminence of one’s lineage. Giorgio
Vasari describes how, in Venice,

in many gentlemen’s houses one may see their fathers and grand-
fathers, up to the fourth generation . . . a fashion which has ever
been truly worthy of the greatest praise, and existed even among the
ancients. Who does not feel infinite pleasure and contentment, to
say nothing of the honour and adornment they confer, at seeing
the images of his ancestors, particularly if they have been famous
and illustrious [chiari ed illustri] for their part in governing their
republics, for noble deeds performed in peace or in war, or for
learning or any other notable and distinguished talent?36

It may be that the shame of being painted hanged upside down resulted
in part from the wider frame of reference associated with having one’s
family members portrayed as uomini illustri. This is a tentative reading: a
more exhaustive iconographic survey connecting the chronological and
geographical dispersal of both genres would be required to make a con-
vincing case for their discursive interaction.37 Yet there are hints that a
convergence of this sort was possible. After all, perhaps the most re-
nowned painter of pitture infamanti, Andrea del Castagno, also painted
one of the most significant surviving groups of fifteenth-century uomini
famosi (illus. 14). This implies that, going beyond anthropological notions
of play and subversion, an understanding of the particular circumstances
in which motifs of reversal evolved would be helpful: the iconography of
defamation may have worked, in part, by inverting expectations aroused
by perceptions of imagery depicting ‘famous men’.

A focus on specifics draws attention to the multiple realities and mes-
sages potentially conveyed by the various ‘arts of hanging’ described in
this chapter. To concentrate on the particular contexts for the reception of
hanging iconography is not simply to have recourse to notions of histor-
ical alterity; it may be possible to discover partial connections between
different realities and different messages, for different people situated in
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different time frames. Because an image possesses a certain frame of ref-
erence for a modern individual, this does not necessarily invalidate claims
that the image was able to signify in this way for medieval respondents as
well. At the same time, uncovering a context for hanging iconography that
has little resonance for most modern viewers, such as the discourse of
uomini famosi, also helps to bring into focus the situated and shifting
qualities of vision as an effect of discourse.

The Italian pitture infamanti are well documented. What is less well
known is the popularity of the genre elsewhere in Europe, especially in
the fifteenth century. The circulation of the motif of hanging as a com-
municator of shame and infamy in different regions of medieval
Europe demonstrates that a focus on specifics yields further areas of
symbolic complexity; at the same time there are crucial continuities
between one manifestation and another, continuities that may even
extend into modern times. In France, the Bourgeois of Paris describes
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(transferred), c. 1450, from
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famosi cycle. Galleria degli
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how, in the first week of May 1438, three pieces of cloth were hung at
each of Paris’s four gates:

Very unpleasant pictures were very well painted on these pieces of
cloth: each one showed a knight, one of the great English lords,
hanging by his feet on a gallows, his spurs on, completely armed
except for his head, at each side a devil binding him with chains and
at the bottom of the picture two foul, ugly crows, made to look as if
they were picking out his eyes.38

Here, again, we see the humiliating association with Villon’s pecking
crows; on each picture, moreover, was an inscription naming and sham-
ing the malefactor: William de la Pole, Robert, Earl of Willoughby, and
Thomas Blont. Similarly, a variation of the English chronicle known as
The Brut records an incident that took place during the Duke of
Burgundy’s siege of English-controlled Calais in 1436:

And they of Brigges [Bruges] made payntet clothes, howe the
Flemmynges were att seege att Caleis, and howe thai wann the
toune; and hanget out Englisshe men by the helis out at lopes [from
branches] . . . all in dispite and hoker [scorn] of Englissh men.39

Nor was the Hundred Years War the only context in which the defama-
tory picture surfaced in France. In 1477 King Louis xi attempted to
punish the traitor Jean de Chalon, Prince of Orange, by having him
painted hanged on a gibbet by his left foot, his bowels protruding from
his stomach (another association with Judas: Acts 1: 18 describes how
the apostle, falling headlong, ‘burst asunder in the midst, and all his
bowels gushed out’). The prince’s head was enveloped in flames, and a
devil was depicted tearing out his tongue with an iron wrench; six ver-
sions of the portrait were distributed to various localities.40 In the late
fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries, the practice had been adopted in
the British Isles. The chronicle of Edward Halle (printed in 1550)
describes what the author terms the custom of ‘baffling’, before the
Battle of Flodden in 1513:

The Earle [of Surrey] bad the Heraulde for to saye to his maister, that
yf he for his parte kept not hys appoyntmente, then he was content,
that the Scottes should Baffull hym, which is a great reproche amonge
the Scottes, and is used when a man is openly perjured, and then
they make of hym an Image paynted reversed, with hys heles
upwarde, with his name, wonderynge cryenge and blowing out of
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hym with hornes, in the moost dispitefull maner they can. In toke
that he is worthy to be exiled the compaignie of all good Creatures.41

Here, as with the Italian precursors, metaphors of inversion remain crucial.
The Flodden example also bears witness to the dehumanizing intentions of
the genre, the notion that the ‘baffled’ be expelled from the fellowship of
‘good creatures’, exiled to a space beyond normal political existence.42

Metaphors of topsy-turvydom are also crucial to the functioning of
the German Schandbilder, the most obvious northern equivalent to the
Italian defaming picture. These images, drawn on sheets of paper or
parchment, were accompanied by insulting letters (known as Scheltbriefe)
and posted on the door of the victim’s house or in public places to the
embarrassment of the person thus depicted. Schandbilder differ from
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pitture infamanti in that they were disseminated by private individuals
rather than state-sponsored institutions (privately instigated defamatory
pictures in Italy were often banned by law).43 Nevertheless, their mode of
operation was much the same: they pictured the offending delinquent,
usually a debtor, in shameful poses in order to effect a form of ‘out-of-
court’ penalty with the hope of prompting him to make reparation.

Otto Hupp’s exhaustive survey of the genre catalogues 39 surviving
examples of Schandbilder and Scheltbriefe produced between 1379 and 1593
(fifteen before 1500); research more recently has uncovered up to 100
defamatory images in this period, mainly from north Germany.44 The
most common mode of defamation entailed representing the malefactor
imprinting the anus of a female animal such as a sow or ass or bitch with
his family seal, thereby smearing it with dung (illus. 15). (The anti-Semitic
features of the motif are considered in what follows; its sodomitical
valences are discussed in chapter Three.) The offender, however, was also
commonly depicted hanged upside down, legs dangling from the rope.
The Scheltbrief produced by Johann of Löwenstein against Earl Ludwig of
Hesse in 1438 (illus. 16) depicts the debtor clothed in fashionable regalia,
his heraldic arms suspended upside down beside him and his feet pecked
by ravens. (This accentuates the symbolic reversal, since conventionally it
was the eyes that were pecked out, as in Villon’s Ballade des pendus.) The
accompanying inscription relates how the picture was instigated as a result
of an argument over a bowl of soup at the earl’s castle. The letter also
makes a scatological allusion to Judas, suggesting that the grievance might
be a dispute over money. Johann declares: ‘I submit that the wind that
came from Judas when he hanged himself has hit him on the ears and eyes
so that he doesn’t see or hear his honour.’ The practical purpose of the
image is clear:

This is why we should let his shameful picture hang here with his
coat of arms, until he has given me compensation recognized by
respectable people for those unwarranted things that he and his
people did in the aforementioned manner, and ask all those who
seek charity, who see him painted hanging, that they let him hang.45

The Schandbild applied by Saÿdro and Isaac Straubinger, two Regensburg
Jews, against Hans Judmann in 1490 (illus. 17) likewise represents the mis-
creant hanged by the feet, dressed in knightly regalia, with a devil beating
him round the head with a club.

It is important to stress that most of the aforementioned examples do
not make allusions to conventional acts of capital punishment, akin to
Villon’s bodies on the scaffold. Certainly German Schandbilder occasionally
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depict the wrongdoers in question hanged in the traditional manner, bro-
ken on the wheel or even spiked on stakes (see illus. 18), but images of
upside-down hanging were not designed to parallel the usual practices of
the scaffold. Rather, they drew comparison with an analogous form of
punishment that was occasionally employed in actuality: the so-called
Jewish execution, in which a Jewish offender would be hanged alive by the
feet (sometimes one foot alone) and a pair of angry dogs similarly strung
up beside him.46 The ritual was by no means confined to medieval
Germany and there are instances documented as far away as Spain.47

Nonetheless, the only extant legal formularies of the practice date to the
end of the Middle Ages or later. The first definition of Jewish execution is
provided in Ulrich Tengler’s early sixteenth-century Layenspiegel, which
interpreted it as an act of penance for someone who stubbornly upholds
‘his Jewish heresy’,48 while one of the most detailed descriptions appears
in a late seventeenth- or early eighteenth-century statute book from the
Swiss canton of Glarus (which may correspond to earlier attitudes). The
Swiss formulary reads as follows:

He is to be hanged as a thief, by the feet with a rope or chains, on a
specially erected gallows, between two raging or snarling dogs,
betwixt heaven and earth, so high that grass and herb may grow
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beneath him; thus he shall be committed to the dogs and the birds
and the air, so that he be estranged from the earth; and you, judge,
people and guards, assembled about the gallows, who watch over
him, until he suffer death upon the gallows.49

This conveys an important aspect of hanging symbolism, the motif of
suspense – of death delayed – already encountered in the discussion of
Villon. The fate of the punished Jew quite literally hangs ‘betwixt heaven
and earth’.50

One of the earliest detailed records of the practice, in the diary of Andrea
Gattaro of Padua, delegate from Venice to the Council of Basle, describes
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how, in 1434, two German Jews were arrested as thieves, tortured and
encouraged to turn Christian. Of the two, one converted and was behead-
ed; the other, ‘condemned to be hanged by the feet with a dog beside him’,
was drawn up on the gallows by a rope, where he remained for a time until,
realizing that ‘his prophets had availed him nothing’, he decided to call
upon the Virgin Mary for help. At this point, the dogs’ barking abated and
at once he cried to the monk standing below: ‘I wish to become a
Christian!’51 Like the iconography of defamation, the ritual described here
participates in symbolic reversal: the upside-down hanging presents an
affront to the Jew’s honour.52 At the same time, in common with other
stories representing Jewish conversion, the narrative perpetuates anti-
Semitic fantasies about the stubbornness of Jews: the malefactor is given
time to contemplate the terrifying fate that awaits him should he not con-
vert. (In the case just described, the hanged Jew was eventually spared.)
Significantly, too, the inversion on the gallows assimilated the Jew with
another form of symbolic reversal: the disjunction between man and
beast. According to Esther Cohen, upside-down hanging was a penalty
commonly reserved for murderous animals, especially pigs (with whom the
Jews were associated, by virtue of the prohibitions against eating pork in
Leviticus).53 Thus, in the case just cited, the thieves were ‘urged repeatedly
to turn Christian, so as not to die like beasts’.54 The implication is that the
Jewish victim finds himself, like Judas, on a threshold, asked to choose
between accepting a legitimate social death as a Christian and an ignoble,
animalistic end.

A rare visual depiction of the Jewish execution appears in an anonymous
broadsheet narrating the alleged desecration of an image of the Virgin by
Jews in the Cistercian monastery of Cambron, in the province of Hainaut
(now in Belgium), in the early fourteenth century. The pamphlet, printed in
Strasbourg in the early sixteenth century, was illustrated with woodcuts
depicting, among other things, the ordeal of the ringleader William: tortured
in order to obtain confession and tried by combat, the offender is sub-
sequently dragged to the gallows and punished by being hanged upside
down, over a fire, next to two dogs (illus. 19); an earlier image in the sequence
shows how the image of Mary stabbed by William miraculously bled.55 The
woodcuts bear a striking resemblance to a painting in a chapel near the city
of Mons, similar in date, which again identifies the punished iconoclast as a
Jew.56 The motif of the fire (a reference to the flames of hell and the most
severe mode of penance according to Church law) conveys the Jew’s suspen-
sion between spiritual salvation and eternal damnation; like Schandbilder,
the woodcut also uses the convention of the pecking raven in order to accen-
tuate the victim’s reversal. The motif of between-ness enshrined in later legal
definitions of Jewish execution is also apparent in the text that accompanies
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the image: the Jew, according to the poem, ‘should be put to death, as well as
alienated from earth, by hanging upside-down with two enormous dogs
beside him’. The text continues by describing the punishment as a ‘penance’
and an example of how ‘all Jews are outlawed who commit such abominable
outrage and shame our religion day after day’.57

There are clear parallels between the Schandbilder in illus. 16, 17 and the
iconography of Jewish executions. Like the punishment of the suicide after
death, the aim of Schandbilder was to shame those against whom judge-
ment in a real court of law was frustratingly deferred; like the execution of
the Jewish malefactor, the penalty of upside-down hanging was designed
to punish those whose fate and social status were believed to be literally up
in the air. Of course, there is a crucial difference between Schandbilder and
Jewish executions: one penalty was inflicted virtually, through representa-
tion, whereas there is evidence that the other was carried out in actuality.
But both relied on a logic of suspension, of things hanging in the balance.
This raises the possibility that Schandbilder and anti-Semitic frameworks
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interacted on some level. It could be the case, for example, that the makers
of defaming pictures employed a vocabulary of anti-Semitism and animal-
ization directly, in the service of representations aimed at denigrating non-
Jews. This assumes, of course, that Jewish executions provided an icono-
graphic ‘source’ for defamatory pictures: it is not possible to establish such
a clear genealogy. At the same time, it is feasible that visualizations and
actual performances of Jewish and animal executions provided a relevant
interpretative framework for Germanic Schandbilder; a network of associ-
ations between denigrated Jewishness and upside-down hanging may have
increased the humiliation of the person thus depicted. In this way, it is
possible that the horizon of expectations provoked by images of upside-
down hanging in medieval Germany differed in certain respects from
that aroused by pitture infamanti. I would like to suggest that viewers of
German Schandbilder derived some of their understanding of the image
from constructions of the archetypal, punished Jew.58

The anti-Semitic backdrop for Schandbilder is also revealed by compar-
ing Scheltbriefe depicting debtors stamping their seals on the rectum of a
female animal (illus. 15 and 18) with pictures representing Jews sucking at
the teats of a sow and eating its excrement. The latter, popular in German-
speaking territories from the thirteenth century, constitute an iconographic
genre known as the Judensau (illus. 20).59 As in the Jewish execution, where
the victim was aligned with a pair of barking dogs, the Jews in the Judensau
image, depicted as suckling piglets, are characterized as being alien, not
human ‘like us’. We see, in this way, the deployment of an overall language
of animalization and scatological obscenity, intended, on the one hand, to
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ruin the reputation of an upstanding member of the non-Jewish commun-
ity and, on the other, to associate Jews with the animal they supposedly
most abhor (see illus. 20, where one of the captions to the Judensau image
reads ‘This is why we do not eat roast pork’).60

What looks like a common iconography of defamation, then, has the
capacity to communicate a variety of different messages: historical and
regional peculiarities colour the narrative. The most obvious discrepancy
between German and Italian defaming portraiture concerns its institu-
tional status. In Italy, pitture infamanti were generally the tools of author-
ities; in all instances, the individuals depicted were wealthy men, frequently
nobles, concerned with issues such as status and lineage. The ‘victims’ of
German Schandbilder were similarly well off, but, unlike their Italian
counterparts, they were involved in disputes with private individuals. But
it seems likely that the social tensions that arose from monetary debt in
areas of medieval Germany were regulated, in part, through an imagery of
infamy with anti-Semitic undertones. These parallels between defaming
portraits and images depicting Jewish executions (see illus. 19) would not
necessarily have been a frame of reference available to Italian viewers of
pitture infamanti.61 In Italian contexts, the humiliation was potentially
effected by alluding to the inversion of a particular genre of class-specific
portraiture (pictures of uomini famosi); in the German-speaking world,
the affront partly worked by perpetuating anti-Semitic, dehumanizing
sentiments (the idea that the defamed individual become bestial, like a
Jew). Of course, in at least one documented instance of Germanic defama-
tion – the Schandbild depicting Hans Judmann (illus. 17) – the instigators
were themselves Jewish. Presumably the offence here worked by chan-
nelling the humiliation normally inflicted by Christians on Jews against
the Christians themselves. Such a reparative turning of the tables may
indeed have subversive implications. But it is important not to ignore the
wider contexts for such a manoeuvre. After all, as well as contributing to
the symbolic language of Jewish executions, metaphors of reversal were
an important component in host desecration narratives in the later
Middle Ages: Jews were said to have mimicked and inverted the conven-
tions of eucharistic ritual as they went about mutilating the holy wafers.
Such stories, we should recall, had the ability to rouse communities into a
frenzy of real anti-Semitic violence.62 This suggests that, while medieval
Europe possessed a common vocabulary of hanging, we should also draw
attention to the particular messages that even a single ‘art’ of hanging
might convey. In certain times and places, the interaction between anti-
Semitism and vocabularies of shame may actually have helped to fuel the
association between infamy, Jewish identity and animality, creating a
vicious circle of prejudice that disadvantaged Jews in actuality.63
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hanging as high art

The discourse of ‘high art’ provides an additional framework for under-
standing certain images of hanging produced at the end of the Middle
Ages. I take my cue from the fact that in Italy, by the second half of the
fifteenth century, pitture infamanti were associated explicitly with the pro-
duction of aesthetic pleasure. Giorgio Vasari describes how in 1478 the
Signoria of Florence commissioned a series of defaming portraits from
the painter Andrea del Castagno in order to reap vengeance upon the
members of the Pazzi family who that year had attacked Lorenzo de’ Medici
and his brother Giuliano during mass in the cathedral. In fact Vasari gets
his dates wrong, since Andrea had died in 1457, 21 years before the Pazzi
conspiracy; the pitture infamanti he actually painted (in 1440) depicted
the treacherous Albizzi conspirators.64 No matter: Vasari’s description of
the paintings is still extremely telling:

In the year 1478, when Giuliano de’ Medici was killed and his brother
Lorenzo wounded in S. Maria del Fiore by the family of the Pazzi and
their adherents and fellow-conspirators, it was ordained by the
Signoria that all those who had shared in the plot should be painted
as traitors on the wall of the palace of the Podestà. This work was
offered to Andrea, and he, as a servant and debtor of the house of
Medici, accepted it very willingly, and, taking it in hand, executed it
so beautifully that it was a miracle. It would not be possible to express
how much art and judgment [arte e guidizio] were to be seen in those
figures, which were for the most part portraits from life [ritratti per
lo piú di naturale], and which were hung up by the feet in strange
attitudes, all varied and very beautiful [tutte varie e bellissime].65

The city was so pleased with the pictures, Vasari tells us, that the painter
earned the nickname ‘Andrea degl’Impiccati’ (‘Andrea of the Hanged
Men’). Vasari was writing decades after the event, and it is possible that
aesthetic attitudes had changed. Yet what this passage demonstrates above
all is that pitture infamanti could be seen as things of beauty.

For all Vasari’s claims that these pictures were, for the most part, ‘portraits
from life’, the defaming portrait actually seems to have had little in common
with the lived realities of the scaffold. Painted by the most renowned artists
of the day (the Pazzi pictures were in fact painted by none other than Sandro
Botticelli),66 the only remaining visual records of the Italian genre are a series
of drawings by Andrea del Sarto, made in preparation for another commis-
sion of Florentine defaming portraits circa 1529–30 (illus. 22). In these, there
is no element of terror, no abject frothing at the mouth or rot or defecation:



they are in many ways superbly attractive images. A similar element of aes-
theticization attends to the drawings by Pisanello (illus. 23), produced as
preparatory studies for his fresco of St George commissioned originally in
the 1430s for the Pellegrini chapel in Sant’Anastasia, Verona (illus. 21).67

Although in this case the drawings were not designed with defamation in
mind, they betray the same beautifying urge. It is only in the lower pair that
we have anything approaching abject horror. Here the bodies of the con-
demned stretch the neck in an unnaturally elongated contour, their gar-
ments falling away to reveal naked flesh; the viewer is temporarily unsettled,
death somehow trapped in the representation of bodily disintegration (it is
telling that these horrible images did not make it into the finished fresco).
But in the other drawings, aestheticism, not realism, is the order of the day:
plump body forms, neatly positioned legs, elegantly swaying heads.68

Punishment is consequently beautified in ways that enable it to become
not a site of abjection, that ‘twisted braid of effects’ from which we turn
away gasping, but a locus of pleasure.69 Once more, defaming portraits
convey an aesthetic of suspension, of bodies on a threshold between life
and death. Art historians sometimes play down the imaginary status of
defaming portraiture. David Freedberg, for example, interprets pitture
infamanti as exercises in artistic realism, made possible by the prospect of
verisimilitude created by the Italian Renaissance. Realism, he suggests, was
essential to the functioning of images of this sort: the quality of shame
depends on the perception of the defamed as being materially present in
the image, based on the universal human tendency to elide the resembling
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23 Antonio Pisanello. Studies of Men Hanging and Two
figures, 1430s, pen and brown ink over black chalk. British
Museum, London.

22 Andrea del Sarto, Nude Youth Hanging Upside Down, 1530,
preparatory drawing, chalk on paper. Galleria degli Uffizi,
Florence.



image with its physical prototype.70 To a certain extent I agree with this
assessment, but I also think we ought to account for the imaginary and
symbolic dimensions of the genre. Defaming portraits do not necessarily
convey the physical effects of hanging. Indeed, Samuel Edgerton has made
a case for the idea that the genre’s aesthetic qualities contributed eventually
to its disappearance: the art of defaming portraiture finally died out in
Italy in the sixteenth century, he says, ‘because it pleased aesthetically too
much and insulted too little’.71 It is in this sense that the art of insulting and
‘art-for-art’s-sake’ are implicated in the satisfactions of fantasy: each oper-
ates to rein in the real, making possible the licensed release of aesthetic
pleasure. Certain genres of visual representation were becoming, to repeat
the familiar cliché, Art with a capital ‘A’. In such a climate, punishment
iconography became divested of its power to punish.72

Of course, this is not to say that hanged bodies were ever completely
purged of their defamatory status in the late Middle Ages to the extent
that, say, images of the crucified Christ and saintly martyrdom were. The
sheer popularity of hanging as a mode of punishment in Western history
makes such a possibility highly unlikely. But visual images, like words, do
not always mean what one wants them to say; an image, designed to enact
shame and virtual violence, can also prove pleasing to the eye. In later
chapters, we shall see how this process created a range of semantic possi-
bilities largely unforeseen by their instigators and producers. But here we
have also seen how the horrors of hanging were offset, in medieval repre-
sentation, by aesthetic devices deliberately intended to have such pleasur-
able effects: Villon’s humorous asides, for instance, or depictions of the
‘body beautiful’ in defaming portraiture. Given the tendency to downplay
hanging as a topic worthy of concerted analysis in recent accounts of
medieval penal iconography, the process seems to have worked. Aesthetic-
ization has resulted in another ‘visual trick’ designed, on the one hand, to
mask the sheer agony of death by strangulation and, on the other, to
enable images of hanging to take on other, more excessive associations: as
penitential warnings or defamatory insults, or even as a mode of Art.

strange fruit

Finally, by way of conclusion, I wish to refer to an evocation of hanging
that presents something of a contrast to the medieval imagery discussed
up to now (perhaps, that is to say, with the exception of Villon’s attempts
to construct a space of temporary communion between the bodies of
readers and the pained bodies of the pendus). The description in question
appears in the lyrics of a song written by a white Jewish schoolteacher and
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political activist from New York in the 1930s and recorded in 1939 by Billie
Holiday. The words of ‘Strange Fruit’ by Abel Meeropol (who wrote under
the pen name ‘Lewis Allan’) are worth quoting in their entirety:

Southern trees bear a strange fruit,
Blood on the leaves and blood at the root,
Black body swinging in the Southern breeze,
Strange fruit hanging from the poplar trees.

Pastoral scene of the gallant South,
The bulging eyes and the twisted mouth,
Scent of magnolia sweet and fresh,
And the sudden smell of burning flesh!

Here is a fruit for the crows to pluck,
For the rain to gather, for the wind to suck,
For the sun to rot, for a tree to drop,
Here is a strange and bitter crop.73

The imagery should be familiar by now: pecking crows, swinging bodies,
the ravages of rain, wind and sun. Yet the uses to which the motifs are put
are somewhat different. The blackened bodies of Villon’s Ballade des pen-
dus have been transformed into the black body of a man who has been
lynched.74 Gone is the penitential tone of Villon’s poem (although, as a
frank depiction of racist violence in the American South following the
Civil War and throughout the first half of the twentieth century, the song
certainly provoked a secular reaction akin to penitential reflection when
performed by Holiday: its greatest impact was among white liberals and
leftists).75 Gone too is the humour of the medieval precursors.76 What we
are left with is a powerful meditation on racist oppression that refuses to
sidestep the pain of its subject matter. Meeropol’s body does not speak
from the dead, far from it – this is a body that bleeds and burns.

‘Strange Fruit’ has been dubbed ‘a declaration of war . . . the beginning
of the civil rights movement’, ‘the first unmuted cry against racism’.77 As
such, Meeropol’s poem throws into relief one of the major themes in this
chapter. Medieval representations of hanging were frequently about mat-
ters other than hanging. Defaming portraits were designed to effect the
humiliation of men still very much alive; Villon’s poems urge readers to
self-correction and personal salvation (spiritual or otherwise), even as
they also, by constructing a temporary ‘community of the threshold’, pro-
voke a degree of sympathetic engagement with the bodies of the hanged;
in Renaissance Italy, images of hanging could even be made to signify in
the context of Art. In these examples, the immediate referent (the body-
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in-pain) becomes lost amid a litany of allusions to living bodies, religious
sentiments, aesthetic sensibilities and performative insults. It is difficult,
in contexts such as these, to get close to the ‘choking, pissing, and scream-
ing’ of the scaffold, as Gatrell suggests we might. Meeropol’s lyrics, on the
other hand, seem chilling by comparison. They, too, are aestheticized,
noticeably in the jarring juxtaposition of lynching with fruit; they, too,
refer beyond the body-in-pain to a subject distinct from hanging, in this
instance the pressing issue of black civil rights. But the lyrics of ‘Strange
Fruit’ were produced in a culture of actual violence directed against black
people and other social pariahs in the period immediately prior to the
song’s recording: between 1889 and 1940, at a conservative estimate,
almost 4,000 people were lynched in the United States, four-fifths of them
black.78 It is this historical situation and the serious political investment
of ‘Strange Fruit’ in exposing that situation that makes Meeropol’s lyrics
potentially more troubling to the modern beholder than some of the
medieval depictions of hanging discussed in this chapter. The medieval
images surveyed here were also produced in a culture of violence, but that
violence often acted as a stepping stone to the creation of unrelated mes-
sages, rather than being a subject of critique on its own terms. After all,
the viewers of Schandbilder were hardly interested in the anguish of the
Jews who occasionally suffered such a fate; Villon’s readers are urged to
avoid the fate of the hanged through religious penance (in the Ballade des
pendus) or perfecting their crimes (in the Ballades en jargon). At the same
time, Meeropol and Villon, though separated by almost 500 years, also
‘touch’ in certain ways and produce a range of comparable effects, for
instance feelings of horror, social guilt and compassion. If ‘Strange Fruit’
gets medieval in its Villon-esque metaphors of hanging, it does so with a
view to exposing the modernity of that supposedly medieval practice.
Empathy with the pained body of the hanged, it suggests, goes hand in
hand with the termination of pain and the cessation of oppression. In
both medieval and modern contexts, then, artfulness and beautification
do not inevitably distract beholders from the social realities of pain. They
can also be used partially to restore the power of discourse to those in
pain, even contributing to a vision of pain’s future elimination.
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Gerard David’s Judgement of Cambyses, installed in the Judgement Chamber
in Bruges Town Hall in 1498 (illus. 67 and 68), contains one of the most
arresting, and yet probably least understood, depictions of punishment
that survive from the late medieval period. The painting depicts, in two
panels, an old Persian legend first recorded by Herodotus in his Historiae,
which describes the flaying of a corrupt judge, Sisamnes, by King Cambyses.1

A medieval version of the story was related in a compilation of oriental,
legendary and classical fables called the Gesta Romanorum, translated
into Flemish and published in the late fifteenth century in several editions.2

Chapter 29 of the Gesta recounts how a certain judge, bribed by a large
sum of money, makes a corrupt decision. An emperor, who does not take
kindly to such partial administrations of justice, commands the judge to
be skinned alive:

The sentence was immediately executed, and the skin of the culprit
nailed upon the seat of judgment, as an awful warning to others to
avoid a similar offence. The emperor afterwards bestowed the same
dignity upon the son of the deceased judge, and on presenting the
appointment, said: Thou wilt sit, to administer justice, upon the
skin of thy delinquent sire: should anyone incite thee to do evil,
remember his fate; look down upon thy father’s skin, lest his fate
befall thee.3

David’s diptych represents four episodes from the legend. The panel on
the left depicts in the background the venal judge receiving a bribe (illus.
24), and in the foreground his dramatic arrest by Cambyses (illus. 67). On
the right, we are confronted with Sisamnes’ grisly public execution by
flaying (illus. 68), and in the top-right corner we glimpse the moral of the
tale – the judge’s son, Otanes, dispensing justice from a seat draped with
his father’s skin (illus. 25).

chapter 2

Skin Show
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The Bruges diptych lays claim to being one of the earliest surviving depic-
tions of this theme, which was rarely represented in justice paintings before
the sixteenth century, when the legend increased in popularity. What is
unique, indeed memorable, about David’s treatment of the subject is the fact
that, unlike almost all subsequent representations, which concentrate on the
final episode (in which Otanes is seated on a chair covered with his father’s
skin), the Bruges panels devote most space to the arrest and punishment of
Sisamnes himself. In contrast, other depictions of the Cambyses legend
rarely represent the shocking execution scene at all; if they do, they consign
it to the background, thereby tempering its violence (see illus. 29–31).4 We
should be careful not to attribute the peculiar qualities of late medieval
Netherlandish painting simply to the development of a mimetic, reality-con-
ferring aesthetic: as we shall see, the so-called realism of David’s painting is
by no means an objective embodiment of material reality.5 Yet the effects that
this work of art produces are undoubtedly powerful: when I have lectured
about the diptych in public or shown reproductions of the second panel to
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students, more than a few viewers have half-hidden their eyes in horror. This
chapter attempts to account for some of these effects, engaging with the res-
onances and intensities that the painting appears to produce in the minds –
or bodies – of myself and others, while at the same time attending to the
historical circumstances that conditioned the painting’s original reception,
function and ideological message. If the previous chapter considered a facet
of the medieval penal imaginary that relied heavily on imagery of suspense,
by virtue of hanging’s literal and metaphoric associations with betwixt and
between states, in what follows we shall see that other genres of punishment
iconography also traded in motifs of temporal postponement to convey
their ideological messages, and that these motifs were similarly connected to
experiences of the body as a potentially threshold entity, trapped in the inter-
stices between life and death and always ‘about to’ suffer pain. The motif of
flayed skin in particular provides a point of departure for exploring these
issues: the second panel in David’s diptych, which represents skin both as a
sensory threshold (bestowing identity and subjectivity) and as a lifeless
object (serving as a support for the didactic lesson), helps to bring into focus
the intertwined relationships between pain, pleasure, suspension and ideol-
ogy that are the subject of this book.

Before analysing the symbolic and aesthetic layers that converge in
the representation of flayed skin, some historical background to David’s
painting would be helpful. What was the purpose of late medieval justice
paintings more generally? Town halls in the later Middle Ages were a focus
of civic pride, wealth, prestige and power, and one of their most impor-
tant functions was to house the courtrooms in which the city’s aldermen
administered justice. It became common practice in the Netherlands and
Germany to decorate the walls of the courts with scenes of justice, most
commonly images of the Last Judgement, but also themes selected from
moralistic texts or historical allegories representing exempla iustitiae.6

Almost all such depictions of exemplary justice have been removed over
time, but records show that commissions were procured from the most
distinguished painters of the day: rare survivals include Dirk Bouts’s Justice
of the Emperor Otto iii (illus. 26 and 27),7 completed at the behest of the
magistrates of Louvain in 1468, and the four panels by Rogier van der
Weyden depicting the Legend of Trajan and Herkinbald for Brussels town
hall (1439–61), known through a tapestry copy.8 The exact purpose of
these images is a matter of some debate, but it is generally accepted that,
in their exemplary context, they were designed above all to convey a
salutary message, functioning as a ‘harsh warning’ to jurors gathering for
judgement in the court chamber to seek the truth.9

While justice paintings functioned to inspire jurors to mete out justice
with propriety, they also helped to convince ordinary townsfolk, who
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might have the opportunity to see them, both to respect the law and to
believe in the integrity of the judges. Justice paintings consequently
possessed a strong ideological remit: scenes such as the Judgement of
Cambyses were designed to convey the power and authority of the admin-
istrators of justice in the city, as well as making them reflect critically on
their roles within that process. The painting served not only as a harsh
warning, in other words, but also as a lavish, self-affirming embellishment
designed to shore up the identities of the burghers of Bruges involved in
administering justice in the city.10 David’s diptych, like that of Bouts, is
reckoned to contain portraits of the actual magistrates responsible for
dispensing justice in the city at the time of commission, the inclusion of
which served to highlight the supposed analogy between the good conduct
of the just heroes of the exemplum and the behaviour of the aldermen
themselves.11

Indeed, it is possible that the painting was commissioned with a view
to advancing a very specific ideological agenda: the art historian Hans J.
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van Miegroet has proposed that it functioned as a political allegory that
served to delineate aspects of Bruges’ recent troubled past.12 After the
sudden death of Mary of Burgundy in 1482, the city refused to recognize
her husband Maximilian as regent, in lieu of the couple’s son, the future
Philip the Handsome, who was only four years old at the time. (According
to the marriage contract drawn up with Mary, Maximilian’s own power in
the Burgundian Netherlands expired in the event of her death.) In 1487,
determined to gain the city’s support, Maximilian entered Bruges by force.
In the following year, though, he was taken hostage and imprisoned in a
house on the market square. At this point certain pro-Burgundian magis-
trates, who had purportedly conspired with Maximilian, were arrested,
questioned and tortured by the civic authorities in Bruges; some were
even decapitated for their treachery. Later that year, however, there was
another twist to the tale: Frederick iii, the Habsburg emperor, sent a large
force to free his son Maximilian, and Bruges responded by entering into
hurried negotiations: the city agreed to release Maximilian if he would
consent, among other things, to make his son Philip duke of the
Burgundian Netherlands. Yet the city revolted against the Habsburgs
again in January and July 1490; it was only in November 1490 that it
finally capitulated. David’s painting, van Miegroet argues, allegorizes
this turn of events by reminding the city officials of their duty as judges,
berating Bruges for its political misconduct, and warning magistrates
against resisting the authority of the Habsburgs. According to van
Miegroet, this explains the painting’s unique stress on arrest and punish-
ment, rather than the exemplary charge of the final episode (the skin-
draped justice seat) that would become the focus of the story as the tradi-
tion developed: the flaying scene, he says, recalled the traditional punish-
ment for the crime of lèse-majesté, and was thus designed to function as a
terrifying warning to the magistrates of Bruges to show loyalty to the
Habsburgs.13 In this reading, then, the painting conveys the authority of
the Burgundian court, above all, through a didactic logic of ‘look and learn’.

Although I am not convinced that the painting was designed with such
an explicit political allegory in mind (which would be highly unusual in
the context of the late medieval iconography of justice at large), it does
seem important to emphasize the painting’s unusual focus on themes of
crime and punishment over and above justice per se. Clearly, David’s ren-
dition of the subject has the capacity to instil a powerful response in the
beholder, potentially with a view to social regulation.14 But the representa-
tional strategies by which this ideological project was achieved have been
all but glossed over in more conventional accounts of the painting. It is
presumed without question that if the image was intended to provoke reac-
tions of anxiety in the minds of viewers, then anxiety is what it produces.
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Art historical discussions of the painting are full of such hidden assump-
tions. Critics simply place Cambyses in an iconographic context, stressing
its textual precedents, historical background and corporate function, while
ignoring what is most obvious and unique about this image: the body of the
condemned man himself, and possible reactions to that body. By stressing the
painting’s allegorical or exemplary functions, and the painter’s correspond-
ing lack of control over the iconographic content of his work, critics also
fail to account for the aesthetic factors that contribute to the painting’s role
as a peculiarly ‘painful lesson’.15 Exactly which elements of David’s image
have this terrifying effect on the viewer?

Put simply, David’s Cambyses represents a zone of abjection alongside
regions designed to elicit identification. This may seem obvious to those
observers coming to the painting for the first time: the eyes of most mod-
ern viewers are simultaneously seduced and repelled by the condemned
man’s incised body in the right-hand panel. Standing in the gallery in
Bruges where the painting is now exhibited, and watching the tourists file
through and either stand transfixed with fascinated horror or shuffle past
in a state of shock and embarrassment (they thought they’d be in for an
afternoon of pretty pictures), it seems that, for modern beholders, the
scene of flaying is usually the most compelling aspect of the painting. Art
historical discussion of the painting betrays a comparable, albeit unac-
knowledged, response. Seldom reproduced in colour, art historians have
tended to treat the image more often as an indicator of general stylistic
and compositional developments in late fifteenth-century painting than
as the embodiment of abject horror.16 It has been assigned a historio-
graphic role, as a firmly dated and easily assigned work in the oeuvre of a
fledgling artist, whose later commissions at least exhibit the pious serenity
more traditionally associated with early Netherlandish painting. When
presented in an exhibition of Flemish ‘primitives’ in 1902, the writer of the
official exhibition catalogue proclaimed, with more than a hint of disap-
proval, that ‘the painter has produced with extraordinary calmness and
serenity, the most realistic, bloodiest of all tortures, that has ever been
painted’; like martyrdom iconography, moreover, such images ‘reproduce
with the same candour and superior dryness carnage, human sacrifices,
and murder’.17 A few years before, in the first monograph to be written on
David’s collected works, W. H. James Weale suggests similar misgivings,
stressing that ‘the flaying of a man is doubtless by no means a pleasant
thing to look at, but it was not the painter who chose the subject’.18 Be that
as it may, it is not to the painter’s intentions that we should turn but to the
aesthetic properties of his art, if we are to understand the painting not
simply as a political allegory or moral exemplum, emptied of all affective
content, but as an image that relies on particular visual codes and embodied
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responses to articulate its ideological message. The effects this painting
generates are not simply by-products of the didactic agenda, in other
words, but constitutive of its very meaning, so that emphasis needs to
shift from what to how the image means.

All the same, it is hard to come to terms with this question of ‘how?’
when the bodies of viewers and the bodies of paintings are not allowed to
connect, touch or mingle in scholarly writing – when one is not allowed
to experience shock or horror or surprise in response to a historical arte-
fact. Defensive manoeuvres of this sort permeate the history of the recep-
tion of David’s Judgement of Cambyses: there seems to be a consistent
refusal to look at the body of the condemned. My suggestion is that this is
because that body, when wrested from its immediate context, is a pro-
foundly horrifying image. Historical studies find it difficult to come to
terms with artefacts that generate such powerful responses. These are not
the sorts of sentiments that, to use Foucault’s telling phrase, ‘answer to the
purpose of historians’, since historical enquiries traditionally require
more rational, empirically verifiable methods of analysis.19 By directing
attention specifically to the body of Sisamnes, then, I’d like to give consid-
eration to the traumatic, unthinkable dimensions of the painting, even as
its imaginary and symbolic resonances for medieval viewers necessarily
form the backbone of my analysis.

First, I wish to highlight the cultural associations surrounding the
removal of skin in the Middle Ages, specifically the place of flaying with-
in what I call the medieval penal imaginary – the network of visual and
textual significations that transform the violated bodies of executed crim-
inals into discourse and fantasy. To what extent did David’s painting draw
on experiences shaped by medieval judicial spectacle? One assumption
should be challenged in this context: the idea that paintings such as
David’s somehow directly reflect actual penal practice.20 There are few
grounds for such a contention, since there is little evidence that flaying
was practised upon those who offended against the law in this region, or
indeed any other, in the later Middle Ages. Flaying is occasionally men-
tioned in Anglo-Saxon law and rare historical instances of the practice
have been recorded (mainly in English and French contexts), for instance
the skinning of Hughes Gérard, Bishop of Cahors, indicted for an attempt
to poison Pope John xxii of Avignon in 1317. What looks like a possible
allusion to flaying also appears in the centre of the woodcut depicting
punishments in Ulrich Tengler’s sixteenth-century Layenspiegel (illus. 4).
It should be stressed, though, that records of the penalty actually being
carried out are exceptional.21

The significance of flaying for visual and literary expression, on the
other hand, is all too apparent: like bodily executions more generally, skin
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removal had an imaginary and symbolic potency out of all proportion to
its frequency in lived experience.22 In literature, for example, it was per-
sistently associated with various forms of treason: in the thirteenth-
century Middle English romance The Lay of Havelok the Dane, Havelok’s
peers condemn Earl Godard to be ‘al quic flawen’ and then dragged to the
gallows.23 Such depictions draw attention to the representational status of
flaying in medieval culture, but it is virtually out of the question that
David would have modelled his image on executions that he had wit-
nessed himself. Cambyses was certainly not designed to exploit the fear of
beholders to imagine themselves as victims of flaying in judicial practice:
after all, when the treacherous judges of Bruges were called to account in
the troubles of 1487–8, they were beheaded, not skinned alive. Instead it
seems important that we contemplate the network of cultural assump-
tions held by David’s audience, pertaining to skin and its removal.

the significance of skin

What is it in the symbolic content of the image that inspires horror? First
and foremost, there is the nature of the punishment itself: the removal of
skin. Skin is the limit of the body’s spatial location, a visual surface cloak-
ing the internal organs and protecting them from damage. It is at once
both a surface for the inscription of signifying traces and a sensorial
threshold mediating between the external world and internal sensation.24

According to Guy de Chauliac, a surgeon and anatomist whose vast trea-
tise of 1363 was translated into numerous vernacular languages in the
fifteenth century, the skin is a covering of the body made for the ‘defend-
ing’ and ‘giving’ of feeling.25 Chauliac goes on to distinguish two types of
skin, one skin proper, which covers the ‘the outer members’, and the other
more properly termed a ‘pannicle’, which covers the ‘the inner members’;
as such, the skin, properly defined, is a protective barrier, the visible, reg-
ulatory marker between inside and out.

In medieval devotional texts, skin was sometimes constructed through
metaphors of clothing: poets imagine being ‘clad’ in Christ’s skin, for
example.26 As such, skin was a surface with deep meditative possibilities;
indeed it was quite literally so, to the extent that manuscripts, made from
the skin of dead animals, functioned as the physical support for medieval
texts and images. Writing in the Middle Ages involved intense physical
labour, which may have contributed to the trope of memoria as an
inscribed parchment, written with the ‘pen’ of our memory.27 In keeping
with this idea, the Gesta Romanorum version of the Cambyses myth ends
by interpreting the skin nailed to the judgement seat as Christ’s passion,
‘a memorial to us of what our conduct should be’.28 Late medieval poems
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likening the crucified Christ to a piece of vellum, stretched out and
‘penned’ with the scourges and thorns of torture, in letters that are
wounds, similarly drew attention to the memorial significance of bodily
surfaces: sacred skin was simultaneously a record of suffering and a
mnemonic tool reminding readers to turn from sin. A manuscript con-
taining the fifteenth-century English poem ‘The Charter of Christ’ makes
this association between skin, parchment, pain and meaning explicit:
Christ’s body, dotted from head to toe with tiny wounds, drips blood
directly onto the charter, which is sealed, in turn, with the wound of his
heart (illus. 28).29

Turning to literature produced in more secular contexts, skin could
again be an object of intense devotion: descriptions of a woman’s body in
medieval love narratives conventionally include accounts of her skin’s
alluring complexion.30 Conversely, when diseased or violated, skin could
also be an object of disgust, loathing, repulsion and fear. Medieval lepers,
whose skin disease was supposedly connected to their moral shortcom-
ings, were required to undergo rites of separation analogous to the burial
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of the dead, so important was an uninterrupted body surface to the main-
tenance of worldly identity.31 Medieval executions were themselves often
accompanied by elaborate rituals of inversion, in which the divestiture of
clothing symbolized the social death of the victim.32 What could be more
terrifying in this context than the removal of the skin itself, the body gar-
ment ne plus ultra? In keeping with medieval notions of skin as memory,
to flay someone alive would be to tear away the bodily surface onto which
transitory memories and identities could be inscribed – only to fashion an
etched parchment in its place (the dead skin), from which ‘timeless’ moral
lessons could be read.

David’s painting thus exposes with brutal clarity the process by which
a pained body becomes an ideological object. Responses to Sisamnes’
execution are potentially forced to mediate between two poles: the act of
flaying provokes feelings of abjection, while the lifeless material that is
its consequence encodes didactic lessons. The French critic Julia Kristeva
has defined the abject not simply as that which is filthy or amoral, or
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lacking in cleanliness or health, but that which ‘disturbs identity, sys-
tem, order’, a ‘jettisoned object’ that continues to manifest danger from
its place of banishment.33 Moreover, the abject’s utmost embodiment is,
for her, the corpse: it represents the place where the border, the line
dividing self from other, has ‘become an object’.34 The concluding
episode of the Cambyses myth, where Sisamnes’ skin is deployed as mate-
rial support for the administration of justice, produces a similar effect:
here is a border that has quite literally become an object. Indeed, most
extant Cambyses depictions represent this scene rather than the act of
flaying: a fifteenth-century Apocalypse manuscript in the Wellcome
Library in London depicts Otanes sitting on top of his father’s skin,
while Cambyses declares, in a banderole issuing from his mouth, Super
pellem patris tui sedebis iuste iudicabis (‘You shall administer justice seated
on the skin of your father’); Otanes has an empty banderole (illus. 29).
Other depictions show the skin dangling menacingly above Otanes,
such as a panel from the workshop of Lucas Cranach the Elder of circa
1540, where the flaying takes place in the background (illus. 31), or hanging
over the side of the judgement seat, as in a woodcut from a sixteenth-
century German law book (illus. 30). In these depictions, Sisamnes’
flayed remains frequently retain the marks of the body to which they
were formerly attached – eye sockets, fingers, toes, hair, even earlobes –
as if to externalize the identity that has been purportedly destroyed.
Just as Sisamnes violated the boundaries of the body politic by accept-
ing a bribe, so now he pays the price for his transgression by having his
own corporeal boundaries undone; and the draping of his juridically
marked surface over the seat of justice reminds his successor, his son no
less, of the requirement to maintain integrity at all costs – or risk total
dissolution.
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But if the skin of Sisamnes communicates the horror of death in the
minds of viewers, it equally mediates something immaterial and abstract:
the intangible ‘truth’ of just judgement. Like the animal pelts used to
produce vellum, the judge’s skin is transformed into a sheet of parchment
onto which the letter of the law can be inscribed: it becomes a mnemonic
of bad conduct, a sign that moral order has been restored and an oppor-
tunity for others to ‘reflect’ on what good conduct should be. In David’s
rendition of the scene the skin is depicted as a plain surface, like the de-
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haired, tidied-up pelt used to make parchment, with little detail to connect
it to the human form. The status of skin in David’s painting thus oscillates
between abjection and abstraction. It is little wonder, given this element
of equivocation, that the Gesta Romanorum ultimately reads Sisamnes’
skin as a symbol of Christ’s passion: this, too, is an event where abjection
and sublimity have become powerfully intertwined. Christ’s skin was a
site of suffering, of course, but the Gesta moralist ultimately directs the
reader’s attention away from Christ’s death to the opportunities it pro-
vides for salvation. Amend your ways, the moralist implies, and you will
receive just judgement in heaven.

The appropriation of flaying as a motif suspended between two seem-
ingly opposite poles – horror, on the one hand, and the restoration of
order, on the other – may be related to ambivalent attitudes toward bodily
division in late medieval culture more generally. The splitting of bodies
into parts, whether in search of knowledge or as an expression of power,
was subject to deeply rooted fears, and men of blood – whether execu-
tioners, butchers or surgeons – were considered to be dangerously polluted.35

The attitudes of Pope Boniface viii are symptomatic of such taboos. In
1299 he issued the bull Detestande feritatis, famously condemning the
distributive burial practices of nobles and high-ranking dignitaries. This
proclaimed that the custom of dismembering bodies after death, boiling
their severed remains to separate flesh from bone and dispersing discon-
nected body parts across multiple burial sites, was not only abominable in
the sight of God but also repugnant to human sensibility. Moreover, bodies
breaching the injunction would be denied Christian burial. Boniface’s
pronouncement had an immediate effect: for years after, the number of
separate burials of different body parts declined rapidly in countries such
as England, and the bull and its glosses may even have deterred some sur-
geons from dissecting corpses for anatomical purposes. Yet the impulse
toward division nevertheless continued during the fourteenth century
and exemptions from the bull were increasingly granted, particularly in
France. Like the body of the Christian martyr, the dismembered corpse
paradoxically assumed a role as a marker of status and social distinction.
The divided body, after all, extended the possibilities of salutary prayer
(necessary to release one’s soul from purgatory), and it also offered the
prospect for those who died far from their families, whose rotting corpses
could not withstand the journey home, that on judgement day their
reassembled body parts would rise in the vicinity of friends and relatives.36

These customs, and Boniface’s pronouncements against them, suggest
that medieval thinkers found themselves caught between acknowledging
the abjection of bodily division and promoting its signifying possibilities.
The idea that the body is a vital component of personhood attended
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both to the horror that the corpse could be broken into parts and to the
notion that it remained a source of identity and social power when geo-
graphically dispersed.37 Likewise, the fate of Sisamnes plays upon deeply
held fears regarding bodily disintegration in the Middle Ages, and simul-
taneously indicates the power of his divided body parts to become a
signifying support for memory and didactic truths.

the burgerlijk aesthetic

If this reasoning provides solutions to the symbolic content of the flaying
motif, it does not explain the specific aesthetic qualities in David’s paint-
ing that bestow it with such a capacity to horrify. What were the visual
tactics used to illicit – and simultaneously foreclose – such responses? My
suggestions at this point are necessarily subjective and affective. There are
no detailed eyewitness accounts of the painting, or paintings like it, from
the late Middle Ages, and most of the information we do have regarding
medieval viewer-response relates to art drawn from devotional contexts.
Religious accounts of image use can be used with care to denote certain
general paradigms of visual engagement, but these do not resolve all the
particular problems of interpretation that pertain to a specific work of
art. Given that one of the aims of this study is to engage with the contin-
gent, indeterminate and ‘tactile’ dimensions of the viewing process, a
description of my own responses to the image may provide a helpful sup-
plement to a more verifiably ‘medieval’ paradigm of response.

A close look at the rendition of Sisamnes’ body reveals the painter’s
extraordinary, almost pedantic attention to detail. Every hair on the victim’s
body is minutely described – leg hair, pubic hair, even the wisps around his
nipples and armpits. Sisamnes’ arms have well-defined veins, and his skin
bunches at the wrists under the strain of the taut ropes (illus. 32); his face is
lined and the jugulars are clearly marked out (illus. 33). This is not to say
that the image is ‘realistic’: the logic of the painting demands that it retains
a strong element of aestheticization, or symbolic layering, to achieve its ideo-
logical effects. At the same time, as David Freedberg has argued, all image
cognition relies to some extent on the elision of a resembling signifier with
its imagined prototype. Identification with the sensate body – stemming
from psychic identification with and imaginary mastery of our own bodies
– generates the horror / fascination that attends to visions of an imagina-
tively enlivened image.38 What shocks me most about the right-hand panel
of David’s Cambyses is not the naturalism of Sisamnes’ body so much as the
affront that the exactitude of the painting’s composition presents to my
own experiences of embodiment as something fluid and in process: it
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makes me confront the boundaries, the mortal limits, of bodily experience.
The scribe-like precision with which the executioners go about their work
demands such sensation. Looking at the way they slice into the judge’s taut,
canvas-like skin, I feel the beginnings of a nauseous sensation rising up
from my stomach. Light catches the skin’s sliced edge on Sisamnes’ right leg,
which is dragged in a perfectly straight line toward the heel – a technique
that, in resisting the natural tendency of the body to curve, is profoundly
disturbing. The skin being torn from the leg is pulled off to form three or
four straight lines, bunched up like a fan (illus. 34).

Significantly, the composition is reminiscent of illustrations to fifteenth-
and sixteenth-century surgical manuals, in which a surgical blade slices
neatly through ‘tunics of flesh’, or a flayed subject strikes a pose with a
knife in one hand and his peeled skin in the other (illus. 35 and 36) – such
images provide a striking intertext for David’s painting.39 The panel also
compares well with images depicting the dissection of Nero’s mother
Agrippina: a miniature devoted to the subject appears in a Netherlandish
manuscript of the Roman de la Rose contemporary with the painting
(illus. 37). Literary depictions are similarly disposed, as in the aforemen-
tioned Lay of Havelok the Dane, which recounts the execution of Earl
Godard in minute fashion: Godard, roaring inordinately, is described
as a ‘fule file’ (true wretch); in contrast, the execution has all the precision
of an anatomy lesson, beginning at the victim’s toe.40 One of the most
unsettling aspects of Cambyses is the deeply serious attitude of the exe-
cutioners, which again parallels anatomical illustrations. In the Agrippina
miniature, for instance, the chief dissector is shown going to work with
rolled-up sleeves, while his assistant wields a knife purposefully. Likewise,
in David’s Cambyses, the executioners are represented in a range of
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detached, businesslike attitudes. Gingerly tracing the surface of the body
with their instruments, they look only to their assigned task – apart, that
is, from one young man, to the right of the painting, who, as he holds
Sisamnes’ arm, distractedly looks out toward the beholder. This motif of
catching the beholder’s eye, which also sometimes appears in scenes of
holy martyrdom (see chapter Five), is a technique that associates the
painting with the imagery of temporal suspension discussed in chapter
One. By incorporating the viewer within the scene, historical time is sus-
pended, opening the image out to a range of ‘trans-historical’ responses
that partially bypass the burdens of medieval alterity.41 This simple but
effective strategy has been deployed by David to enable medieval viewers
to incorporate an ancient legend into their particular, historically situated
understanding, but it also allows modern viewers to construct their own
affective relationships with the painting, ‘touching’ the image with their
eyes and experiencing it from within.

In the later Middle Ages, empathetic relationships with the body of
Christ were formed partly through devotion to his blood, as the Wrocław
crucifix discussed in the Introduction clearly demonstrates (illus. 1 and
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66). In David’s execution panel, however, blood is striking by virtue of its
almost complete absence. The only signs of blood we see on the body of the
condemned are the few droplets running down his breastbone, from his
upper leg, and perhaps a tiny globule just above one of his teeth (or else
he has a tooth missing); small amounts of blood also drip from the fingers
of one of the executioners onto the floor below. It is possible that the
eucharistic connotations of blood in passion iconography made its visual
association with the body of Sisamnes somewhat problematic. But the
depiction’s bloodlessness may also have been a strategy deployed by the
artist to heighten dramatic suspense: at what point will the blood really start
to flow . . . when will death ensue . . . what will the corpse look like when it
has been fully laid open? The artist, by portraying the scene in suspended
animation in this way, creates a kind of ‘roller-coaster’ aesthetic, a dramatic
temporality that is both a source of pleasure (suspense is, after all, what we
enjoy most about modern horror films) and a source of anxiety.42
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Temporal disjunctions of a different kind are produced by marginal
details included in the panel that distract viewers from the principal
episode. To the left of the main execution scene, for instance, David has
included an image of a small dog cocking its leg and urinating, or perhaps
scratching itself for fleas (see illus. 68). The symbolic or allegorical signi-
ficance of the motif is ambiguous, but the inclusion of an animal per-
forming a mundane bodily function does work to convey Sisamnes’
humiliation more deeply: it suggests that the rhythms of animal existence
go on unobstructed in the face of such terrible violence.43 Motifs of this
sort embody precisely the contradictory paradigms of response that the
painting sets up: a tension between detached moralizing, directed toward
the deferral of gut reactions, and the abject horror that, on account of the
corporeality of Sisamnes’ ordeal, can never be effaced entirely.

The countenance of the spectators who crowd round the body of
Sisamnes is also important in framing the viewer’s response (illus. 38).
Like the executioners, their stoical gestures displace all visceral reactions
onto the viewers outside the frame, a technique that defends forcefully
against an affective relation with the image. Unlike the Netherlandish dis-
section miniature discussed above, where Nero is represented gawping
intently at the dissected flesh of his mother (illus. 37), most of the
burghers witnessing the execution here stare through the victim’s body,
away from it, at each other; the executioners, likewise, look only to their
individually allotted activity, an attitude that fragments the body into
its constitutive parts (illus. 39). As already suggested, medieval attitudes to
bodily division were ambivalent, variously expressing enthusiasm for
the practice in the context of Christian burial and holy martyrdom, and
exhibiting horror when confronted with partitioned bodies in other
spheres. The attitudes of the spectators likewise hint at the dual poles of
abjection and sublimation in David’s painting. Their detached attitudes
work to dehumanize the victim, stifling reactions to the body as still-
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living whole. Sisamnes’ body is in the process of being stripped of political
life, reduced to the bare fact of living by the removal of the surface onto
which his identity was formerly inscribed; but all the onlookers can do is
contemplate what it says about justice. Pondering the execution’s moral
message, in other words, the burghers turn away from the pained body on
which that message is violently written. Like ideology, which refuses to
acknowledge the scene of its genesis, something dead (or dying) drops out
of the equation – and out of the field of vision.

Yet when we force ourselves to look, if we can, at the flayed body itself,
we see that it still retains the capacity to signify. It requires only a subtle
change in perspective to resist the viewpoint of the painted spectators and
look at what they don’t. Unlike the blank, emotionless expressions of the
burghers, we can observe, in Sisamnes, a face lined with pain (illus. 33). His
grimacing gob exposes clenched teeth and his neck is tensed and sinewy
(his eyes also seem to be watering slightly, signalled by the speck of white
added to the left of the cornea). Such gestures are reminiscent of the coun-
tenance of the damned in Last Judgement paintings, for instance Rogier
van der Weyden’s Beaune altarpiece (illus. 40). Like the first panel, in which
he reacts to his removal from the throne of justice with obvious apprehen-
sion, Sisamnes himself, the victim, stipulates a response of horror in the
bodies of those beholders who choose to look awry. Shifting our perspec-
tive slightly, then, it is possible to witness the terror of the condemned.

But David’s painting was not designed to be victim-identified in its orig-
inal context. Instead, the aim was to encourage viewers to align themselves
with the burghers who frame the picture (who were, after all, its original
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audience). Technical investigations of the panels show that David replaced
or reworked the heads of many of the bystanders, perhaps in order to rep-
resent the likenesses of the principal aldermen serving Bruges just prior to
the painting’s completion; further modifications included the addition of
motifs such as swags, putti and classical medallions, which again suggests an
attempt to make the painting fashionably up-to-date.44 Alterations of this
sort demonstrate that identification with the bystanders, even to the point
of incorporating portraits of their present-day counterparts, was valued
over and above identification with the victim.

Given the painter’s investment in aligning the viewer with spectators
within the painting, it would be worth accounting for the class-inflected
nature of response.45 After all, the painting was commissioned with a very
specific social group in mind, the burghers of late fifteenth-century Bruges.
Like traditional art criticism, which views the painting through the lens of
detachment and moral superiority, the painting embodies what might be
called a ‘burgerlijk aesthetic’, that is to say a mode of representation that,
by means of motifs of exactitude and emotionless expression, militates
against an instinctual, corporeal reaction. The Dutch word burgerlijk is
employed here both to account for the class-inflected nature of response
– the fact that the painting was commissioned with the burghers of
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Bruges in mind – and because, like its German counterpart, the term con-
veys a stronger sense of civility and decorum than the English equivalent
‘bourgeois’. Analogous with the aesthetic of suspension sketched out in
the previous chapter in relation to medieval arts of hanging, the burgerlijk
aesthetic is reliant on a dynamic of foreclosure, but also, as we have seen,
on the representation and simultaneous effacement of a threshold bodily
state, a body that is neither quite alive nor fully dead. Death itself cannot
be captured in discourse, and the affective foreclosure that a medieval
burgher might have experienced or attempted to experience in response
to the painting was a way of turning attention from the body-in-pain –
the body in the process of dying – to the didactic messages that this death
was supposed to convey. The burgerlijk aesthetic also entails what Gatrell
calls squeamishness. Squeamishness, in Gatrell’s definition, is not to be
confused with sympathy or empathy; it is, by contrast, an emotion that
‘refuses to accept the pain which sympathetic engagement threatens . . . It
denies material reality or others’ emotions and blocks the echoes of these
within the self. It is a colder, more distanced, more aesthetic emotion,
defensively fastidious in the face of the rude and the unsightly.’46 Fastidious-
ness may also be at issue in the Judgement of Cambyses. The painting was
intended to install an ideological message, provoking meditation on moral
truths (‘look and learn’) rather than engagement with abject bodies.

At the same time, this does not rule out the possibility that some viewers
– medieval burghers even – looked differently too, resisting the requirement
for civilized, detached, decorous modes of spectatorship by focusing
directly on the body-in-pain that has been so consistently ignored by mod-
ern critics. Many medieval viewers would have been open to the idea that
bodies continue to signify beyond their limits – beyond death and beyond
the boundaries symbolized by one’s skin and bones. As later chapters
demonstrate, religious writings taught that images of the body-in-pain
could communicate the experience of pain to their viewers, and that emo-
tional identification with the victim’s posture could be actively pursued in
such contexts.47 Although perspectives of this sort were not necessarily sanc-
tioned in the context of medieval secular justice, responses that attempted to
read David’s Cambyses ‘against the grain’, identifying with the condemned
man (with whom we are presumably not supposed to identify), were
nonetheless eminently possible in the context of religious devotion. For
instance, there was a venerable tradition of representing the skinning of St
Bartholomew in devotional manuscripts and panel paintings from at least
the thirteenth century. The most striking example occurs in a stunning panel
from Stefan Lochner’s fifteenth-century Martyrdom of the Apostles altar-
piece: here, Bartholomew is depicted completely naked as a flap of flesh is
pulled away from his arm; drops of blood, exquisitely painted, drizzle down
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his spine (see illus. 69). But what is more remarkable in this context is a
sixteenth-century painting directly based on David’s right panel by an
unknown Netherlandish master (now hanging in the Renaissancezaal ’t
Brugse Vrije in Bruges), which transforms the scene into an image of
saintly martyrdom: you can still see traces of a golden halo encircling
Bartholomew’s head, and the saint’s face no longer emits a terrified grimace,
like that of Sisamnes, but instead expresses an attitude of dignified detach-
ment (illus. 41). The painting is, indeed, a much less horrible image. The
saint’s face is less veiny, the flesh under the skin of the leg less detailed, the
lines much less taut; significantly, the whole scene has been transferred into
a serene pastoral setting. That a Christian image could be fashioned so
easily out of entirely secular subject matter demonstrates that the subtle
change in perspective I’ve been proposing in relation to David’s panels may
also have been a valid alternative for medieval viewers. The Bartholomew
image, with its moral bias toward alignment with the saint, would presum-
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ably have been understood as predominantly ‘victim-identified’. (In the
Lochner panel, too, Bartholomew’s expression is stern but hardly beset with
agony.) Religious writers engaged in radical practices of imitatio Christi –
the imitation of Christ – to the extent that they wanted to become the
tortured bodies in pain to which they were devoted. So by the time of
David’s commission, there was a long and respected tradition of looking at
and identifying with the body-in-pain in the context of Christian devotion.

But martyrdom iconography and David’s painting are ultimately
designed to convey different moral messages, through the medium of the
pained body. The Netherlandish Bartholomew panel is not designed to pro-
voke horror, but meditation on the victim’s sufferings as a route to sacred
sublimation; the Judgement of Cambyses promotes lines of identification
that converge on the spectators and the didactic lessons they uphold. Of
course, it is entirely plausible that medieval viewers might have entertained
horrified reactions when confronted with the Judgement of Cambyses or
the Martyrdom of Bartholomew. Just as devotional imagery plays on the
capacity of the viewer to reconstruct the body in the image empathetically,
David’s painting operates by opening up the viewer’s own surface – like
the body of the condemned – to the possibilities of imagined corporeal
destruction. It is only chance that, within the context of these fantasies, pre-
vents the pained body of Sisamnes from being our own – and we imagine
that we ourselves might be next in line. The narrative and historical frame-
works that condition the painting’s reception are consequently deferred: the
sight of and empathetic engagement with the body-in-pain work to resist
that body’s transformation into the mediator of a particular ideology.
Viewers who respond to images of the pained body accordingly resist the
demands of history, since by partially obscuring the body’s qualities of
specificity and difference – by bypassing the specific languages and codes
within which the body is historically understood – they appropriate the
bodies represented as sites of imaginary identification. At the same time, a
gap also remains in place between the physical sufferings of Sisamnes and
the viewer’s body, not only by virtue of the fact that the victim’s tormented
body is not actually ours, but also because the painter has exploited visual
strategies that attempt to direct attention away from that body and towards
an exemplary message about citizenship and the practice of law (which
returns viewers to a particular medieval present). The painting works hard
to displace empathetic, ‘ahistorical’ reactions, much as it simultaneously
attempts to draw viewers in. It is only if we choose to look in certain ways,
to engage with the abject body at the painting’s heart, that we feel anything
approaching a bristling sensation of horror. What I think the painting ulti-
mately attempts to establish is a response that is squeamish, disembodied,
self-distancing and detached. Burgerlijk, in a word.
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In April 1424 Bernardino of Siena, a Franciscan friar and one of the most
celebrated preachers of fifteenth-century Italy, delivered a series of con-
secutive sermons in the city of Florence attacking the vice of sodomy.
Every human calamity, he said, could be ascribed to this terrible sin, from
flooding and warfare to disease and death – and God would take his
revenge by raining down fire on the city as on Sodom and Gomorrah.1 In
the conclusion to one of his sermons, Bernardino told the congregation
to deride sodomites by spitting whenever sodomy was spoken of: ‘When-
ever you hear sodomy mentioned’, he exclaimed, ‘each and every one of
you spit on the ground and clean your mouth out well. If they won’t
change their ways otherwise, maybe they’ll change when they’re ridiculed.
Spit hard! Maybe the water of your spit will extinguish their fire. Like
this, everyone spit hard!’ The scribe reporting the incident remarked that
the saliva hitting the stone pavement of the church where Bernardino
preached ‘seemed like thunder’.2

In Bernardino’s venomous words, we are not just hearing the hyper-
bolic outpourings of Christian penitential invective, but the manifesta-
tions of a discourse on sodomy that was to emerge with particular vigour
in certain regions of Italy in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. In
northern Europe, with rare exceptions, sodomy was a sin that was largely
the concern of theologians and ecclesiastical disciplinarians rather than a
crime to be pursued by secular ruling bodies: the first civil regulation of
‘buggery’ or ‘sodomy’ in England, for example, was not passed until 1533;
cases of sodomy in France were comparatively rare; and the only city in
the Low Countries where sodomitical vice was pursued with any consis-
tency in the later Middle Ages was Bruges.3 In Swiss and German cities,
sodomy cases were increasingly recorded during the course of the fifteenth
century, but the level of persecution remained comparatively low in com-
parison with other offences, such as murder or theft.4 In late medieval
Italian urban centres, however, sodomy became one of the most prominent
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and aggressively policed sex crimes ever known in any pre-modern con-
text; it was an offence for which even capital penalties were regularly
implemented in certain locations. In Florence, the republic’s governing
body identified sodomy as one of the city’s most serious moral and social
problems and in 1432 created a magistracy called the Office of the Night
devoted solely to the pursuit and prosecution of the crime. During the 70
years in which the Office of the Night carried out its prosecutions, as
many as 17,000 individuals were denounced at least once for sodomy, an
average of around 240 per year in a population of 40,000; up to 3,000
were convicted and punished.5 A similar council was set up in Venice in
the fifteenth century, where the normal penalty for sodomitical ‘sins
against nature’ was death, usually by burning, a penalty that seemed
designed to hark back deliberately to the burning of the biblical Sodom
and Gomorrah.6 Sodomy was also pursued with vigour in mid-fifteenth-
century Bologna, where special commissions were set up by members of
the ruling council to discover those holding ‘schools of sodomy’ (although
here the death penalty tended to be commuted to exile or whipping).7

The prosecution of sodomy in these regions provides the historical
backdrop for one of the most memorable depictions of sodomy in late
medieval literature: cantos 15 and 16 of Dante’s Inferno.8 But rather than
attempting to create a fit between an early fourteenth-century poem and
documentary material produced subsequent to Dante’s death (in 1321),
what I wish to consider here is a constellation of representations that
emerged in wall paintings at precisely the time that ‘sodomophobia’ was
at its most virulent in Italian culture: images depicting the punishment
of sodomites in hell. These pictures, which are largely unrelated to Dante,
are unique in the history of medieval sexuality, but they have never been
considered together in any depth. Perhaps because of the phobic frame-
work in which they appear, they are not mentioned in surveys of ‘homo-
sexuality in art’ in the Middle Ages; nor, given their geographical
specificity, are they afforded much attention in general accounts of infernal
iconography in the medieval period.9 The case study presented in this
chapter will attempt to redress the balance by considering three things:
first, the immediate symbolic messages of the images in question; second,
their historical significance in the context of late medieval Italian judicial
practice and religious proscription; and third, their participation in the
wider structures informing late medieval afterlife imagery, by which
individual subjects, ethnic, religious and social groups, corporations,
governments and nations legitimized their claims to social, political and
moral superiority.
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dying for all eternity

Before turning to the deployment of sodomites as ideological objects in
medieval and modern discourse, let us look closely at the images them-
selves. The earliest representation making explicit reference to the infernal
punishment of sodomites is Buonamico Buffalmacco’s depiction of hell on
the south wall of the Camposanto in Pisa (c. 1332–42), which represents the
torments imposed for each of the seven deadly sins (illus. 42). The fresco
was badly damaged by exposure to the elements, as well as by a bomb in the
Second World War, but comparisons with early nineteenth-century engrav-
ings made by the Italian printmaker Carlo Lasinio and his son Giovanni
Paolo Lasinio help with the comprehension of particular scenes (illus 43).10

Buffalmacco’s fresco is noteworthy as a whole, in that it transforms hell
from being a relatively abstract zone of terrifying torment to a highly struc-
tured judicial theatre. There are earlier instances of such an arrangement:
the twelfth-century Last Judgement mosaic at the Basilica on Torcello is
similarly divided up according to the deadly sins. But the taxonomy of
sinners at Pisa is without precedent in its ability to make explicit connections
between the malefactors and their sinful acts. The painting divides hell into
various zones, each infernal place corresponding to the punishment of a
particular fault. The six lower zones punish one of the seven deadly sins; the
top zone, representing those opposed to the religion of Christ and the unity
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of the Church (heretics, soothsayers, simoniacs, Muhammad, the Anti-
christ, an excommunicate), seems related to Pride, the only one of the seven
sins not represented in the lower zone. Overall, the fresco demonstrates a
desire for civic and religious cohesion, expressed through the condemna-
tion and classification of enemies and social outcasts. Significantly, several
of the sinners are labelled, a sign of the artist’s attempt to transform a grue-
some spectacle into a moral lesson. Sometimes the punishments are also
designed to establish a visual or metaphorical ‘fit’ with the punished fault:
the avaricious are force fed money; the gluttons are placed at a laid table,
their gluttonous desires frustrated by the tormenting devils; the Antichrist
is flayed, a symbol that, like the Judgement of Cambyses discussed in the pre-
vious chapter, articulates a disruption of the borders of the body, akin to the
Antichrist’s treacherous attempts to destroy Christian unity.

The sodomites themselves find their place in Buffalmacco’s schema
among the lustful and are represented as a pair: one is skewered from his
anus to his mouth and twisted on a spit above the infernal flames by a
devil, his hands tied behind his back and coiled with a serpent; the other,
similarly beset by a serpent, sits in front of his accomplice and receives
one end of the skewer in his mouth (illus 43). Like other sinners in the
fresco, the figures have been rendered almost life-size by the artist; both
look at each other with open eyes, wearing labelled mitres on their heads.
(The mitre was a common method of identifying the faults of criminals
in acts of temporal justice in medieval Italy.)11 There are earlier precedents
for the iconography of the sinner being turned on a spit by a devil, for
instance the Last Judgement mosaic in the Baptistery in Florence (illus. 44
and 45) and Giotto’s frescos of the same subject in the Scrovegni chapel in
Padua (illus. 47 and 48). The impalement of a male body on a spit also fea-
tures in an illustration in Matthew Paris’s Chronica majora, which depicts
the depravities allegedly committed by Mongols during their incursion
into Silesia in 1241: here the motif is designed to associate this ‘monstrous
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tribe of inhuman men’ with cannibalism, rather than with sexual vice per
se (illus. 46).12 Nonetheless, the Camposanto representation is the first
that clearly links this mode of torment with sodomites in hell. An ident-
ical arrangement is used in the fifteenth-century frescos in the Bolognini
chapel in San Petronio, Bologna, by Giovanni da Modena (illus. 49 and
70), although this time there are no mitres or labelling: the two figures are
bald-headed. Here, also, the figure of the devil, who seems to point toward
the skewered anus of the roasted sinner, is more prominent than at Pisa,
as are the wispy flames that lick the sinner’s genital region.13 Finally, the
iconography is redeployed, with some variation, in the early fifteenth-
century paintings in the nave of the Collegiata in San Gimignano (illus. 71
and 72), where the artist Taddeo di Bartolo turns the arrangement round,
places the skewered sodomite on his back, and, rather than roasting on a
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47 ‘Hell’, detail of Giotto, Last Judgement, c. 1303–5, fresco in the Scrovegni chapel, Padua.

46 ‘Mongol depravi-
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48 Detail of illus. 47, showing (top left) a sinner turned on a spit.



spit as such, simply shows him being penetrated from his arse to his
mouth by a devil; here, the labelled mitre, bearing the vernacular inscrip-
tion sotomitto, is still clearly visible.14

What is the symbolic significance of depicting sodomites in this fashion?
First, there is the rather obvious analogy with anal and oral sex imaged in the
phallic skewer penetrating from the anus to the mouth, and then on into the
mouth of another. Contrary to popular belief, sodomy has not always and
self-evidently been associated with either anal sex or male homosexuality: it
is what Foucault calls ‘that utterly confused category’, an untranslatable term
that has basically been used to mean whatever anyone wanted it to mean.15

In the writings of Thomas Aquinas, the definition of sodomy is substan-
tially narrowed: the term sodomia explicitly designates sexual relations of
any kind between members of the same sex.16 Generally speaking, though,
theological writings invest sodomy with notions of sin and retribution,
responsibility and guilt; sodomia cannot be translated unproblematically as
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homosexuality.17 Sodomy might cover sexual relations between Christians
and heretics, for example, or Christians and Saracens; it could encompass
intercourse with animals or other ‘unnatural’ liaisons. Be that as it may, the
images under consideration here, depicting sodomites in hell, seem to
incorporate a far more restricted definition: Italian infernal iconography
represents sodomy as an overtly sexualized category linked primarily to
same-sex intercourse (as in Aquinas); more specifically, it associates the vice
with relations between men that pivot around the penetration of orifices.
Sodomy no longer appears, in these contexts, ‘utterly confused’.18

The visual association of sodomy with penetrative acts performed
between men corresponds to the particular judicial contexts within which
these images arose. Prosecution records from cities such as Florence and
Venice in the late fourteenth and fifteenth centuries suggest that the
aspect of sodomy that seems to have proved most hateful to prosecutors
was male anal intercourse and its external simulation between the thighs
of a so-called passive partner.19 In Venice, in 1467, legislation was even
passed in council requiring surgeons and barbers to report anyone treated
for injuries resulting from anal sex.20 Oral sex between males was also
a particular concern of prosecutors in regions such as Florence, where judi-
cial records describe boys being ‘sodomized’ by receiving fellatio from older
adolescents and young men.21 So although sodomy traditionally concerned
a fairly wide range of activity not necessarily linked to same-sex relations
(including masturbation, any form of vaginal or non-vaginal sex that did
not conform to the missionary position, and even bestiality), in Italian reli-
gious painting and judicial records it possesses some of the characteristics
with which it is still associated today in both popular and legal contexts.22

In this way, modern notions of homosexuality may be partially con-
nected, by an invisible but expansive thread, to the category of the medieval
sodomite – a relationship that works to complicate the rupture sometimes
perceived by sexuality historians between pre-modern sodomitical acts
and modern homosexual personages.23 An acts-based discourse such as
medieval confession, which Foucault cites in support of the view that pre-
modern selves were constructed with reference to an indefinite archive of
forbidden pleasures, inevitably produces a view of sexuality as act-specific:
the whole point of confession is to prevent acts of sin from becoming so
habitual that they solidify into identities. But other genres (romance, for
instance) sometimes betray a sense of the sodomite as a sexual identity. In
these contexts, the category defines not only what one does from time to
time, but also, apparently, what one is. Unlike the self-affirmative vocaliza-
tions of modern gay liberation, of course, these medieval articulations of
sexual identity are rarely benign: sodomites are typically called into being in
order to effect their regulation, exclusion or eradication. Yet works produced
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in certain milieus apparently promoted a link between sexuality and self-
hood of some sort, long before the inception of nineteenth-century forensic
medicine.24 I don’t wish to suggest that the term ‘sodomy’ was unambigu-
ously related to sexual identity in the medieval period, or that the sodomites
of the Middle Ages were ‘really early modern’. The modern terms used to
describe same-sex desire, including ‘sodomy’ and ‘buggery’ (which endured,
until recently, in legal contexts), are themselves vexed categories, as will be
demonstrated in what follows. Rather, overly schematic applications of the
opposition between pre-modern acts and modern identities are potentially
disabling, for they fail to explore the multiple discursive contexts in which
medieval sexuality was imagined.25

One genre where I think medieval thinkers were working with a sense
of sexual identity – at least partially – is iconography depicting the after-
life. This may seem odd for a genre that is clearly related to an acts-based
discourse such as confession. But images of punishments in hell differ in
one crucial respect from medieval confession manuals prescribing pen-
ance for the sins of living individuals: infernal sinners are labelled,
essentialized even, as purveyors of certain sexual acts for all eternity.26

Their bodies are simultaneously made to speak the truth of their sinful
souls, in other words, and punished by an endless performance of repetitive
acts that create the illusion of inner sinful depth.

Medieval afterlife imagery produces sinful essence by depicting the
aberrant activity in a moment of suspended animation: the identity of the
medieval sinner is constructed, in infernal contexts, by the continual
exaction of punishments for all time. This space of suspension, in which
identities are fashioned in the process of being paradoxically destroyed,
is reminiscent of Augustine’s conception of hell in the City of God as a
place of perpetual second death:

For that death, which means not the separation of soul from body
but the union of both for eternal punishment, is the more grievous
death; it is the worst of all evils. There, by contrast, men will not be
in the situations of ‘before death’ and ‘after death’, but always ‘in
death’, and for this reason they will never be living, never dead, but
dying for all eternity.

This chilling passage imagines hell as a definitive space of betwixt and
between. The damned, suspended in death with no hope of release from
torment through an act of final obliteration, suffer the throes of a continu-
ally deferred death – a state where, in Augustine’s words, ‘death itself will
be deathless’.27 In keeping with this framework, sodomites in Italian Last
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Judgement scenes are likewise represented undergoing what might be
interpreted as a continuous process of dying, which extends for all etern-
ity the spiritual death that their sinful sexual acts precipitated in life. In
hell, in other words, one is not simply a person who engages in occasional
acts of sodomy; through a process of temporal suspension, one assumes a
lasting identity of sorts. The infernal sodomite, like all his fellow sinners
in fact, is depicted fixed in a state that simultaneously conveys the out-
ward traits of a sinful encounter and the chastisement of the correspond-
ing transgression. He is ‘caught in the act’, as it were.

Freezing the action, in this fashion, to a moment when death’s limits
have been held at bay, endows the scene with ahistorical, identity-bestow-
ing characteristics. Like the hanged in Villon’s Ballade des pendus (dis-
cussed in chapter One), the sodomites are depicted as eternal wanderers,
imprisoned in their bodies and violently inscribed as sinful subjects. But
the proceedings are also confined to the moment when they are most
powerfully concerned with the transgression of bodily boundaries. Just as
Bernardino of Siena saw sodomy wherever he went, these images depict it
always on the horizon and in our midst. The sodomites might have been
represented in the instant before or after the ‘crime’ itself, say in the
process of soliciting each other’s affections, as in certain north European
images depicting two young men, one of whom bears a falcon as a
signifier of same-sex love.28 Or they might have been shown with the open
mouths and tiny effeminate pricks that, as Michael Camille has suggested,
demarcate the sodomites in illuminations accompanying manuscripts
depicting Dante’s Inferno; or even with the hand-on-hip gesture that
marks out Brunetto Latini, Dante’s infamous sodomitical role model, as
medieval art’s first ‘flaming queen’ in a fourteenth-century manuscript
in the Musée Condé, Chantilly.29 But the makers of the Last Judgement
scenes under consideration here have chosen to combine allusions to a
sinful act and its punishment in a single temporal sequence. The motif
thus communicates the disciplinary implications that attend to the per-
formance of sodomitical acts, while at the same time conveying the sexual
roles that sodomites were perceived to inhabit. Represented ‘in sodomy’
at the same time as they are eternally dying from it, the sinners neatly
exemplify Augustine’s concept of hell as a suspension in death.

The construction of a visual analogy between punishment and sinful
act was also influenced by secular notions of contrapasso (‘against the
way’, ‘counter-move’), a form of natural law in which penalties echoed the
crimes they punished.30 In this respect, the medieval iconography of hell
had much in common with the modes of punishment dreamed up by
eighteenth-century penal reformers. One of the crucial questions that
Foucault poses in Discipline and Punish with regard to nineteenth-century
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penal regimes is why, when thinkers such as Cesare Beccaria and the
Idéologues envisaged a kind of analogical penal ‘theatre’, what in fact
developed was the regime of the prison. The ideals of reform and the
development of the penitentiary, although they both aimed at correcting
the individual, relied on quite different technologies to achieve this end:
reformers proposed signs, lessons and representations as forms of persua-
sion, whereas prison seized the inmate’s body in order to exercise, train
and transform it. The reformers also insisted that these punishments be
publicly displayed as exempla. ‘At the cross-roads,’ writes Foucault, ‘in the
gardens, at the sides of roads being repaired . . . will be hundreds of tiny
theatres of punishment. It will be a visible punishment, a punishment
that tells all, that explains, justifies itself, convicts: placards, posters,
symbols . . . each punishment should be a fable.’31 While this observation
obviously makes reference to eighteenth-century writings, the medieval
penal imaginary betrays a strikingly similar logic: a painting such as
Buffalmacco’s hell fresco is a supreme visualization of the idea that the
punishment should fit the crime. Punishments act as signs, linking specific
torments to specific crimes. And the depiction, specifically, of sodomitical
vice in such contexts reveals how images of exemplary justice, with their
fable-like iconography, worked by partially blurring the distinctions
between identities and acts.

Significant in this respect is the way in which the sodomites in hell are
subjected to a sort of poetic justice based on their perceived roles in the
respective sexual acts they perform. Judicial records from fifteenth-century
Italy suggest that the term ‘sodomite’ rarely included the so-called passive
partners of either sex (that is to say, those penetrated phallicly in the anus
or between the thighs, or those who ‘received’ fellatio); often only those
who took the active role as anal penetrators and fellators were considered
sodomites, and as such received the harsher penalties.32 In afterlife
imagery, however, the sexual roles seem to have been reversed. In Taddeo
di Bartolo’s hell, the man labelled sotomitto, rather than being the active
inserter as he is supposedly accustomed, is forced into what was perceived
to be the more humiliating passive role. The spelling of sotomitto,
indeed, appears to pun on sodomito (sodomite) and sottometto (I submit),
suggesting a literal conflation of the sodomite with he-who-submits. The
partner, who is possibly the ‘passive’ counterpart, is subjected to the seem-
ingly less painful torment of sucking on the end of the polluted, penetrat-
ing skewer. As such, he appears to take on an ostensibly more ‘active’ role
in the performance of fellatio. Blond-haired and youthful, the lad’s geni-
talia are clearly visible amid the flames. Moreover, there is an inscription
beside his head, hard to see now with the naked eye, the first line of which
reads cativo: the equivalent word in modern Italian is the adjective cattivo
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(bad / naughty). (The second and third lines of this inscription are too
badly damaged to decipher properly).33 The phrase seems designed to
draw attention to the sinfulness of oral sex and perhaps, also, to the
figure’s distinctive ‘role’ in the sodomitical scenario. Given these factors,
it seems likely that the two sinners are identified by the visualization,
through inversion, of their perceived positions in the sexual act. Sodomy
is depicted as a melding together of two separate positions of identi-
fication, active and passive, which are brought together in the performance
of the vice. This produces, in turn, a coherent picture of what sodomites
are believed to do with each other and how they receive their just deserts.

The conception of sodomy as a blend of acts, identities and ‘roles’
becomes more complex still when we consider the rare instances in which
analogous penalties were applied to men accused of sex crimes in actuality.
There is, of course, no direct parallel to the roasting on the spit in Italian
judicial practice: the punishment for ‘active’ partners generally ranged
from heavy fines and banishment to death by burning, depending on the
age and status of the convicted individual and the number of times he had
offended in the past.34 Nevertheless, it appears that the concept of contra-
passo conveyed by visual and literary depictions also extended to judicial
practice in certain instances, as an incident in Florence in the fourteenth
century bears witness. In 1365 the Florentine authorities heard that a
fifteen-year-old, Giovanni di Giovanni, voluntarily allowed himself to
be sodomized by numerous men. Giovanni’s sentence labelled him a
‘public and notorious passive sodomite’ and he was subjected to an exem-
plary punishment. Having been dragged on an ass to the ‘place of justice’
outside the walls of the city, he was publicly castrated and then punished,
so the sentence reads, ‘in that part of his body where he allowed himself
to be known in sodomitical practice’. That is to say, he was branded
between his thighs with a red-hot iron.35

Incidents such as this suggest that, in both temporal and divine judi-
cial spheres, sexuality was regulated according to a clear symbolic frame-
work. Sodomy was simultaneously identified with certain positions and
possibilities (perceived as inner depth) and marked out through the exter-
nal re-enactment of those roles in the form of excruciating corporal
penalties. The punishment in Florence of Giovanni di Giovanni articu-
lates this movement from depth to surface on the body of the condemned;
the penalty of phallic penetration also conveys a purgative logic, aimed at
addressing the specific parts of the body with which the sin in question
was performed.36
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dirty pigs 

So far, the discussion has begun to unravel some of the symbolic messages
conveyed by the infernal sodomitical scene. It does not, however, account
for one of the most salient features of the penalty prescribed both in the
earlier depictions at Padua and Florence (which, although unlabelled,
could have been intended to make allusions to sodomitical vice), the
images at Pisa, Bologna and San Gimignano, and analogous images in
manuscript illuminations (illus. 50 and 51): the fact that the anally pene-
trated figure is depicted as a piece of meat cooking on a spit. An anecdote
from an Italian dramatic lauda, contemporaneous with the Pisa frescos,
helps to unlock aspects of the iconography’s significance.

The drama in question was written in Perugia in the second quarter of
the fourteenth century and is split into two halves, one describing the
Antichrist and the second the Last Judgement.37 In the latter section,
Christ addresses the damned by announcing specific penalties for the
seven deadly sins and, when he comes to the sodomite, he exclaims:
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Tu, sodomito puzolente
m’haie crocifiso notte e giorno;
va a lo’nferno tostamente
en quille pene a far sogiorno.
Mettel tosto en gran calura
ché peccò contra natura.38

You, stinking sodomite
have crucified me night and day;
go quickly to hell,
to stay a while amid those 

punishments.
Put him quickly in that great heat,
since he sinned against nature.

Sodemite maledette
che pecchevate contra natura
rostite a guisa de porchette!
Zabrin, si aggie quista cura,
fa encender bien lo forno
e volta bien l’arosto atorno.39

You cursed sodomites
who have sinned against nature
roast like little piggies!
Zabrin, let this remedy be followed,
fire up the furnace well
and give the roast a good turning.

Christ goes on to stress the futility of repentance, and the final stanzas of
the drama are devoted to depicting Satan and the devils carrying out the
tortures of different sinners. The very last verse is devoted to the sodomites
themselves:

The sodomite in this description is likened to a slab of cooked meat, and
more specifically to a pig.

As we have already seen in chapter One, in relation to anti-Semitic
Judensau depictions (illus. 20), pigs in the Middle Ages were rich with
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symbolic associations. Medieval Christians perceived them as ‘creatures of
the threshold’, kept in close proximity to the home and fed the house-
hold’s left-overs; they were objects of both fear and fascination. A Latin
bestiary, produced in England in the late twelfth century, figures pigs as
stand-ins for the sinful social outcast: ‘Swine signify sinners and unclean
persons or heretics.’40 In medieval sermons, pigs were employed as
emblems of greed, drunkenness and lechery; visually, their pink colouring
and apparent nakedness also disturbingly resembled the flesh of babies,
and in this way pigs were perceived as transgressing the binary tradition-
ally held up between man and beast.41 As such, pigs were a highly appro-
priate way of figuring sodomites, whose sexual crimes were often aligned
with bestiality and sensuous indulgence; the resulting animalization also
conveyed at a glance the perceived status of sodomy as the ultimate ‘sin
against nature’.42 Here, like the examples discussed in previous chapters,
we become witness to the dehumanizing effects of corporal punishment
but also to the liminal positions in which punished bodies might be
placed. Striking in this context are German Schandbilder depicting debt-
ors stamping their phallic seal (often held at groin height) on the defecating
anus of a female animal, commonly a sow (illus. 15 and 18).43 The arrange-
ment deploys the sodomitical script as a means of destroying noble
identity; it aggravates the shame by equating sodomy with animalistic
shit.44 Suggestive also is the analogy that Bernardino of Siena strikes up in
one of his sermons between three varieties of swine – wild boars, domes-
tic pigs and porcupines – and a taxonomic description of what he sees as
the three varieties of sodomites.45 Pigs, it seems, were ripe for a range of
symbolic interactions with defamatory rhetoric about sodomy. In keep-
ing with these associations between sodomy and animal allusions,
sodomites in Italian Last Judgement scenes likewise become transformed
into animalistic pigs turning on spits and penetrated up the arse;
manoeuvred into an alignment with cooked meat, they are represented as
inhabiting the threshold states that denote, in the border zones between
man and beast, a form of life without symbolic legitimacy.

identity, anal rhetoric and abjection

Medieval hell iconography also displayed an interest more generally in
metaphors of corporeal ingestion and anal expurgation. Christian eschatol-
ogy has always reflected a peculiar fascination with images of mastication
and regurgitation, both in the context of hell and of the resurrection of
the dead.46 Demonic chefs are depicted in infernal settings, cooking sin-
ners in giant cauldrons; souls are shown roasted on grills; sinful women
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have their breasts bitten by serpents; the genitals of their male counter-
parts are devoured by dragons (illus. 50–52). Taddeo di Bartolo’s hell at
San Gimignano is especially striking for its representations of immod-
erate consumption: five portly gluttons are tempted with a table of culi-
nary delights but prevented by the devils from actually eating or drinking,
while a sixth in the foreground simultaneously stuffs / shits himself; in the
adjacent scene a devil excretes coins into the mouth of a usurer, one of
the representatives of avarice (illus. 53). The mouth of hell, which emerged
in the eleventh century in England and France, assimilates damnation itself
with the terrors of bodily consumption: the jaws of Leviathan are repre-
sented in the top register of the Pisa fresco, to the right, swallowing
Muhammad and the excommunicate (illus. 42).47 From the fourteenth
century onwards, moreover, Italian Last Judgement scenes show hell dom-
inated by the image of Satan, stuffing sinners into his greedy gob before
expelling them from his backside (illus. 42, 47, 49 and 71).48

The scatological preoccupations exhibited in these scenes demonstrate
a peculiar interest in bodily processes and the transgression of corporeal
boundaries. Similar concerns are registered in medieval responses to
sodomy in cities such as Florence, Venice and Bologna. As I have already
suggested, attempts to regulate sodomy in these locations focused above
all on policing the ‘unnatural’ anal and oral dispositions of those tending
toward sodomitical vice. Thus, the invention of graphic, anally fixated
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penalties for all sinners in visions of the afterlife may be related, albeit
indirectly, to heightened fears of anal sexuality and sodomitical vice in
late medieval Italian prosecution records. Furthermore, depictions of the
sinner in hell as masticated, regurgitated shit and images of sodomy as
anal penetration and roasting both participate in a process of identity
formation that was to become the great labour of bourgeois cultural
production in centuries to come: the creation of an invincible, guiltless self
through the expulsion, or negative introjection, of elements that surround
and threaten it.49

Charting the emergence of a class-inflected ‘civilizing process’ in late
medieval Italy goes beyond the scope of the present study: independent
evidence supporting the convergence of medieval concepts of class with
modern notions of bourgeois sensibility would be required to make such
an argument convincing. But just as dissociation from the abject was an
important element in certain strands of late medieval Netherlandish panel
painting (constituting what I termed, in the previous chapter, a ‘burgerlijk
aesthetic’), I would like to suggest that, in Italian civic contexts, the depic-
tion of punishments in the afterlife was one of the mechanisms by which
a group or class or institution made a bid for political and ideological
supremacy.50 After all, the patrons of Italian Last Judgement paintings were
typically well heeled, often merchants and bankers, members of the middle
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classes: like the Judgement of Cambyses in Bruges, these were class-specific
commissions, produced in a climate of moral anxiety surrounding money.51

Bartolomeo Bolognini, one of the wealthiest citizens in early fifteenth-
century Bologna, left precise instructions concerning the iconography of
the Bolognini chapel frescos in his will, including the depiction of ‘terrify-
ing infernal pains’ above his tomb.52 Hell was also an important ele-
ment in the frescos commissioned by Enrico Scrovegni for his chapel in
Padua (illus. 47). The Scrovegni were, by the late thirteenth century, one of
the city’s leading banking families; Reginaldo, Enrico’s father, even earned
a place in Dante’s Inferno thanks to his usurious practices.53 It is little
wonder that Giotto depicted Enrico kneeling in the pose of a donor at the
bottom of the Last Judgement fresco, just to the left of hell, presenting
a model of the chapel to three haloed figures.54 Significantly Judas, the
archetypal proprietor of ill-gotten gains, was also painted, to the right of
the donor figure, hanging from a tree in hell. Commissions of this sort were
clearly motivated by concerns to atone for sins related to the acquisition of
wealth. To represent hell in this way meant, paradoxically, to avoid it.

Within a climate aimed at penitential reflection, we can thus locate
attempts to dissuade viewers from sins of which the patrons were them-
selves guilty: the evils of avarice and usury. But is it possible that patrons
had a personal investment in representing other sins as well, vices such as
sodomy? In late medieval Italy, after all, sodomy was conventionally
believed to be a vice of the rich and powerful. When Bernardino of Siena
preached against the Florentine practices that he presumed led to sodomy,
he specifically addressed the privileged classes: ‘You don’t make your sons
work in a shop, nor do they go to school to learn any virtues . . . they’re
good for nothing but lusting with sodomites’; the sodomites of Dante’s
Inferno are described as ‘clerks and great men of letters, of great fame, all
fouled with the same sin in the world’.55 This is not to say that the actual
social make-up of those accused of sodomy was, in fact, clerical, aristo-
cratic or mercantile: in Florence, sodomy seems to have been practised
across the social spectrum.56 Nonetheless, given the moral climate affect-
ing afterlife commissions, it is feasible that affluent individuals such as
Bartolomeo Bolognini had a stake in asserting their purported ‘normality’
by visually excluding elements deemed stereotypically part of their social
make-up. In other words, images of hell may have been deployed, in part, as
a space in which individuals or social groups could vicariously discover
their ‘own’ transgressive pleasures – be they greed or usury or even sodomy
– under the sign of abject ‘others’. It has been suggested by more than one
commentator, indeed, that Bernardino himself came into direct contact
with sodomy in his own boyhood, even that he was himself a ‘repressed
homosexual’: he recounts in his writings how he was propositioned by
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older sodomites as a lad, encounters that have been used to explain the
zealousness with which he attacked the vice in adult life.57

Just as the didactic logic of Italian hell iconography warranted the
viewer’s disassociation from certain sinners – that fact that we are, or
should be, not that or that – medieval Italian sodomy discourse similarly
deployed rhetoric whose aim was to shore up normative social categories.
In his sermons, Bernardino frequently laments the danger to the family unit
posed by sodomy and the corruption of young boys; he complains about
the dangers of population decline, the threat to civic identity resulting from
the wrath of God and the sheer embarrassment of being associated with
such unnatural vice. Sodomy is, he suggests, a limb that must be amputated
from the body politic, an infection and a cancer.58 ‘You don’t understand’,
he announces, ‘that this is the reason you have lost half your population
over the last twenty-five years. Tuscany has the fewest people of any country
in the world, solely on account of this vice.’59 Venetian laws adopt similar
rhetoric: everything must be done, a statute of 1496 states, ‘in order to extin-
guish and efface the exceptionally common and horrible sin and crime of
sodomy in your city, which is against the propagation of the human race
and a provocation of God’s anger on earth’.60 We hear echoes in these laws
of the demographic catastrophes caused by plague in the fifteenth century
and related anxieties about marriage, children and family life nourishing
perceptions that sins ‘against nature’ threatened to rock the very founda-
tions of human society.61 There are also indications suggesting the confla-
tion of sodomophobia with xenophobic prejudice. A Florentine statute of
1325 attributes the ‘contagion’ of sodomy to foreign vagabonds; those pro-
secuted for sodomy in fifteenth-century Bologna often came from outside
the city.62 These examples demonstrate how, in its strategic deployment as
a perceived threat to the civic body politic, sodomy was transferred from the
sexual to the social and endowed with a pernicious rhetorical function.

The state itself had an important stake in expelling sodomy under the
sign of the sinful ‘other’ in order to shore up its own metaphoric bound-
aries. In fifteenth-century Florence, for example, sodomy became a crucial
term in the political wrangling that ensued in the transfer of power from
one regime to the next. At the end of 1494, after the fall of the Medici, the
restored Republic of Florence passed the harshest sodomy legislation in
the city for decades, overtly reproaching the former regime for its indif-
ference to the vice in the past:

Considering . . . how abominable and disgraceful before both
God and men is the most wicked vice of sodomy, and how much
injustice and little fear of God there has been for some time con-
cerning the repression and extinction of this vice because of the evil
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government of the past regime, [the priors wish] to reform the law
as is necessary in a Christian and religious Republic.63

As we have seen, the fantasy of the sodomite in late medieval Italian wall
painting generates a nexus of identifications between degenerate bodies,
unnatural acts and sinful sexuality that is comparable in brutality. The
abject is appropriated in both legal and iconographic contexts as an
unliveable, uninhabitable zone that produces the defining limit, the ‘con-
stitutive outside’, of a particular identity, institution or abstraction; the
visual and legal denigration of sodomy represents but one manifestation
of the phenomenon by which individual subjects, cities, corporations,
governments and even nations produced themselves in the Middle Ages,
as today, through processes of exclusion and abjection.64

An analogy with modern appropriations of sodomy discourse may prove
instructive in this context. Recent debates in contemporary Britain over the
retention of Section 28 – a piece of local government legislation repealed in
2003, which sought to prevent schools and local authorities from ‘promoting
homosexuality’ and, more specifically, from promoting homosexuality as
what it termed a ‘pretended family relationship’ – suggest that sodomy in
modern history, no less than in medieval Italy, retains its status as the nega-
tive term in the construction of everything from individual subject status to
party political identity and statehood.65 In a House of Lords debate in 2000,
for example, the Tory peer Lord Waddington declared:

It is quite wrong that [children] should be taught . . . that a homo-
sexual relationship is equally as valid and normal as a heterosexual
one and that sodomy is perfectly acceptable behaviour. There are
two obvious reasons why that is wrong, which have already been
mentioned . . . First, such teaching runs entirely counter to the
teaching of all the main religions in the world and contradicts the
belief of the great majority of people who can see from their own
knowledge of anatomy and biology that sodomy is an unnatural
act. Secondly, to teach young people that a homosexual relationship
is as normal and valid as a heterosexual one is to conceal from them
the appalling health risks involved in homosexual behaviour in gen-
eral and sodomy in particular.66

Sodomy, despite being what Foucault calls an ‘utterly confused’ category,
has been resurrected in a modern parliamentary debate without question
and made to perform its unashamedly homophobic work; once again sod-
omy becomes an unnatural act that inspires the wrath of God, threatens
the family, puts the young in danger and carries with it the spectres of
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disease and death. If the sodomites in medieval representation are figured
as pigs roasted on spits and animalistic plague-spreaders, in House of
Lords debates they become performers of ‘unnatural acts’ with ‘appalling
health risks’. The association of sodomy with repetitious enactment
(‘sodomy is an unnatural act’) in Waddington’s speech confounds the easy
distribution of sexuality into a periodization of pre-modern acts and
modern identities. Indeed, as I am implying here, the peer’s veiled refer-
ence to aids is just one manifestation of an ideological rearguard action
aimed at policing what constitutes society and the ‘family’: like the
sodomites in hell on their spits and the anally purged ‘passive sodomite’
Giovanni di Giovanni, or as in Florentine statutes conflating sodomy with
plague and demographic decline, the sinful body is figured in state-spon-
sored representation as the outer locus of (imagined) inner psychical
depth, manifested as disease or perverse sexual act.67 Here is a space in
which medieval and modern touch in telling, if unsurprising, ways.

There is, nonetheless, another way in which these medieval sodom-
itical tableaux may partially chime with modern concerns. One example
of pre-modern penal technologies being seized upon by communities as
a means of oppositional self-definition is found in modern gay liberation
discourse in the usa and Britain, which went through a phase of naming
gay sexual spaces as ‘dungeons’ and ‘infernos’. Conversely, recent journal-
istic reports of the advent of a ‘post-aids’ world of fully assimilated gay-
ness have arguably imposed a medieval-style penal imaginary on modern
experience, by effectively separating the post-aids ‘saved’ from the pre-
aids ‘damned’.68 As we have seen, the deployment of medieval vocabulary
such as ‘sodomy’ and the associations that certain sexual practices are
forced to endure with death, disease, bestiality and the preparation of
food produced similarly normative effects. Nonetheless, these discourses
also presumably had the capacity to sustain a limited amount of opposi-
tional force when read against the grain. Comparable to the iconography
of infernal sodomites, after all, is the appropriation of the phrase ‘spit-
roasting’ in recent British gay sexual fantasy and practice. For some years
now the expression has been used by gay men to describe the practice of
‘taking it both ways’; being on the receiving end of a spit-roasting is seen
as an eminently attractive possibility, with those who wish to be the objects
of the spit apparently outnumbering those who would like, as it were, to
‘perform the roast’. In recent years, a London nightclub has even advertised
a weekly event on its premises bearing the title ‘Spit Roast’, presumably
to communicate the fact that the prospect of a menu of uninhibited sex
awaits those who attend.69

I suspect that the coining of the phrase ‘spit-roasting’ has parallels with
straight pornographic depiction, where it is potentially inflected with
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misogynistic overtones (transforming the female ‘victim’, like the medieval
sodomite, into meat).70 The wording possibly even originates in these
heterosexual contexts and I am not suggesting that in modern usage it is
always subversive. But despite having no direct or perceptible ties with the
medieval iconography of spit-roasted sodomites in hell, the deployment
of fantasies of animalization in modern queer lives draws attention to the
possibility that medieval iconography might itself have held out the
prospect of queer, unstable, non-normative and identity-conferring
effects for certain pre-modern beholders. Rarely, in medieval religious
instruction, are sodomitical acts visualized or explicitly described; sodomy
is traditionally the ‘unmentionable vice’, what Chaucer’s Parson dubs an
‘abhomynable synne’ that nobody ‘oghte speke ne write’.71 Yet, in the
Italian Last Judgement scenes discussed in this chapter, sodomy is given
much more than a mention: it is depicted visibly, in the guise of punish-
ment, as an act taking place between two men and involving what looks
like oral and anal penetration. Thus, if the lesson for medieval beholders
was that sodomitical acts would be punished in eternity, the didactic aims
also had the potential to backfire, fuelling the imaginations of a cluster of
medieval sodomites and queers. This is speculative thinking, of course, but
in the context of the sodomitical networks that historians have uncovered
in late medieval Italian urban centres, it may, just may, have produced
such an eventuality for a favoured few.
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Generally speaking, the representations encountered so far were designed
to foreclose identification with the punished body-in-pain. Looked at the
right way, of course, these images do have the capacity to elicit empathy
with the sufferings of the hanged or with the victim of judicial flaying, or
even to provoke meditation on the roles, identities and sexual proclivities
of sodomites. But, in the Middle Ages, the institutional contexts and cul-
tural affiliations of depictions of this sort militated against their reception
as habitually ‘victim-identified’ productions. Conversely, the second half
of this book explores representations that make efforts to persuade view-
ers to adopt the point of view of the suffering body, touching it with their
eyes and incorporating it affectively into their field of vision. The images
in question are religious and portray the torments inflicted on martyred
saints and Christ. These depictions, too, have the ability to give rise to
‘resistant’ responses, responses that go against the institutional, cultural or
historical grain. Spectators might look with the torturers rather than the
saints, for instance, or focus on modes of suffering that get occluded in
the medieval Christian imaginary. But the most striking feature of passion
and martyrdom iconography from this period is that, on a regular basis,
the viewers are deliberately brought into alignment with the perspective
of a tormented sacred object and invited to regard that pained entity as a
focal point for desire and spiritual transcendence.

At first sight, this is not always immediately apparent. After all, the
painting at the centre of the present chapter’s investigations, though clearly
devoted to the body of a martyred saint, has also been viewed – contro-
versially – as a manifestation of pious pornography and as an embodi-
ment of the objectifying logic by which men enjoy looking at (rather than
identifying with) a suffering female body. Attributed to Master Francke,
a Dominican friar working in Hamburg in the fifteenth century, the
painting (which is part of a larger altarpiece now in the National Museum
of Finland, Helsinki) depicts the Martyrdom of St Barbara in a sequence
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of eight interconnected panels (illus. 54 and 55). The scene that has pro-
voked the strongest sentiments in modern criticism depicts Barbara’s
agonizing torments, following her declaration of Christian faith (illus. 73).
The image shows the saint tethered to a stake, her arms raised tortuously
above her head. The martyr’s long, golden hair falls in tresses down her
back and her only clothing is a loose cloth wound seductively around her
waist. To her right, in the foreground, is the pagan prefect Marcien. His
hands are clasped firmly around the handle of a long, menacing weapon,
as if ready to draw, and his eyes stare fixedly at his victim’s denuded upper
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body. Beside him is Barbara’s father, Dioscurus, who lays a hand on the
prefect’s shoulder. The gesture is not one of deterrence by a pained father:
it implies that he views Barbara’s torture as a necessary evil from which he
will not interrupt the prefect. (After all, it was the father who turned his
daughter over to the prefect for trial and who will go on to behead her
with his own hands in a subsequent scene.) What the torture consists of
is a horrific battering of Barbara’s naked body by two swarthy and repuls-
ive tormentors. To her right, a pot-bellied, whip-wielding brute tugs her
hair; to her left, his shabbily dressed accomplice fingers her lower breast
and prepares to slice it off. Barbara, meanwhile, seems quite unmoved by
the whole experience. Her cheeks retain their rosy tint; her eyes are raised
heavenwards; and her lips even wear the hint of a smile.

Francke’s painting is uncannily reminiscent of a passage by the fem-
inist critic Andrea Dworkin in her book of 1981, Pornography: Men Possessing
Women. Dworkin, describing a pornographic feature entitled the ‘Art of
Dominating Women’, comments:

The third photograph . . . shows the woman tied at her wrists and
above her elbows by white rope, arms raised over her head, gagged.
The workman in overalls is grabbing her breast. He is approaching
the breast with pliers. The fourth photograph . . . shows the gagged
woman to just below her breasts. The hand with the pliers is also in
the picture. The pliers appear to be cutting her breast.1

The photographs are followed by a case history detailing the sexual
adventures of the victim. Dworkin continues:

The conceit is that this is a woman’s story told in a woman’s voice,
a woman’s celebration of the force she seeks out so that she can
submit to it, be hurt by it, and experience her transcendent femi-
ninity . . . The white woman, the totally submissive woman,
demands total force, total pain, total humiliation, at the hands of a
male racially stereotyped as a sexual brute . . . she is the unquench-
able submissive whose femininity is fulfilled in the most abject
degradation.2

The two images – Francke’s and the contemporary pornographer’s – seem
so structurally alike that Dworkin’s words, taken out of context, might
easily be used to describe the ordeal of St Barbara. Dworkin’s argument
about representations of this kind is that they reflect a male supremacist
ideology, but she also maintains that they underpin abusive practices in
the real world – practices that include rape. For anti-pornography com-
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mentators such as Dworkin, writing in the 1980s, heterosexual relations
between men and women are characterized by the inherent violence of
the male role; this violence, they suggest, is both expressed in and inspired
by pornographic fantasy, which, with its reliance on a phallic economy of
objectification, fetishization and male power, ultimately underwrites a
theory and practice of rape.3

Similarly, in recent years medievalists have suggested that written lives
and paintings depicting the tortures of female virgin martyrs are infused
with pornographic content and that this is intimately connected to mat-
ters of rape. The art historian Margaret Miles coined the phrase ‘religious
pornography’ to describe paintings such as Francke’s; more recently
Madeline Caviness has suggested that Francke’s altarpiece risks aligning
the viewer’s line of sight with those of the torturers and ‘phallocrats’,
in order to produce affects comparable to contemporary pornography.
‘Viewing these spectacles ahistorically’, Caviness writes, ‘we are confronted
by a blonde who has been tied up, partially stripped, with her garments
now slipping below her pubis, being subjected to sadistic threats and vul-
nerable to gang rape.’4 Literary critics have been similarly disposed: with
the publication of Kathryn Gravdal’s groundbreaking study of rape in
medieval French literature in 1991, many of the issues raised in feminist
debates on rape and pornography in the previous decade were brought to
bear on medieval literature from a variety of genres. Commenting on
saints’ lives in Old French and Latin, Gravdal makes the point that female
virgin martyr legends commonly betray an interest in motifs representing
the prospect of sexual coercion: forced prostitution, harassment by a
pagan seducer, imposed marriage, and even, on occasion, rape itself.
Although these attempts at sexual violence are never in fact successful and
the virgin’s virtue always remains miraculously untarnished, Gravdal sug-
gests that they nonetheless afford a space in which audiences can contem-
plate images of female nakedness; the act of rape, moreover, is displaced
metaphorically onto scenes of torture, which fetishize the saint’s upper
body as a snare for visual attention (for instance, in scenes of breast removal)
and penetrate it with an assortment of phallic objects.5

Subsequent to the publication of Gravdal’s book, much attention has
been lavished on the ‘rape plot’ of female virgin martyr legends, an inter-
est that resonates with the topics dominating certain strands of main-
stream feminist criticism in the decade before. Although displaying
important differences of opinion as to the significance of saintly sexuality,
these studies have done much to highlight the status of rape motifs and
pornographic content in English and French hagiography.6 The purpose
of this chapter, however, is not to conflate the political agendas of the fem-
inist anti-pornography movement with the concerns of medieval literary
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scholars and art historians about hagiographic violence, nor to lump
thinkers in either category together, as if they represent some sort of
ideological monolith. Even as I explore the ways in which the two fields
might be partially connected, it is important to be aware of the distinc-
tions within and between them. It is not clear, for instance, that modern
readers of saints’ lives advocate the suppression or destruction of images
and texts deemed pornographic. The anti-pornography positions advo-
cated in the 1980s and ’90s frequently favoured censorship, construing
pornographic depictions as injurious acts that have ‘real’ effects on those
who view them, acts producing fantasies that are both liable to reproduc-
tion in the real world (by men) and experienced as degrading (by women).
Medievalists have an interest in treating such depictions as symptomatic
of particular ideological structures in the past, but they would presum-
ably not go so far as to advocate the iconoclastic battle cries of certain
anti-pornography critics that ‘Art will have to go’.7 In this respect, studies
of medieval hagiography may have more in common with the ‘anti-
censorship’ wing of pornography criticism, which argues that porno-
graphy is a meaningful text about the sexual acts it represents.8 On this
basis, arguments have been made that hagiographic representation does
not simply signify as a function of normative patriarchal power, but may
also incorporate recuperative or empowering models.

At the outset, then, it is worth pointing out that the modern porno-
graphy debate produces no easy fit with critical responses to medieval
saints’ lives, even if it has provided the circumstances for some of its most
powerful feminist interventions. Several scholars have written eloquently
of the ways in which the ‘pornography of representation’ delineated by
certain modern critics does not, in fact, always provide the most produc-
tive interpretive framework for exploring female saintly imagery produced
in late medieval England, since a focus on the historical specifics of hagio-
graphic representation draws attention to the fact that scenes of female
victimhood and sexualized torture are not the norm in this particular
context.9 It should be recalled that what we now label as pornography is a
predominantly post-medieval invention, tied to the creation of bourgeois
standards of privacy and the emergence of print culture, which allowed
for the mechanical reproduction of transgressive imagery within the
context of a market economy.10 To ignore this material context for modern
pornography would be to collapse the distinctions between images pro-
duced by different technological processes and distributed by alternative
means to particular social groups.

At the same time, in the course of historicizing our terms, we are not
necessarily obliged to throw the baby out with the bathwater. An align-
ment between hagiography and pornography may prove helpful to the
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extent that it draws attention to points of partial connection, identi-
fication and analogy with modern processes of viewing, imagining and
identifying. Pornography and hagiography are complex, ideologically res-
onant genres, which signify in very different ways according to temporal
and spatial circumstance; but this does not mean that structural parallels
between the two should be ignored completely. When medievalists have
deployed the term ‘pornography’ or alluded to voyeuristic practices in
their writings, the tendency has been to exploit the senses in which these
words are customarily marshalled by anti-pornography critics; it is as
though the deployment of words such as ‘pornography’ enters into an
accusatory mode of address, in which the position scorned is that of an
(implicitly male) beholder who adopts the position of a prospective rapist
in the hagiographic plot. When the concept is restricted in this fashion,
the unpredictable, animated and embodied dimensions of response risk
being downplayed (facets of the medieval penal imaginary that have been
at issue throughout this book). A more capacious definition of porno-
graphy, on the other hand, which views pornographic depiction as a site
of fragmentation that produces a splitting or multiplication of identi-
fications, may help to draw attention to the ways in which hagiography,
likewise, exploits a viewer’s capacity for cross-identification across bodies,
subject positions and genders.

The pornographic is not a self-evident category in modern criticism
but a site of intense debate and disagreement.11 The assumption that it can
be applied only to medieval texts and images in a singular, ahistorical
fashion seems to me, in this respect, misguided. The cultural significance
of pornographic depiction is not all-encompassing or restricted to a single
point of view. Certainly, it has the power to cause deep offence to certain
viewers, even as it simultaneously stimulates and arouses others; it may
even give rise to the continuing production of fantasies in certain situa-
tions, reproducing and inadvertently proliferating meanings in ways that
contradict the intended purpose of the representation itself. Defining
pornography as a space of fantasy and multiplicity, in other words, we
may be in a position to interrogate some of the more ‘offensive’ or objec-
tionable responses to medieval hagiography that remain unaccounted for
in readings that simply emphasize a gender-inflected rape plot or, con-
versely, saintly empowerment. Hagiography, like pornography, is a field of
suspended action: action that takes place in the imaginations of viewers
and readers, rather than simply in the visions of artists and writers.12 This
means that the action represented in the image does not necessarily cor-
respond to the action of the image. Moreover, what looks on the surface
to be a set of texts and images encoding narratives about rape or gen-
dered resistance can function, all the same, to denigrate the figures of the
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tormentors on the basis of religion, ethnicity and social class (among other
things), so that the ‘victim’ of hagiography – its scapegoat – is not neces-
sarily coextensive with the saint.

sublime objects

Returning to the panels that are the focal point of this chapter, domina-
tion and submission are both at issue within the space of suspended
action generated by the scenes of Barbara’s martyrdom. My argument in
what follows concerns first of all the distribution of these roles in the texts
and images, and then ultimately in the minds of viewing subjects.

Barbara’s story was enormously popular in the later Middle Ages, partic-
ularly in Belgium and France, where it was narrated in poetry, prayers,
hymns, prose and above all drama.13 The exact source of Master Francke’s
iconography is unclear and I draw here on a late fifteenth-century French
prose rendition.14 The story in the Vie de Sainte Barbe runs as follows:
Barbara is the exceptionally beautiful daughter of Dioscurus, a rich pagan
king from Nicomedia. She is also incredibly well versed in arts and science
and her philosophical enquiries lead her to question pagan practices such
as idolatry. News reaches Barbara from Alexandria that a priest called
Origen has grasped the existence of ‘the true God’, and she writes to him
and receives knowledge of the Christian faith. After the didactic prologue,
the prose text focuses more specifically on the passion sequence that is the
subject of Francke’s painting. This section begins with a scene in which
Dioscurus, admiring his daughter’s great beauty, decides that he doesn’t
want other men to fall in love with her. This seems designed to crystallize
the patriarchal structures of looking by which women are transformed into
chattel (even if, in his jealousy, Dioscurus ultimately refuses to allow her to
become an actual object of exchange between men). The king decides to
build a large tower in which to lock up his daughter ‘like a very noble and
excellent treasure’;15 when suitors approach with a view to marrying her
they are firmly refused. Barbara announces that she wishes to take a vow of
chastity, which makes the covetous and unsuspecting king overjoyed. He
decides to build a sumptuous bathhouse in celebration, but is called away
on imperial business, at which point Barbara descends from her tower.
Entering the newly built bathhouse, she has a vision in which the mysteries
of the Christian faith are revealed, including the symbolism of the Holy
Trinity. Seeing only two windows in her tower, the saint orders the work-
men who were building the bathhouse to add a third in honour of the
Trinity, after which she receives baptism miraculously at the hands of St
John the Baptist; this is an act that seals her conversion to Christianity.
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On Dioscurus’ return, Barbara renders an account of the Trinitarian
significance of the three windows and declares that she has promised her
virginity to the member of the Trinity that has assumed ‘char humainne’
(human flesh), which, provoking her father’s outrage, causes him to raise
his sword to kill her. This moment is the subject of the first panel in
Francke’s painting: Dioscurus has his hand on his sword hilt, while
Barbara is depicted counting on her fingers (illus. 56). In the next panel
(illus. 57), we see Barbara’s miraculous escape to a mountain outside the
city walls. In Francke’s rendition, Dioscurus clenches his fist and bran-
dishes his unsheathed weapon at groin height, accompanied by a band of
staring onlookers who peer through cracks in the wall, in an arrangement
with voyeuristic overtones. Panel three depicts Dioscurus setting off on
horseback in pursuit of his daughter, whose whereabouts is betrayed by a
deceitful shepherd (the painting shows how the betrayer’s sheep, as pun-
ishment, are turned into locusts). Next, Barbara is dragged from the
mountain by the hair to be shut up once more behind bars (illus. 58),
before being handed over to the pagan prefect, Marcien, for trial (illus.
59). In the latter episode, the objectifying logic of masculine vision is
again personified in the painting by the presence of three jailers, two of
whom also featured in the earlier episode at the wall. The men, wearing
the caricatured expressions typically imputed to late medieval fops and
executioners, press themselves against Barbara’s sides, running their
hands along her upper body and ogling at her face with lustful eyes.16 The
panel bears comparison with passion iconography depicting Christ before
Pilate or the Mocking of Christ, where the soldiers circle their prisoner in
a claustrophobic manner (illus. 60). But the wide stares of Barbara’s tor-
mentors, contrasting wildly with the martyr’s half-closed lids, also appear
to accentuate visually the logic of the ‘male gaze’: a world in which
voyeuristic and fetishistic pleasure transforms the female subject into an
erotic object.17

The scenes that follow the trial render these structures of looking even
more apparent. These depict, after Barbara refuses to sacrifice to idols, the
saint’s disrobing, dismemberment and torture. The first (illus. 73) illus-
trates the episode in the prose account when the maiden is stripped naked
and her breasts sliced off with an old sword, ‘in order that the incision
should be made much more prolonged and painful’.18 Surviving her first
bout of torments, in the text version Barbara is thrown back into jail, where
her wounds are healed by a visit from Christ, who declares ‘Barbara,
comfort yourself because great joy awaits you in heaven . . . I am with
you and will deliver you from all the wounds which have been inflicted
upon you’.19 Although Francke does not portray this event specifically, in
the seventh panel (illus. 74) Barbara’s intact body conveys the substance
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of her miraculous recovery by implication; like a character in a Tom and
Jerry cartoon, she bounces back from her ordeal unharmed.20 This time,
the saint’s flesh is burned with fiery torches – again addressed to her
upper body – and her garments are more revealing still; once again,
Marcien clasps his sword and leers at her exposed chest. In the text ver-
sion, the martyr undergoes further ordeals, such as being dragged around
the town naked in a dramatic ritual of public exposure (a humiliation
from which she miraculously escapes thanks to a rescuing angel who
delivers a white stole to protect her from wanton looks). Then, in the final
panel, Dioscurus prepares to decapitate his own daughter, who kneels
timidly at his feet. The former does, of course, get his just deserts in the
written account: as he descends the hill on which Barbara was executed,
he is struck by lightning and his body disappears without trace.

As I have implied in my description so far, Francke’s painting seems
replete with references to gratuitous violence, objectification and female
passivity. Thus it may afford, as Gravdal puts it, ‘a sanctioned space in
which eroticism can flourish and in which male voyeurism becomes licit,
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if not advocated’.21 But does this mean that, for certain respondents, it
functioned as figurative rape? And if so, to what end? For proponents of
the anti-pornography movement the voyeuristic structures of porno-
graphy ultimately construct an ideological ‘blueprint’ for rape.22 Certain
pre-modern commentators likewise presumed a causal connection
between spectacle, representation and action. For instance, the early
Church father and iconoclast Tertullian famously declared: ‘every public
exposure of an honourable virgin is [to her] a suffering of rape’.23 This is
an argument that, like those of anti-pornographers, equates representa-
tion and corporeal revelation with actual sexual violence. But would some
medieval viewers have responded to Francke’s painting in this manner,
effectively ‘raping’ Barbara with their eyes?

In addressing this issue, it may be helpful to focus on the narrative
frameworks in which rape is imagined in medieval saints’ lives. The most
important thing to note is that, while rape is always clearly at issue in virgin
martyr legends, actual forced sex nonetheless remains unrepresentable
within the Christian symbolic order, a theoretical possibility that is not
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realizable as such. Most virgin martyr legends – Barbara’s included – orig-
inally date to the late antique period, a time when Christian communities
experienced physical and ideological assaults from various quarters. Be
that as it may, early Christian representations describing persons as bodies
experiencing pain may not simply be realistic reflections of a historical
‘reality’; they also potentially operated as part of a far-reaching formula-
tion in the culture of the period depicting the human self as a suffering
body. Within Christian texts, moreover, this understanding of selfhood
was presented as empowering: pain could be redemptive, death a victory.
Indeed, according to Judith Perkins, representations of suffering selfhood
produced in this vein fuelled Christianity’s growth as an institution.24

In this context, the figure of the virgin martyr, resistant to violation,
would have been an especially valuable representational trope, an icon of
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impregnability and a symbolic stand-in for the beleaguered but ultimately
invincible Church.

This is a function that remained important in later periods, when
Christian communities apparently had a continuing stake in representing
themselves as both victorious and constantly under threat. Although
audiences in the later Middle Ages were temporally distant from the period
of early Christian persecution, the vigorous production of vernacular
texts about martyrdom between the twelfth century and the fifteenth
attests to the long-term appeal and symbolic value of martyrdom as a
cultural phenomenon.25 The virgin body, in particular, possessed a strong
representational significance in medieval Christian ideology, since it was
an ideal metaphor for order and invincibility. In a period of crusading
zeal, when anti-Semitic narratives about host-desecrating Jews competed
for attention with stories about Saracen aggression, the contained but
endangered body of a virgin allowed hagiographers and artists to imagine
and symbolically inscribe the perceived coherence of, and threats to, the
corpus verum, or true body, of the Church.26 The miniature from Matthew
Paris’s Chronica majora, depicting Mongol atrocities committed against,
among other figures, a naked woman tied to a tree by her hair (who is pre-
sumably meant to represent a raped or about-to-be-raped virgin), neatly
reproduces the logic by which, in the space of representation, individual
threatened bodies become metaphoric stand-ins for a communal body
politic that perceives itself to be in danger (illus. 46). The text that accom-
panies Paris’s miniature describes how ‘virgins were raped until they died
of exhaustion; then their breasts were cut off to be kept as dainties for
their chiefs’; these remarks are prefaced by a statement that the Mongol
terror is punishment for heresy and other sins then being committed by
Christians. The implication is that the violence committed against indi-
vidual Christians from outside mirrors the disintegration of the Christian
body politic from within.27 The motif of circumvented rape in the Vie de
Sainte Barbe likewise encodes this principle of appropriating violated
bodies metonymically, to conceptualize and circumscribe the boundaries
of Christianity. The saint’s body is imagined in the throes of extreme
sexualized violence – her breasts, too, are removed – while she simul-
taneously remains inviolate and sexually pure. This conveys an essential
and ubiquitous hagiographic paradox: the juxtaposition of violence
and virginal impermeability.

In visual images of martyrdom, motifs of suspension are deployed to
communicate this paradoxical situation to the viewer. In the two panels
where Barbara’s naked body is subjected to torture (illus. 73 and 74), the
artist has frozen both scenes to moments just seconds before blood is
shed, creating an instant of narrative tension that accentuates the erotic
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draw of Barbara’s about-to-be-attacked body by guiding the eye toward
the saint’s tender, unbroken flesh.28 This presents a contrast to images
depicting the martyrdom of St Agatha, which often show blood flowing
from the virgin’s right breast in order to make a typological connection
with the wound in Christ’s side; at the same time, in Agatha images too,
the saint is rarely depicted with her breasts actually removed from her
body (illus. 61). Suspense creates a situation in which the Francke panels
can function pornographically, literally playing ‘peek-a-boo’ with the
body represented. The virgin body is visualized at the very moment when
it is most vulnerable to the looks of viewers who are characterized in the
painting as male. At the same time, however, aesthetic suspension directs
attention to the figurative level of the message, as well as – and possibly at
the expense of – the literal level. The virgin is represented as ‘menaced’, a
metonym for the institution of the Church constantly under threat; at the
same time, she remains unbreakable, in order to convey to the viewer the
Church’s victorious and indestructible status.29 By being placed outside
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the narrative flow of action, the saint’s body is transformed into a figure-
head possessing qualities of stasis and iconicity. Understanding power
simply as a function of action, from which anti-pornography critics
assume women have been excluded, detracts from the ways in which inac-
tivity – passivity even – can communicate power in the space of medieval
religious representation.30 The vision of the virgin’s inviolate status is cir-
cumscribed by the viewer’s recognition that the body thus represented
would not, in actuality, remain impervious to these sorts of torments. Yet
by constructing the virgin subjected to torture along the same lines as the
virgin threatened with rape – that is to say, by not allowing the ultimate
effects of violence / rape to be visualized as such – the artist plays on the
ability of viewers to hold death and bodily destruction at bay, imagina-
tively, in the interests of reinforcing Christian hegemony.

In this context, it may be helpful to invoke what Elaine Scarry has
termed the ‘substantiating’ functions of pain in representational contexts.
Her argument concerns the process by which the incontestable reality of
the physical body becomes an attribute of something that does not in itself
appear to be real, incontestable or certain, for instance an institution, ideo-
logy or cultural construct. What becomes visible in this manoeuvre, she
says, is the process by which invented ideas, beliefs and made objects will
be accepted as though they have the same ‘true’ status as the natural world;
the materiality of the body-in-pain, in particular, lends these disembodied
constructs an aura of ‘realness’ and ‘certainty’. This phenomenon works,
moreover, by means of analogy: a process of seeing and touching the hurt
body of another and believing that one has experienced its reality (when
in fact one has only sensorially experienced the hurt of one’s own body).
Responses to pained bodies thus have an analogical component, a compo-
nent that potentially produces what Scarry calls a ‘twisting of terms’, a
translation of the material fact of the body into a disembodied cultural
fiction signifying, for example, impregnability:

The attribute of the body before the translation is the opposite of
what the attribute is called after the translation: thus pain is relied
on to project power, mortality to project immortality, vulnerability
to project impregnability . . . The extreme fact of the body . . . is laid
edge to edge with an extreme of sublimation, not a partially mate-
rialized and thus self-substantiating construction but a wholly
verbal and disembodied assertion of impregnability.31

This point makes particular sense in the context of Christian martyrdom:
the conceit is that the saint exists in a threshold space where the sensorial
limits of human embodiment are tested but to apparently little effect. It is
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no surprise that Barbara is referred to regularly in the Vie de Sainte Barbe
as the insuperable vierge, that is to say, the ‘invincible virgin’. Insofar as the
martyr and the Church are analogous to one another with regard to insen-
tience and corporeal wholeness, they possess parallel qualities of insuper-
ability; to the extent that both are represented undergoing ordeals that
open them up to the threat of extreme violence, they are each connected,
by a process of imaginative displacement, with the ‘realness’ of pain.

Abjection and sublimation thus come together in the body of the mar-
tyr and produce the circumstances for a powerful ideological operation:
the substantiation of belief and of the institutions that control it. Another
way of putting this would be to say that the tortured body of the saint is
the point at which doctrine, violence and imagination coalesce. In chap-
ter Three I identified hell, after Augustine, as a space of suspension in
death, a place where sinners experience perpetual second deaths. The suf-
ferings of martyrs likewise take place in a suspended, threshold zone,
except that now the sufferings do not represent death, as such, in all its
meaningless horror, but a space between two deaths: the natural death that
allows the saint to escape her earthly shackles and the ultimate annihila-
tion that should follow as a result. This second, definitive death never
comes in hagiography. In the St Barbara altarpiece, the saint is not repre-
sented as a dead body, as such, and even her decapitation is depicted in the
moment before her head falls from her body. Moreover, in written saints’
lives, the martyr dies only in the literal sense: she continues to live on
through her cult and through the dissemination of her sacred relics. The
conceit is that Barbara is alive, in heaven, and that she has the power to
intercede on our behalf; her posthumous miracles, numbering thirteen in
the prose Vie de Sainte Barbe, reveal Barbara as a regular participant in
earthly existence beyond her natural death. She has undergone the first,
natural death that releases her from worldly desire (and the obligation to
protect her virginity), but thereafter remains in an endless zone between
deaths, a space where death’s limits are disavowed and where destructive
violence can be unleashed indefinitely against the saint’s eternal, undying
self. The saint’s location in this threshold place (through undergoing tor-
tures and, equally, through continuing to manifest herself in relics) is
what facilitates the transmutation of an abject, corporeal and ostensibly
dead entity into something radiant, immortal and sublime. Located in
this fashion, moreover, the saint’s body is potentially drawn away from its
anchoring in a gendered optics and toward a positioning with more ‘uni-
versal’, or ideological, value.32
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gendered audiences and historical looks

Up to now, my argument has focused predominantly on the most persist-
ent ideological agenda in representations of the martyred female saint: the
embodiment and symbolic reinforcement of belief. What remains to be
seen is how this apparently ‘universal’ message intersects with more ‘local’,
historically specific concerns. One of the ways in which martyrdom iconog-
raphy potentially exhibits a degree of historical particularity, according to
certain commentators, is in its interaction with medieval judicial spectacle.
As I have implied elsewhere in this book, art historians have often been
tempted to interpret images of this period in terms of their artistic ‘realism’.
The responses elicited are assumed to derive from the fact that medieval
viewers may have witnessed comparable scenes in real life, or that the
bodies represented depict sufferings graphically and realistically.33

Comments of this sort, which, like anti-pornography critics, assume a causal
relationship between art and life, fail to appreciate fully the imaginary
dimensions of what is depicted. It is not clear, after all, that the real pains
of legal punishment are conveyed in Francke’s altarpiece: the physical suf-
fering is aestheticized, displaced imaginatively to a space beyond the image,
in order to facilitate an identification between the virgin and the Church.

If there is a way in which the St Barbara altarpiece could have entered
into a dialogue with fifteenth-century judicial spectacle, it is not an espe-
cially direct or ‘realistic’ one. The motif of suspension that visually under-
scores the universalizing message of the ‘menaced virgin’ in the near-rape
narrative also creates a visual alignment with one of the techniques of
legal punishment that we have already encountered in this book: judicial
hanging. The torments of St Barbara were unreal and unthinkable in
penal practice (there is little evidence that mastectomy or burning with
brands were penalties regularly imposed on women in late medieval
Europe). But there may be parallels with a judicial reality of a different
sort. One element that resonates with secular hanging iconography, as we
have seen, is the sense of expectation and suspense that conditions this
and other martyrdom depictions. But the motif of life hanging in the bal-
ance is also literalized in the two panels representing Barbara’s nakedness,
where, in both scenes, the saint’s hands have been raised up high; in the
scene depicting her burning with brands, the saint’s hands have been
attached to a gallows-like structure. In this way, by drawing visual com-
parisons with judicial hanging and by provoking empathy with the body
of the saint, these images potentially create the circumstances for sympa-
thetic engagement with the bodies of those judicially condemned to
death by hanging, even as they also signify metonymically as the exposed,
but inviolate Church. Francke’s altarpiece is thus endowed with the capacity
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to communicate both local and universal messages. It relies on associations
with historically particular practices such as hanging in the depiction
of certain torments, while at the same time utilizing the about-to-be-
tortured body of the virgin, which always remains corporeally intact, to
convey what appears to be a global point about the Church’s status as an
inviolate / threatened institution.

Another way to engage with the historical particularities of response
to martyrdom depictions would be to focus on the social and gendered
make-up of the audiences who commissioned and observed them. If, as
modern commentators imply, the St Barbara altarpiece functioned as reli-
gious pornography – and, implicitly, as a didactic text for sexual assault –
it cannot have done so for all its viewers, and certainly not for some of the
women who may have had the opportunity to worship in its presence.
Recent studies by film critics of genres such as horror and hardcore
pornography have placed emphasis on issues of female spectatorship and
demonstrated how these genres do not operate definitively as platforms
for patriarchal power; medieval hagiography critics have likewise turned
a spotlight onto the women patrons and readers of saints’ lives and argued
that these texts open up readings that, in particular contexts, ‘may constitute
relative empowerment or recuperation’.34 It therefore seems important to
consider the possibility that women may have viewed and sought meaning
in Francke’s altarpiece, a prospect that the conventional rape–pornography
reading potentially precludes.

There are textual indications in vernacular saints’ lives from certain
regions of late medieval Europe, particularly lives produced in England,
that female readers actively demanded tales of martyrdom such as
Barbara’s. For instance, the manuscript containing the prose Vie de Sainte
Barbe bears an inscription suggesting that it belonged to Jeanne de France
(d. 1482), duchess of Bourbon and Auvergne.35 If women such as this were
reading, hearing and commissioning texts of this sort in the later Middle
Ages, it would be reductive to suggest that they simply encode male sexual
fantasies or inscribe patriarchal conceptions of women as passive victims.
By the same token it would make no sense to argue that saints’ lives, at all
periods and in all places, offered liberating spaces for female empowerment
and subject formation. Both of these positions – which would claim that
women are either absolutely disempowered by such representations or
unconditionally liberated by them – are unsatisfactory. My point is not that
we shuttle Francke’s altarpiece around violently between readings that
emphasize, on the one hand, positions of victimization, and, on the other,
those of subject formation. Rather, saints functioned in the Middle Ages as
heterogeneous figures, incorporating a body of contradictory discourses in
which the lines between object-hood and subject-hood were often blurred.
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One way of understanding a female audience’s stake in representations
of objectifying violence would be to reformulate the rape–pornography
reading in less victimological terms. Under certain circumstances, for
example, it is possible to read the rape plot in hagiographic romance as an
exemplary text championing the strategies of verbal and physical resist-
ance by which rape might be countered.36 A case for such a reading can be
made with regard to written hagiography. If, according to certain inter-
pretations, saintly heroines ‘function as objects and never as speaking sub-
jects’, this argument meets a challenge in those legends where the martyr’s
speech plays an important role.37 As well as being a highly articulate
expositor of Christian doctrine and a skilled rebutter of pagan mytho-
logy, for instance, Barbara frequently employs direct speech to disrupt the
power of the male aggressor in order to prevent actual sexual coercion
from occurring (in her case, forced marriage). In the prose Vie de Sainte
Barbe, when her father requests her views on marriage, the martyr replies,
‘in anger and disturbed by what he had said’, that she wishes to take a vow
of chastity.38

The power of the saint’s speech to disrupt the rape script becomes
especially apparent in scenes of torture. According to Scarry, physical tor-
ture operates to disable language in the victim, yet here Barbara remains
authoritative through speech, interrupting her experiences of suffering
with words addressed to her spectators, her tormentors and God.39 For
instance, while she is battered with hammers in a stock, the saint speaks
to Christ of her voluntary sacrifice; after being dragged around the town
naked, she shouts at the top of her voice that ‘all those who adore idols
should be damned’.40 Significantly, Barbara’s seditious talk is explicitly
commented on in the trial scene before the tortures take place. Before
Marcien has even begun the interrogation, Barbara speaks to him
hardiement, or daringly, exclaiming:

‘Do you wish to understand and know my Christian religion? I wor-
ship the true God’. To which the prefect replied: ‘You are totally
intoxicated with serpent venom and deception’. ‘What!’ he said, ‘Are
you not ashamed to respond before you are questioned?’41

Such instances of debate, dissidence and verbal eloquence challenge the
assumption that hagiography simply equates women with flesh.42 The
verbal dissidence of female virgin martyrs might even have provided the
circumstances for exemplary or ‘empowering’ messages in certain contexts.

Indeed in some saints’ lives, resistance is even physically violent, chal-
lenging commonly held stereotypes of passive femininity. For instance, St
Margaret, cast into prison between her tortures, is swallowed by a dragon.
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Bursting triumphantly from the dragon’s belly, Margaret is presented in
iconography depicting the scene in a quasi-militaristic stance, treading on
her opponent (illus. 62), thus demonstrating her ability to disrupt social
constructions of femininity by doing a sort of gender-troubling ‘drag’.43

The saint subsequently proceeds to have discourse with a second devil,
commanding him to return to his kin. Visual representations of this scene
(illus. 63 and 64) occasionally show Margaret grasping the demon by the
hair, raising an arm above her head and preparing to strike him with a
hefty mallet.44

Is it possible that a female audience might have read in Margaret’s vio-
lent antics and Barbara’s insurrectionary speech a methodology for resist-
ing, even preventing rape? This is a hypothesis that several critics have
posited for particular saints, periods and locations, and there are accounts
of female hagiographic readers occasionally putting these strategies into
practice: the vita of Christina of Markyate, written soon after her death
(c. 1160) by a twelfth-century monk of St Albans, describes one such
episode. We know that Christina owned a large collection of virgins’ lives,
including martyr legends, and her engagements with hagiography may
have shaped the experiences recorded in her own vita. Christina’s biography
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tells of how her parents force her to marry (sexual coercion), how her
mother beats her and tears out her hair (torture), and how she finally man-
ages to get the betrothal annulled before embarking on a religious career
(giving her soul to God); these elements all suggest obvious structural sim-
ilarities with virgin martyr legends such as those of Margaret and Barbara.
There is even a parallel to the lustful pagan tormentor, in Christina’s
encounter with a visiting bishop, Ranulf Flambard, who threatens to rape
her.45 Frequently, Christina uses her speech and cunning to escape the situ-
ations in which she finds herself. For example, when her spouse attempts
to consummate the marriage, she diverts him from his task by divulging
the Life of St Cecilia, who converted her groom, St Valerian, to chastity on
their wedding night.46 When Flambard tries to rape her, she suggests lock-
ing the door so that ‘no man should catch us in this act’, before making off
through the door herself.47 Here is a woman who appears to be refusing to
give in to the social norms that script her as raped.

Thus, it seems that certain virgin martyr legends might have been
understood by certain women as a call to contest their gender assignments
as inert objects, whether in the marriage market (and thus victims of an
insidious form of sexual coercion) or in situations of attempted rape.48

Can the same, in turn, be argued for Francke’s painting? We should
remember that in the visual image Barbara is mute, and, because her
nakedness must be portrayed in literal rather than figurative terms, her
sexual identity is vividly exposed. This demonstrates that visual and tex-
tual representations of virgin martyrs work in distinctive ways, even as
they are closely related to one another in terms of narrative content. Rape
prevention does not necessarily function as the interpretative key for visua-
lizations of female martyrdom, much as it might, under certain circum-
stances, have provided a basis for reading the written lives.

One horizon of expectations that may be relevant to both text and
image has to do with the positive value attributed to corporeality in cer-
tain strands of late medieval devotion, particularly in the writings of
female mystics. Mystical writers in the late Middle Ages, from Hadewijch
to Margery Kempe, promoted their own bodies as a resource for
approaching and identifying empathetically with the suffering bodies of
Christ and the saints: they perceived what might be called the ‘opportun-
ity of physicality’ in their engagements with sacred suffering.49 Evidence
for the provenance of Francke’s altarpiece is scant, but there is a strong
chance that it was originally commissioned for an altar dedicated to the
virgin martyr and erected in 1412 in the St Catherine chapel in Turku
Cathedral, Finland, by the incoming bishop, Magnus ii.50 The inner wings
of the altarpiece are carved with scenes from the Life of the Virgin (illus.
55), and it is likely, given its subject matter and the presumed location in
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the chapel of another female martyr, that the image attracted female as
well as male beholders. What might have caught some viewers’ eyes, as
the writings of female mystics imply, was the profound corporeality of
Barbara’s ordeal. The body on which mystics commonly meditate is
Christ’s. As we shall see in chapter Six, this body could itself be the stage
for a variety of cross-gendered exchanges, identifications and responses in
late medieval culture. Francke’s altarpiece also draws attention to a
Christological interpretative framework, by visually aligning the bodies of
Barbara and Christ in their sufferings. When the altarpiece is opened to
reveal the carved Life of the Virgin scenes, we see that the painted panels
representing Barbara’s burning and mastectomy are juxtaposed with
carved scenes representing, to the bottom left and right, the circumcision
of Christ (illus. 65). Barbara’s physical presence in these two panels is further
emphasized by the fact that, in the two scenes directly above (represent-
ing the saint’s escape from the tower and her betrayal by the shepherds),
her body is singularly missing. This symbolic interplay between absence
and presence is a way of drawing attention to the saint’s – and Christ’s –
paradoxical status as simultaneously human and divine, visible and
invisible. Moreover, a further level of identification exists across the two
narratives represented in the altarpiece, between the virgin martyr and
the Virgin Mary: the large, central carving depicting the Virgin’s death
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and assumption can be read as a figurative counterpart to Barbara’s own
entry into heaven; the Virgin who looks after the baby Jesus in scenes of
circumcision parallels the martyr who intercedes, like the Virgin, for the
souls of medieval viewers.51

The St Barbara altarpiece thus relies on constructing a complex web of
identifications, both internally, between the bodies of the saint, the Virgin
and Christ, and externally, with reference to the bodies of viewers. The
work constructs these networks of bodily interaction and identification
to create the impression of a suffering Christian community: a com-
munity woven together, from the fleshly fibres of saints, Christ, the Virgin
and Christian beholders, into a single symbolic corpus. This corpus
Christianum is potentially empowering for certain viewers who identify
themselves as part of its make-up, because it underscores the notion that
fleshly suffering can be transmuted into sacred truth through the medium
of martyrdom. The ideological purpose is to ground the Christian com-
munity, to enforce adherence to doctrine and to substantiate belief. But
from the point of view of social existence, there is an important side effect:
certain female readers and viewers may have discovered, in martyrdom
depiction, a more ‘positive’ valuation of the fleshliness with which they
were customarily associated as women in medieval culture.

discriminating victims 

This is not to say that virgin martyr depiction is devoid of erotic signi-
ficance, or that martyrdom iconography precludes identification with
sadistic aggression. It is perfectly feasible, given the voyeuristic overtones
and aesthetic strategies of the St Barbara altarpiece, that male viewers
sometimes responded to martyrdom depiction sexually, in the mind’s eye
or otherwise, in ways partially comparable with modern pornographic
depiction. Although no record survives to prove that male viewers of
Francke’s painting found it erotically stimulating, the writings of Prot-
estant reformers in sixteenth-century Germany indicate that it was possible
to be aroused physically by certain representations of saints. Iconoclasts
frequently criticized images for inciting carnal urges, so that a Lutheran
Protestant from Strasbourg remarked circa 1520:

Truly when I was young and they piped away on the organ in
church, I longed to dance, and when I heard the singing there I
was moved in the flesh but not in the spirit. Also I often had base
thoughts when I looked at the female saints on the altars. For no
courtesan can dress or adorn herself more sumptuously and
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66 Detail of illus. 1, showing Christ's upper body.



67 'Arrest of Sisamnes', left panel of Gerard David, Judgement of Cambyses, 1498, oil on oak. Groeningemuseum, Bruges.



68 'Flaying of Sisamnes', right panel of Gerard David, Judgement of Cambyses, 1498.



69 'Martyrdom of
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Lochner, Martyrdom
of the Apostles, c. 1435,
mixed technique on
wood. Städelsches
Kunstinstitut,
Frankfurt.

70 ‘Punishments of
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from Giovanni da
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Judgement, c. 1410–12,
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71 Taddeo di Bartolo, Hell, c. 1393–1413, fresco in the nave of the Collegiata di San Gimignano.



72 ‘Punishment of the lustful, including sodomites,’ detail from Taddeo di Bartolo’s Hell.



74 ‘Barbara burned with fiery
brands’, panel from Master Francke,
Martyrdom of St Barbara.

73 ‘Barbara’s mastectomy and whipping’,
panel from Master Francke, Martyrdom
of St Barbara, c. 1410–15, tempera on
oak. National Museum of Finland,
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75 Marx Reichlich, Flagellation of Christ, c. 1506, oil on wood. Alte Pinakothek, Munich.



shamelessly than they nowadays fashion the Mother of God, Saint
Barbara, Katherine and other saints.52

The reformer’s comments are not directed at images of martyrdom as such,
but at carved statues depicting Barbara and other saints in a sublime,
heavenly pose (illus. 76). Also, the commentator makes a comparison
between the erotic draw of these depictions and the ‘sumptuous’ fashions
worn by prostitutes, a reproach that ultimately concerns the commercial-
ization of sacred imagery in fifteenth- and sixteenth-century Germany.
But the statement does hint at the possibility that some beholders
responded carnally to visual depictions of saints in certain media, trans-
forming them into erotic icons.
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At the same time, we should not assume that sexualized interpretations
are simply the products of a predominantly male audience. It is important
to recognize that the female saint’s tortured flesh might have aroused
some women beholders: queer erotic desires for the body of the saint
potentially circulate in depictions of both male and female martyrdom.
Moreover, it seems vital that we unpack the various trajectories of sadism
in hagiographic depictions. Explicit sadistic identification is generally
speaking less desirable for the medieval Christian viewer than an align-
ment with emphatically powerful forms of victimization.53 Martyrdom
iconography’s major investment (within the context of Christian hege-
mony) is in aligning the viewer with the exemplary victim-as-hero. But
this does not mean that late medieval devotion fails to incorporate implicit
modes of sadism. The aim in this penultimate section of the chapter is to
show how desire for and identification with saintly sublimity produced a
mode of victim identification that was paradoxically sadistic when viewed
from a certain angle.

My argument is that audiences, male and female, may have found rea-
sons to identify with the saint as an icon of invincibility. If the St Barbara
altarpiece shares certain characteristics with pornography, the virgin mar-
tyr’s sublimated flesh was appropriated, at the end of the day, to reinforce
Christian hegemony. But it is worth pointing out that the alignment of
viewers, male or female, with the saint also includes a number of other
ideological possibilities, which may complicate the assumption that vic-
timization in martyrdom scenes is chiefly on the side of the saint. For if
narratives of violence function as sites for an exploration of victimhood
and empowerment (in which gender is certainly at issue), then they also
provide a forum in which to engage with other marks of identity such as
religion, race and class, in which men and women equally have a stake.
Class is an important structuring device in medieval hagiography. St
Barbara is noble-born, after all, her beauty as much a mark of social
status as femininity; her tormentors, in contrast, are characterized as dis-
tinctly lower class and even, perhaps, ethnically distinct. Francke’s torture
scenes present the status divisions in starkly visual terms. While Barbara
is presented as blond and unblemished, and her father serious and richly
attired, the executioners are a motley crew: all shabby clothes, distorted
features and brutish gestures – one even exposes his buttocks to view
(illus. 73 and 74). As with modern fantasies of the archetypal pornographic
consumer, the sexually voracious, animalistic look is displaced onto the
uncivilized, uneducated, economically dispossessed outcast; in compar-
able paintings of martyrdom and Christ’s passion, the ‘other’ may be
depicted sporting ‘foreign’, Islamic-looking headgear (illus. 77) or dark
skin (illus. 78).54 Perhaps the biggest problem with interpretations that
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shuttle the virgin martyr’s body between positions of empowerment and
victimization is that commentators risk aligning themselves, unwittingly,
with such positions of prejudice. Women can and do exercise class privilege,
racial and religious intolerance, not to mention oppressive political power,
and an uncritical search for the ‘empowered’ female subject could end up
losing sight of these more disturbing aspects of identification. Female
recipients of hagiography were potentially victors as well as victims when
it came to identifying with the suffering saint.55
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de Sax, St George
retable, c. 1400,
tempera on wood,
German,
commissioned 
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78 ‘Flagellation of Christ’, illuminated page in the Chichester Psalter, c. 1250, English. John Rylands
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We should be alert, in this context, to the particular historical messages
that passion narratives communicated to their medieval audiences in dif-
ferent times and places. The binary structures of hagiography ultimately
helped medieval audiences to differentiate Christians from pagans. But
this drama of polarities took on more specific inflections, according to
geographical or historical circumstance. Vernacular saints’ lives, for
instance, were potentially useful as didactic tools in the war against heresy.56

In addition, martyrdom depiction might relate the struggle between
Christians and pagans by assimilating current constructions of Jews,
Muslims and the lower classes with the fictional tormentors. In certain con-
texts, even sodomy could be appropriated to accentuate religious difference.
For instance, Hrotsvitha of Gandersheim, a tenth-century German nun,
describes how St Pelagius, a fearless young martyr of Christ, was put to
death by a lusty pagan king ‘corrupted by Sodomitic vices’, after he had
rejected the king’s attempts to kiss him.57 We see here how empathetic
identification with the victim masks the complicity of audiences with
modes of scapegoating that reverberated socially in particular contexts.58

These examples suggest that to identify with the victim in the text (the
martyred saint) is not necessarily to show sympathy for the victims of the
text (the denigrated social outcasts).59

The Pelagius legend points to another route by which victims are fash-
ioned in hagiography: allusions to paedophilic and incestuous desire.
Pelagius is described by Hrotsvitha as having recently attained ‘the first
flowers of the age of youth’;60 the St Barbara story likewise centres on the
relationship between a father and his chaste young daughter. Motifs of
abused children form part of the symbolic fabric of virgin martyr hagio-
graphy, motifs consistent with the virulently anti-Semitic fantasies then
being propagated, among which accusations of ritual child murder
numbered strongly.61 The Vie de Sainte Barbe makes allusions to incest
indirectly, through a discussion of idolatry. We are told that Dioscurus,
regarding his daughter’s ‘excellent beauty’, ‘began thus to contemplate how
he could hide this image / statue so bright, so sweet and full of such great
beauty, in order that no man might love her’.62 Placing Barbara on a
pedestal, Dioscurus covets his daughter as a cult-object – an ymage – seal-
ing her up in a tower like a relic; his actions here simultaneously mimic
the precepts of courtly love and highlight its idolatrous implications.63

The conclusion to be drawn from this is that medieval penal practice,
and its representation and transformation in art, was discriminatory in its
constructions of ‘victim’ and ‘tormentor’: each potentially functioned as a
mechanism for transforming an assortment of religious, ethnic, social,
psychic and gendered identities into abject ‘anti-bodies’, with a view to
reinforcing the identity and symbolic wholeness of the Church. The pagan
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tormentors might operate as screens for the projection of illicit desire (the
pornographer, the sodomite, the paedophile, the incestuous father); they
might figure forth stereotypes of the lower-class brute or the foreigner;
specifically in relation to the female audience, they might also stand in,
figuratively speaking, for unwanted husbands and rapists.64 At the same
time, the virgin martyr could recall the body of Christ or the attitudes of
the ‘morally superior’ upper classes, while signifying in addition as a vic-
tim of incestuous or lustful desire, or even of judicial hanging; and she
also functions as a metonym for the corpus Christianum. Thus, looking
with the martyred body in question entails not only critiquing the
processes of objectification and heterosexual desire by which the martyrs
are coerced and the routes of power and subversive speech by which they
achieve transcendence, but also a number of more unsavoury responses
not accounted for in readings that simply focus on a gender-inflected rape
script or narratives of saintly empowerment. We should certainly consider
the objectifying logic of male gazing and female passivity in virgin martyr
hagiography, and the possibility that this logic was subverted and
reworked into a more enabling dynamic of victim identification; but we
must also be aware of the ways in which such modes of analysis fail to
grasp the layered and shifting qualities of victimhood in medieval
hagiography.

tears for queers

Medieval martyrdom representation articulates a unifying rhetoric,
which bodies forth the semblance of a Christian corpus; but it also gives
rise to elements of dissimulation and fragmentation, places where identi-
ties and identifications potentially proliferate. The line separating victors
from victims is blurred, when looked at from a certain perspective, while
the martyr’s tormented body enters into a process of analogical substitu-
tion by which it paradoxically communicates the sublime. Suspended, in
this way, in a zone of indefinite suffering and sublimation, that body
becomes especially valuable as an ideological object. But responses did
not always organize themselves coherently in support of the ideology in
question. Reception of images is, and presumably always has been, precar-
ious; the messages transmitted by passion narratives were contingent on
the individuals who received them and the modes in which they were
told, transmitted and exchanged. The next chapter considers how images
of torture may have provided opportunities for proliferating meanings,
by unravelling the queer possibilities in certain representations of sacred
beating. But a final example here brings these issues into focus, and
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emphasizes the extent to which a queer optic might also have provided an
interpretative lens for virgin martyr legends such as Barbara’s. Perhaps
more importantly, this example also suggests how queer responses might
emerge from the structures of response examined in this chapter, demon-
strating the degree to which hagiographic subject positions and identi-
fications might be fluid, multiple and sexually ambiguous.

In 1485 a production of the Life of St Barbara was staged in Metz in a
spectacular three-day cycle. According to the chronicler Philippe de
Vigneulles, Barbara was played, appropriately enough, by a young bar-
ber’s apprentice called Lyonard from Notre Dame d’Aix in Germany: the
saint’s name is Barbe, which is also the French word for beard. The actor
is described in the chronicle as ‘ung tres beaul filz’ (‘a very beautiful lad’)
who ‘ressembloit une belle jonne fille’ (‘looked like a pretty maiden’), and
the chronicler recounts how the boy played his part so convincingly that
several members of the audience shed tears of compassion. Moreover, in
playing the part of Barbara, he held ‘si bonne faconde et maniere avec si
bonne mine et gestes’ (‘such good behaviour and manners, with such
good [facial] expression and gestures’), that there wasn’t a noble, cleric or
layperson ‘qui ne desirast à avoir ledit gairson pour le nourir et gouverner’
(‘who didn’t desire to have this boy to nourish and raise him’). While a
rich widow wished to make the boy her heir, she could not better the
offer of a cathedral canon named Jehan Chardelly, who ‘le print en si
grant anmour qu’il luy fut delivré’ (‘held him in such great love that he
was delivered to him’). Chardelly subsequently sent Lyonard to school,
then to university, after which he ended up as a canon like his guardian.65

I refer to this short anecdote in conclusion because it signals the
importance of opening up interpretations of hagiography to alternative
desires than the straightforwardly heterosexual. Barbara is an incredibly
beautiful girl who is played by an incredibly beautiful boy; counting
among the audience who weep at the actor’s performance is a widow who
desires a boy who is dressed as a girl, and a canon who craves a girl whom
he knows is also a boy. The dynamic is not exactly overtly erotic, but
desirous longing is there nonetheless and the possibilities of same-sex
union are never entirely effaced, even if they are ultimately displaced onto
the homo-social world of paternal beneficence.66 Returning to Francke’s
image once more in this context, we can perhaps now view the panel a lit-
tle differently. For, when we look at Barbara’s naked tormented flesh, it is
not just dichotomous gender that we see before us but also a more
ambiguous world in which victimization becomes a source of agency and
corporeal investment and a medium for class-ridden prejudice, genera-
tional conflict and incestuous desire; where the resistant female protago-
nist looks just a little ‘male’ and the male viewer vicariously throws in his
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lot with the tortured female saints; where the female viewer may herself
enjoy the prospect of both eroticizing and identifying with the spectacu-
lar, tormented bodies of Barbara and her fellow martyrs. As such, the
sacred body is the focal point for an exploration of positions of strength
and weakness, pain and pleasure, identity and otherness; and the martyr,
like the cross-dressing actor, provokes a crisis of categorization that under-
mines any attempts at constructing a binary typology based on sexual
difference alone. Much as the St Barbara altarpiece is certainly not devoid
of the capacity to offend, objectify and even wound in certain contexts,
along dichotomously gendered lines, it should be remembered that, in
paintings such as these, lines of identification were multiple and capable
of generating a dynamic signifying field.
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Every year, on Holy Thursday, the inhabitants of San Vicente de la
Sonsierra in the Rioja region of Spain assemble to bear witness to a spec-
tacular act of religious devotion. As night falls, a procession descends
from the church overlooking the town. Dressed in white robes and hoods,
with their backs uncovered, members of the Cofradía de la Santa Vera
Cruz, a long-established religious brotherhood, make their way through
the narrow streets of San Vicente and scourge themselves with a madeja
(hank or skein) made of flax, in memory of Christ’s passion (illus. 79). A
companion supervises each penitent, making sure he administers the
appropriate level of discipline: not too harsh, not too soft. Then a village
elder applies to the penitent’s swollen back, six times over, a wax ball fur-
nished with two glass spikes (illus. 80). The ruptures that result – twelve
in total, recalling the number of apostles – cause blood accumulated in
the bruises to stream forth. The penitents who whip themselves are
labelled los picaos, literally the ‘pickers’: the ones who are pierced.1

Tourist brochures suggest that the procession of the picaos recalls the reli-
gious practices of the Middle Ages, although in fact the first formal written
notice of the practice in the confraternity archives dates from 1551. At the
end of the nineteenth century, however, the Flemish poet Emile Verhaeren,
accompanied by the Spanish painter Darío de Regoyos, recorded his impres-
sions of the ritual for inclusion in an account of the customs and festivals of
Spain, and remarked: ‘If someone wants to see a Spain of the Middle Ages,
he should go one Good Friday to San Vicente de la Sonsierra, and if he wish-
es to allow himself be pricked he should enter into the black brotherhood.’2

The woodcut illustrating Verhaeren’s remarks, engraved by de Regoyos,
encapsulates perfectly the Gothic connotations of the scene: in the fore-
ground a ghoulish penitent wields a scourge menacingly above his head,
accompanied by a sombre-looking colleague; emerging from the church
in the background is an assembly of shady, faceless figures, barely visible
against the darkness of night (illus. 81).

chapter 5

Of Martyrs and Men
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The medieval is also invoked in a discussion of penitential ritual in
Karen Armstrong’s Through the Narrow Gate, the bestselling memoir of life
inside a Catholic convent in England in the 1960s. Armstrong, who even-
tually abandoned her vocation as a nun, recalls how once, prior to taking
her vows, she went into a disused dormitory to administer ‘discipline’ on
her body, at the behest of the mother superior. ‘Never had I expected here
the excesses that I associated with the more frenzied Christianity of the
medieval period’, she observes, before recounting how she scourged herself
over the back of the neck with a small whip made of knotted cords. In con-
trast to the picaos of San Vicente, however, Armstrong acted in private and
alone; unlike them, the sensations she encountered were apparently any-
thing but penitential in their associations:

The cords bit into my flesh, smarted and stung. I felt sweat standing
out on my brow and felt myself trembling all over . . . I looked up at
the crucifix on the wall as my numbed neck began to prickle
painfully into life, bewildered by the excitement that had possessed
me. Where had it come from? Instead of beating my body into
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subjection the discipline seemed to have roused it to a new life,
touching something in me that left me frightened, tingling, and alert.3

Concerned by the ‘peculiar pleasure’ that the practice engendered,
Armstrong sought advice from the mother superior, who, after getting
over her initial shock, simply recommended: ‘Beat yourself harder. Make
it unpleasant and painful.’4

To what extent do representations of holy beating produced in the late
Middle Ages reverberate with these post-medieval productions of sacred
self-harm? How might the potential pleasure-inducing effects of penance,
noted by Armstrong, resonate with responses to medieval iconography
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depicting the passion of Christ and the saints? What stands out in
medieval devotional writings is the notion that pain is transferable from
one body to another: from the body in an image to the body of a devotee.
In what follows, however, we shall see that the techniques employed to
mediate this process of transference produce a fantasy of affective trans-
formation, a fantasy in which the boundaries between pain and pleasure
become manifestly blurred. This process is also at issue in the morti-
fications of the picaos, where bodies past and present weave together in a
communion of suffering that enables participants to experience feelings
of spiritual rapture and transcendence. While rituals such as this are
documented in Spain only from the very end of the Middle Ages,5

medieval images and texts representing the beaten bodies of martyrs and
Christ suggest areas of both continuity and difference between medieval
and modern. Projecting self-flagellation into the past as a quintessentially
‘medieval’ phenomenon risks obscuring some of the more remarkable
affective and symbolic possibilities that the rite holds out, past and present,
for its observers and practitioners.

Scenes of beating, it should be recalled, are foundational to certain
works of modern theory, notably the writings of psychoanalysts and sex-
ologists who, in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, developed the
concept of masochism. Since the expression was first coined by the nine-
teenth-century sexologist Richard von Krafft-Ebing to describe what he
termed a ‘perversion’ – a sickness – concerned with eliciting sexual arousal
from experiences of pain and humiliation, masochism has received a great
deal of bad press. Popularly understood as a byword for all things negat-
ive, most people would hesitate to describe themselves as masochistic in
the twenty-first century, except as an act of self-depreciation. To call
someone else masochistic is to suggest that their perspective on life is
twisted, that they tend toward destruction rather than empowerment.6

Being labelled a masochist in sexual contexts, more than a century after
Krafft-Ebing, still conveys pathological associations: so enamoured is the
British legal system with the idea that sexual masochism is ‘bad for the
health’ that in December 1990 sixteen men involved in consensual
masochistic sex in Sheffield (the so-called Operation Spanner case) were
convicted under the Offences Against the Person Act and in several cases
given lengthy custodial sentences.7

Similar attitudes surface in the work of medieval historians. According
to Caroline Walker Bynum, the bizarre ascetic practices attributed to cer-
tain medieval religious women in the late Middle Ages were conducive to
‘empowerment’, since, in her view, ‘the extreme asceticism and literalism
of women’s spirituality were not, at the deepest level, masochism or dual-
ism but, rather, efforts to gain power and to give meaning’.8 This chapter
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contests the simple conflation of masochism, dualism and victimhood in
accounts of this sort, since, rightly defined, masochism is no such thing;
the material presented challenges the opposition frequently assumed
between masochism and empowerment. Despite its etymological links
with nineteenth-century sexual pathology, I would also like to suggest
that masochism provides a useful framework for interpreting certain
medieval modes of representation. Again, the writings of medieval histor-
ians would suggest otherwise. Esther Cohen, who describes what she
terms a ‘philopassian’ approach to pain – defined as the projection of posit-
ive value onto physical sensations that in our own day are more likely to
elicit rejection – opposes the use of the term ‘masochism’ as a way of
describing medieval modes of experience. ‘Philopassianism is emphatically
distinct from modern masochism’, she states. ‘One did not seek pain in
order to derive sensual pleasure from it. The physical sensation was
invoked because it was considered useful, not pleasurable.’9 As such, in
Cohen’s view, pain in the late Middle Ages was embraced, above all, for its
profound ‘usefulness’. ‘Pain’, she writes, ‘was seen as an avenue to knowl-
edge. Knowledge of the body, of the soul, of truth, of reality, and of God.
Whether self-inflicted or caused by others, physical pain was a way of
affirming the boundaries of identity.’10

By contrast, I wish to dispute the idea that the Middle Ages, as an
epoch of unbearable, if eminently useful, sensations, had little sense of the
relationship between pleasure and pain. Focusing on fifteenth-century
saints’ plays and paintings depicting scenes of martyrdom and holy flag-
ellation, my aim is to show how medieval pain, when imaged, could be
transformed into a signifier of mystical or even erotic pleasure. I also
think that the rejection of the term ‘masochism’ by historians is over-
hasty, since masochism, too, is frequently about affirming rather than
denying selfhood. The problem is partly one of definition (do we retain
the negative, pathologizing tendencies of the term masochism?) and partly
one of history (did pleasure and pain coalesce in the Middle Ages in line
with modern conceptions of what masochism entails?). On both counts,
martyrdom representation offers crucial insights. If we compare medieval
scenes of holy beating with recent studies of masochism (notably work
by Gilles Deleuze, Anita Phillips and Theodor Reik), its resonance with
masochistic scenarios is all too apparent.

ritual, memory and self-sacrifice

Before focusing specifically on martyrdom it is important to situate scenes
of holy beating in a wider signifying field. Broadly speaking, certain acts
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of self-flagellation, such as those performed by the picaos in modern
Spain, might be understood as rites of passage.11 Anthropologists have
long understood acts of radical self-mutilation as having a symbolic value
in mediating the transition from one state of being to another.
Martyrdom itself resembles a rite of passage, embodying, in Arnold van
Gennep’s classic formulation, rituals of separation (preliminal), transition
(liminal) and incorporation (postliminal).12 In this sense, it also has ele-
ments in common with initiation rites: the martyr is separated from the
normal human community, undergoes a transitional stage of corporeally
transformative mutilation, before being incorporated into the heavenly
community.13 Like scarification, mutilation is a means of permanent bod-
ily differentiation that separates mutilated individuals from the common
mass of humanity – symbolized in the act of cutting – and simultaneously
incorporates them into a closely defined group – symbolized by their
shared experience of disfigurement.14 Of course, in one sense, the mutila-
tions of the saints are not permanent: saints such as Agatha are repre-
sented in art with their body parts removed in one scene, and in the next
reassembled; Sebastian is nursed back to health after his ordeal by Irene.15

Nevertheless, the removed body parts of the saints also functioned as per-
manent markers of special status and intercessory power. Medieval artists,
for instance, sometimes represented Agatha carrying her breasts on a plat-
ter, Denis carrying his head under his arms, their divided relics symbols
of their post-liminal incorporation into the heavenly symbolic order. The
counterparts to such rites of initiation are, of course, rites of banishment,
expulsion and excommunication – essentially rites of separation and de-
sanctification.16 In the previous chapter, we saw how martyrs could be
made to stand in for a beleaguered, yet invincible Church, and their tor-
mentors could take on the trappings of a variety of excluded groups, from
lower classes and incestuous fathers to Jews, Muslims and even sodomites.
This scapegoating mechanism highlights how martyrdom representation
encompasses rites of separation as well as incorporation.

The annual processions of the picaos in modern Spain possess analog-
ous ritual functions. Most obviously, the acts of flagellation take place in
public, defining membership of the confraternity and, for spectators, of
the community of San Vicente de la Sonsierra. In addition, certain partic-
ipants may experience the process as one of initiation, into adulthood and
into the life of confraternity. Children are excluded from the processions
and women are assigned a different role from men. Since 1998 female
members have been admitted to the confraternity, but if they join the
penitents it is in the guise of Marías, that is to say, figures associated with
the Virgin Mary. This suggests a clear gendered dimension to the San
Vicente ritual. When women participate in the processions they inhabit a
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role analogous to the archetypal observer of the sufferings of Christ; it is
no coincidence that the only statue brought forth in the procession is a
Mater dolorosa, a Virgin in tears, and that the procession begins at a church
dedicated to Mary.17 By contrast, it is deemed appropriate for male devo-
tees to mimic Christ’s sufferings directly – to fuse, imaginatively, with those
sufferings – by drawing blood. Beating out the rhythms of scourging on
their backs, in other words, they simultaneously beat in their identities as
pious men.

It is important, when considering rites of passage and initiation rituals,
to take into account the specific place of pain in the ritual process. One
of the most important ritual functions of pain is to act as an aid to
memory. Pain is an intense and fundamentally unforgettable experience:
it imprints a symbolic message of change and transformation in the
bodily consciousness of both the initiate and the community at large,
and, being a temporal experience, also fixes the change in time in order
to create the appearance of metamorphic transformation.18 Medieval
writers who advocated the practice of self-flagellation in religious settings
evidently viewed it as a means of perpetuating an act of violence that
occurred centuries before (the flagellation of Christ) in order to effect
penitence in the present. The eleventh-century theologian Peter Damian,
author of De laude flagellorum (In praise of flagellation), wrote several
letters rebutting critics of the practice in which he compares monastic
discipline to the beatings enacted on the bodies of the saints and Christ. In
one, for instance, he describes the mnemonic dimensions of self-flagellation
in the following terms:

When the faithful, in reverent devotion recall their sins and punish
themselves with strokes of the discipline, they believe that they are
partaking in the passion of our Redeemer. For, on the testimony of
the Gospels, our Savior himself was scourged . . . Whoever will read
their lives, can hardly be unaware that numberless martyrs also had
to undergo severe scourging.19

Analogies between the pains of Christ and the martyrs, and productions
of pain in the bodies of the medieval faithful, were also advanced as a
means of authorizing the flagellant movements that surfaced, intermit-
tently, in Europe in the later Middle Ages. Flagellants were groups of people
drawn from the laity, by and large, who went from town to town flogging
themselves publicly in satisfaction for their sins. The first such group was
launched by a hermit of Perugia in 1260, amid the misery of the wars then
being waged in Italy between the Guelfs and the Ghibellines, millenarian
prophecies about the dawning of the Apocalypse and a disastrous plague
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in 1259. Although comparable movements are also reported in areas of
south Germany and the Rhine in 1261–2, these initial occurrences were
relatively short-lived. Less than a century later, however, in 1348–9, a large
and seemingly organized flagellant movement made its way through
many parts of Europe, precipitated, it seems, by the Black Death; a strik-
ing depiction of one such group appears in a miniature from circa 1360
illustrating the Chronik of Gilles li Muisis (illus. 82). After their initial
appearance in Hungary late in 1348, flagellant groups subsequently sur-
faced in central and southern Germany, the Rhine valley and France (until
suppressed by secular authorities); although a boat carrying a contingent
of flagellants left the Low Countries for London in 1349, enthusiasm for
the movement in England was slight. Many of these groups, like their
thirteenth-century precursors, operated in a climate of millenarian expecta-
tion, but they seem also to have been fuelled by anti-clerical and anti-
Semitic sentiment: flagellants were apparently implicated in the massacres
of Jews that accompanied the Black Death in certain towns containing
prominent Jewish communities. What flagellant groups have in common
with the monastic ‘disciplines’ promoted by Damian is their adoption of
self-punishment as an act with powerful mnemonic associations. Viewing
penance as a mode of collective imitatio Christi – the imitation of Christ’s
sufferings, by which all Christians could claim a share in the redemption
these sufferings had earned – individuals became members of the proces-
sions for a period of 331 ⁄2 days, in memory of the life of Christ on earth.20
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It is perhaps not coincidental that flagellant movements are documented
in mid-fourteenth-century Breslau (Wrocław), the town where the carved
Crucifix discussed in the opening pages of this book was commissioned
(illus. 1 and 66).21 An image such as this, which depicts Christ’s body cov-
ered in a series of regularly interspersed welts, constructs a powerful record
of the rhythmic scourging produced by flagellation; it might also have
brought to mind, for some viewers at least, the bodies of living people sim-
ilarly broken and tormented in the context of flagellant processions.

Pain, violence and memory likewise coalesced in the Middle Ages in
the context of beatings carried out on young people and others in the
course of their education. Law books such as Ulrich Tengler’s Layenspiegel
depict flagellation as a punishment carried out on adults (illus. 4), but
medieval society also deemed it a peculiarly appropriate penalty for children.
There is a wealth of evidence supporting the fact that English educators,
in particular, wielded the whip enthusiastically in the classroom as a
way of drumming lessons into their pupils.22 Christian moralists took the
view that children who were not subject to physical chastisement would
be spoiled: ‘He that sparyth the yerde [rod], he hatyth his sone; & he that
lovyth his sone, he techith hym and chastisyth hym byselyche [constantly]’,
alleges Dives and Pauper, an early fifteenth-century prose treatise expos-
ing the practical meaning of the Ten Commandments, in a direct quota-
tion from the biblical book of Proverbs.23 Medieval artworks similarly
ventured a close correspondence between pain and pedagogy in the
depiction of teachers. Woodcuts representing schoolrooms often showed
masters clutching a bundle of birch twigs, as in a late fifteenth-century
image illustrating a supplement to the Sarum Hymnal (illus. 83), and the
standard iconography of Grammar showed her with a switch in her hand
for beating pupils (illus. 84). Images of this sort were balanced by writers
urging moderation in the distribution of pedagogic beatings, and there is
evidence that schoolteachers in late medieval England were occasionally
fined or even imprisoned for beating their students too harshly: ‘con-
trolled’ beating was the order of the day.24 Be that as it may, pedagogic
violence would have been a phenomenon familiar to many young boys in
the period, as evidenced by several poems, surviving in fifteenth- and
early sixteenth-century manuscripts, that adopt the narrative voice of a
beaten pupil and dream up strategies to manage, imaginatively resist or
even escape painful beatings. One example opens with the observation of
a would-be ‘clarke’ that his work is ‘strange’ because ‘the byrchyn twygges
be so sharpe’; the narrator recalls how, arriving late one morning, the
master asked where he had been, the boy delivered the cheeky response
‘Milked dukkes, my moder bad’, upon which the master ‘pepered’ his ‘ars’
till it bled.25
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What is especially significant is that acts of beating were not simply a
means of imposing discipline in the classroom but also a symbolic
resource for imaginatively imparting knowledge. Fifteenth-century gram-
mar books relating to the study and teaching of Latin, for instance, often
made references to the necessity and justness of pedagogic violence in col-
lections of vulgaria, or translation exercises, appended to the manuscripts.
One such book, in a non-too-subtle ideological manoeuvre, features
among its vulgaria the observation that if ‘Jon my felow were y-bete as
ofte as he doth deservy hit, with-out dowte he wold be come a gode chyld
and an hesy [a good and well-behaved child] wyth-yn a fewe days’, fol-
lowed by a corresponding passage in Latin.26 The statement promotes the
idea that punishment is deserved and eminently useful: it works to pro-
duce a better child. Violence is translated here into a veritable mnemonic
principle. Beating is not only a means of disciplining children physically
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but also of marking them virtually, in the mind. The translation exercise
draws on experiences of actual pain in the bodies of students to impress
grammatical constructions violently on the pupil’s memory. The ‘rule of
the rod’, in these contexts, produces a virtual equivalence between the
hammering home of knowledge in the mind and the production of
painful impressions in the body.27

While the mnemonic techniques of medieval pedagogy resonate
strongly, in this way, with the rituals of flagellants and self-disciplining
monks – the sufferings of the past are invoked in each instance as a way
of inscribing memory in the present – it is important not to lose sight of
the fact that beatings enacted in the medieval classroom were not usually
self-imposed. When Peter Damian writes in defence of monastic self-flag-
ellation, one of the objections to which he responds is that the saints ‘were
flogged by others and did not flog themselves’. His answer is that even
Christ, the king of martyrs, ‘was handed over not only by Judas, but also
by his Father and by himself ’.
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If I should wish to suffer martyrdom for Christ and do not have the
opportunity because the time of the battle is over, by afflicting
myself with blows, I at least show my heart’s fervent desire . . . if I
punish myself with my own hands, or if the executioner applies the
blows, I become the actual author of this ordeal if I voluntarily pres-
ent myself to be tested.28

Damian’s argument here centres on a principle of sacrifice that fuses the
roles of victim and agent into a single entity. Whereas power in the peda-
gogic scenario is distributed inequitably between teacher and pupil, by
virtue of factors such as age, physical ability and access to knowledge, the
conceit of flagellant rituals and Damian-inspired discipline is that they
are, in some senses, self-willed.

The wilful acceptance of pain was a crucial element, too, in saintly self-
fashioning. It is in this context that martyrdom appears to share qualities
with certain masochistic scenarios: a central mechanism of masochism is
the ‘contract’, which challenges the barriers customarily erected between
victimhood and empowerment. Representations of battered saints also
possessed particular pedagogic functions, by inscribing doctrine, mnemon-
ically, in the minds of devotees. But this ideological indoctrination is
occasionally produced on the back of representations that have the poten-
tial to be symbolically over-determined, and even, I venture, queer.

masochism and martyrs

An analysis of fifteenth-century French saints’ plays – dramas depicting
the exemplary lives and deaths of holy men and women – reveals two
dominant understandings of pain. On a superficial level, saints’ plays are
dualistic: they aim at denigrating the sensations of the flesh in order to
affirm the power of the spirit. Alluding repeatedly to the topos of con-
temptus mundi, martyrs conceive their bodies as prison-houses from
which they desire to escape. For example, in the Mystère de Saint Laurent,
when Lawrence undergoes torture on the grill, he declares: ‘Place my soul
in your domain and lessen the harsh pain by which my body is totally
blackened.’29 Statements such as these denigrate carnality and affirm the
power of the spirit. Likewise, in the Mystère de Saint Sébastien, the martyr
declares: ‘You can torture and torment the body as much as you like but
you will not touch the soul.’30

But looking beyond the surface of the plays’ dualistic pretensions, one
is able to perceive a more complex conception of pain in dramas such as
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these: the emergence of a stance geared toward the attainment of pleasure.
First, they convey the positive, purgatorial aspect to pain. Corporeal sen-
tience is not despised in itself; on the contrary, the martyr constitutes it as
the most productive route to the divine. Lawrence states: ‘If we bear pain
and suffering in this physical life, our soul will be more lovely because of
this before God, our redeemer’, and later proclaims: ‘these coals refresh me
. . . and, roasted that I am, I give thanks, because he has sustained me in
my sufferings’; Sebastian declares: ‘Your great torments give me much
pleasure and substantial happiness when I contemplate and think well on
the great joys of paradise.’31 Second, they bear witness to the manifest reality
of divine presence in the world. In the realm of the martyr, suffering –
whether ‘mental’ or ‘physical’ – is transformed from being a mark of
passive, powerless victimization to becoming a central signifier of God’s
present existence.32 The saint’s body – transformed through torture into a
palpable sign of God’s presence in the world – continues to signify after
death through relics. Like the corpse of the executed criminal, the sainted
body is divided, distributed and divested of coherent anatomic meaning.
But whereas the criminal corpse signals the unfathomable breach between
the strength of the individual transgressor and the invincible force of the
law, the holy relic testifies to the continued presence of strength in the
saint: the marriage of pain with power.

In the Mystère de Saint Sébastien, the martyr’s physical appearance also
plays an important role. Sebastian is characterized as a man of grant
beaulté or ‘great beauty’, the epithets courtoys and doulx being deployed
constantly throughout the play in order to convey his (implicitly noble)
virtues. Early on, a female character comments on the saint’s good looks:

He’s so handsome, so fine, so sweet,
that one couldn’t say better.
Above all else he loves our lord
with all his heart and his will 
. . .
My faith, my lady, there’s nothing
in which I take such great pleasure,
nor for which I’ve such great desire,
than to call upon his sweet presence.33

These sentiments are echoed by Maximian, the pagan tormentor, who
during scenes of torture begs Sebastian to take pity on his ‘great beauty’.34

The saint is thus constituted as an object of desire. This also reflects the
Christological framework within which passion plays should be under-
stood. The signified of the female character’s speech is inherently ambigu-
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ous: ‘our lord’, after all, designates Christ, and it is unclear whose ‘sweet
presence’ she desires; it is almost as though the saint and Christ roll into
one. Indeed, the play later makes the parallels with Jesus’ passion explicit:
stripped naked and scourged, Sebastian interjects by demanding pardon
for the ‘poor people’ who beat him, an obvious analogy to Christ’s words
of forgiveness in Luke 23:34 (‘for they know not what they do’).35

Sebastian’s request also mirrors the salvific tone of the play as a whole,
embodied in his final intercessory prayer: ‘may you remember the inhab-
itants of this town and protect them from harm, war and plague, and may
you grant forgiveness to all those who remember me.’36 In the company of
God, to whom these words are addressed, the saint’s broken body
becomes both a source of salvation and a touchstone for the sublime.

Saints’ lives, as such, set up a tension between two alternative concep-
tions of pain: on the one hand, the martyrs’ body-affirming discourse,
which emphasizes corporeality as a route to mystical pleasure and spiritual
empowerment, and, on the other, the mind–body dichotomies of dualistic
pain concepts. Of course, it might be argued that the martyrs at one level
become immune to corporeal sensation; that heavenly anaesthesia spills
over into the experience of the body, so that the saint feels no pain.37 For
instance, in the Mystère de Saint Laurent, God orders the angel Raphael to
comfort the martyr, telling him to take linen to wipe his wounds. This is
a motif that, by advocating the negation of physical perception, is unques-
tionably dualistic. Nonetheless, motifs of this sort do not dilute the overall
impression that pain is synonymous with power in the context of late
medieval devotion: hagiographic drama often leaves us in no doubt that
the saint does feel his pain bodily. St Sebastian prays: ‘Alas! Give me
patience in my sufferings please’, a request that suggests a desire for
impassivity rather than insensibility; pain similarly takes its physical toll
on St Lawrence, who exclaims: ‘I have neither body nor member nor teeth
which aren’t broken.’38

But whereas in actual torture, according to Elaine Scarry, the prisoner’s
body is split from the self and made a weapon against him or her, in
medieval hagiography the martyr repudiates torture’s dualistic disposi-
tion by valorizing bodily suffering as a source of agency and power.39 The
pained body becomes a weapon to be directed against the pagan regime.
In this way, the martyr assumes the subversive potentiality of the
masochist: he inhabits a world where pain results in ‘pleasure’ and tor-
ment in ‘joy’.40 Pain, experienced as delight by the saints, is not a symbol
of the fleshliness that they wish to disavow so much as a symbol of their
willingness to embrace the flesh as a source of power and subjectivity.
Sebastian boasts: ‘My joys and all my delights are to endure pain and suf-
fering for the love of my creator.’41 Nor does pain generate fear: Sebastian
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declares earlier that he is not afraid of any pagan ‘threats’.42 This seems to
confirm recent arguments that sadism, contrary to popular belief, is
incompatible with masochism: the martyr, far from inflating the sadistic
tyrant’s ego, causes its undoing. Gilles Deleuze, a French philosopher who
has written eloquently on this topic, asserts: ‘The concurrence of sadism
and masochism is fundamentally one of analogy only; their processes and
their formations are entirely different’; Anita Phillips, following Deleuze,
calls the phrase sado-masochism a ‘misnomer’: ‘There is sadism, there is
masochism, and the two don’t get on well together.’43 This helps to explain
why, when he is subjected miraculously to punishments himself, the
emperor in the Sebastian play announces: ‘All you devils, come here!
Consume my body and my soul’.44 Unlike the saint, the emperor’s suffer-
ings do not produce experiences of joy or transcendence but ones of
corporeal annihilation.

Also, contrary to the common supposition that masochists are patho-
logical freaks who simply find pleasure in pain, in the Deleuzian reading
it is rather the case that they expect pain as the condition that will bring
about future pleasure.45 This explains the special significance of suspense in
certain modes of masochism: the masochist is prevented from attaining
end-pleasure until he has experienced punishment, humiliation and pain,
which are in opposition to the pleasure principle.46 Describing the psychic
workings of suspense in hagiographic texts, in the context of an account of
what he terms ‘moral masochism’, the psychoanalyst Theodor Reik notes
that the bliss of paradise is preceded by a litany of torments, culminating
in the ultimate agony of death experienced as a triumph; it could be said
that all Christians adopt an attitude of moral masochism to the extent that
they live in perpetual suspense of the Second Coming.47 Saints’ lives like-
wise incorporate motifs of temporal suspension in order to produce desire
and longing in the minds of their readers and viewers, for a deferred, yet
persistently sought-after pleasure. Hence, in the Mystère de Saint Laurent
and the Mystère de Saint Sébastien, the martyrs’ final deaths are continually
deferred. Not only are their sufferings quantitatively graduated and divided
into numerous ‘second deaths’, but the saints are frequently described as
literally ‘suspended’ in their threshold states, that is to say they are tied up,
held down and placed in pillories and gibbets; as seen previously, St Barbara
was herself represented undergoing such tribulations. Moreover, when
Lawrence prays that he be allowed to experience the climax of his desires,
imploring ‘Receive my spirit without waiting’, a voice from heaven replies
that he has not yet suffered all that is necessary.48 The implication is that to
immerse oneself in pain now is the path to future pleasure.

Visual images of martyrdom similarly suggest the profound importance
of depicting the saint’s motionless body in order to evoke feelings of
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suspense and narrative tension. One of the twelve central panels in a
German Passion altar from the workshop of Rueland Frueauf the Elder, of
circa 1500 (illus. 85), depicts a striking beating scene in which Christ’s tor-
mentors circle him in a sort of relentless, dance-like movement, their arms
raised and ready to strike. (The symmetrical composition further empha-
sizes the rhythmic structure of the image.) Christ, in contrast, is bound to
a pillar, the epitome of stillness and passivity. A rare representation of the
Death of St Sebastian, attributed to the late fifteenth-century painter Josse
Lieferinxe, employs a comparable arrangement (illus. 86). Paintings such as
these echo the beating scenes in passion plays, which are similarly infused
with a repetitive, game-like structure. Certain texts describe how the torture
is literally counted out onto Christ’s body, which becomes a sort of ‘toy’ for
the tormentors, who, like schoolchildren or gamblers, keep a tally of the
‘score’.49 An exceptionally elaborate report of beating also appears in the
Mystère de Saint Laurent, where one of the tormentors declares:
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Take this on the top! Take this on the bottom!
Take this on the body! Take this on the arms!
Take this on the buttocks! Take this on his head!
Take this! And this! May God suffer because of this!
. . .
Let’s begin everything again with more vigour.
Take this blow on the breast!50
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Scenes of this sort bear comparison with medieval pedagogy, which as we
have seen frequently harnessed violence in the service of memory: repre-
sentations of Christ’s flagellation beat an unforgettable message into the
minds of their audiences.51 But, as well as facilitating the memorization of
Christian lessons, beating scenes in passion iconography also engage with
the viewer on a deeper level. In the Frueauf Flagellation scene, it should
be noted, Christ’s look seems to meet our own, incorporating us into the
scene. Gerard David’s Christ Nailed to the Cross (illus. 87), painted in
Bruges after 1484, provides another striking instance of the motif, this
time in the context of the crucifixion.52 As discussed in chapter Two, the
representation of a protagonist looking out from the painting toward the
viewer gives rise to a suspension of time, since as soon as we, the behold-
ers, are required to participate in the visual narrative, the illusion that
Christ’s passion was a historical event located at a particular chronological
juncture is shattered. We too become implicated in the scene, laying the
image open to the possibilities of victim identification and (imaginary)
corporeal sensation. Motifs of this sort contribute to the process by which
sensations transfer, imaginatively, from one body to another: from the
body of Christ to the body of the saint to the bodies of devotees. The
medieval principle of imitatio Christi encapsulates the fantasy that pain is
transferable and that it can be shared – that worshippers are able to fuse
mentally and even physically with Christ’s body. Of course, the lesson of
Scarry’s account of torture is that pain is not so easily sharable: resisting
verbalization, it enacts a fundamental splitting off of self from other. But
the cultural fiction established by medieval hagiographic drama makes it
clear that suffering, visualized and performed, is a precursor to extreme
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joy. Medieval beholders were being asked to view pain not simply as a
destructive force but also as phenomenon that produces bliss.

Dramatic suspense provided a means for artists to communicate this
ambiguous pleasure–pain nexus to medieval viewers. Whereas Gerard
David’s Judgement of Cambyses (explored in chapter Two) represents an
expression on the face of the condemned that is consistent with the tor-
ments being inflicted on his body (illus. 33), martyrdom and passion
iconography often depicts the saint’s face as unmoved (illus. 61, 73 and
74) or looking up to heaven (illus. 72), and as such conveys a ‘lack of fit’
between the tortures being carried out and the psychological conse-
quences of those tortures. Other techniques used by artists to evoke sus-
pense involve representing an interval in time just before the torments
occur – which allows the viewer to meditate indefinitely on the sensations
that might result – or alternatively drawing attention to the long-drawn-
out nature of the martyr’s sufferings. Like the Frueauf Flagellation panel,
Dirk Bouts’s and Hugo van der Goes’s Martyrdom of St Hippolytus (illus.
88), painted in Bruges after 1468 and perhaps the inspiration for the com-
position of David’s Christ Nailed to the Cross, adopts a contrast between
stillness and motion to evoke dramatic suspense.53 The saint’s legs and arms
are splayed in straight lines, his body perfectly still, whereas the tormentors’
horses raise their limbs menacingly. But significantly, whereas in the Frueauf
scene Christ’s body has already been disfigured with cuts and blemishes,
the Hippolytus panel freezes the narrative to a moment just before any
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bloodshed occurs, heightening its masochistic structure.54 The saint’s
taut, muscular, about-to-be-ripped-apart body encapsulates the narrative
tension – an important feature, too, in visual depictions of the grilling of
St Lawrence (which never, to my knowledge, show any signs of burning or
bloodshed). In the panel by Michael Pächer (illus. 90), Lawrence lies tensed
across the gridiron, his erect nipples bearing witness to the strain of his
upper body. The epitome of such representations is the fifteenth-century
altarpiece depicting the disembowelling of St Erasmus, by the Nether-
landish artist Dirk Bouts (illus. 89). Temporality is crucial to the functioning
of the image: one is drawn to imagine the slow, excruciating turn of the
spindle, extracting the saint’s intestines from his body. Erasmus’s insides
emerge like a long, flat tape, twisted in a spiral at several places along their
length as if to emphasize the agony of the procedure; the saint’s skin,
stretched taut across his ribcage, further accentuates the narrative tension.

As well as dramatic suspense, another related feature of the masochistic
attitude is exhibitionism. Acts of looking and of being seen are important
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components in medieval penitential rituals, as demonstrated in this
account, by the fourteenth-century German mystic Henry Suso, of an act
of extreme self-mutilation:

At dusk he shut himself in his cell and undressed himself to his hair
undergarment, took out his scourge with the sharp thorns, and beat
himself on body, arms and legs, so that the blood ran down, as it does
when one is bled by the physician. He struck himself so hard that the
scourge broke into three pieces. As he stood there, and saw himself
bleeding – it was a most doleful sight – almost like the beloved Christ,
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when He was savagely scourged, heartfelt tears flowed from pity of
himself. He knelt down, naked and bleeding as he was, in the icy air,
and prayed to God to efface his sins before His gentle face.55

The lines of sight in this passage are multiple: the penitent watches himself
at the same time that we, the readers, look at him, but he also imagines
the gaze of God (‘His gentle face’) authorizing his radical acts of penance.
Likewise, scenes of beating in martyrdom and passion iconography place
emphasis on vision, and more particularly on the ‘Otherness’ of the gaze.
Christian martyrs attach great importance to the presence of the witness
(the term martyr, etymologically speaking, connotes precisely this aspect
of having, and bearing, witness).56 The scene in the Mystère de Saint
Sébastien discussed earlier, where a female bystander praises the appear-
ance of the saint, embodies the role of witness and in turn provides an
exemplary model for the audience of the play. The point of martyrdom
depiction is that the viewers themselves become witnesses to the ‘realness’
of sacred suffering.57 Fifteenth-century Calvary depictions emphasize
this aspect of spectatorship, by depicting large audiences at the foot of
the cross (illus. 91). In martyrdom depiction, where onlookers are not
commonly depicted within the pictorial frame (that is to say, besides the
tormentors and interrogators), spectatorship is nonetheless implied by
the stance of the saint in question, placed on display as an object of desire.
Images depicting the martyrdom of St Sebastian are especially striking
in this respect (illus. 92), transforming the saint explicitly into exhibited,
eroticized flesh.58

In the previous chapter, I employed the term ‘gaze’ as it has been taken
up by feminist film theory, to refer to the voyeuristic, fetishistic structures
of martyrdom iconography. But the gaze is not simply on the side of the
viewing subject; psychoanalytic critics also place emphasis on the extent
to which the desiring subject wishes to be the object of the Other’s gaze.59

When the subject looks at an object, the object is always already gazing
back at the subject, but never from a place in which the subject sees it.
This disjunction between the subject and the gaze may help us to under-
stand the desire of medieval Christian devotees for fusion with the
martyred body-in-pain. Those who approach the image from the point of
view of religious devotion desire recognition in the field of the Other;
they wish to place themselves in a situation where they become objects
of the gaze. This might, of course, entail identification with the torturers,
but the alignment with the ‘eye / I’ of the pagan tormentor is figured as
a minority position in mainstream religious discourse. Identifying both
with the sympathetic bystander and the saint, on the other hand, it is
possible to see how medieval devotees might have constructed a role for
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themselves in the masochistic structure embraced by martyrs. On the one
hand, beholders might be sustained by the (fantasized) recognition of
God through identification with the saint; on the other hand, they might
inhabit the role of hagiographic witness, both contributing to the recog-
nition of the saint and receiving, as a result, self-recognition through the
fantasy of saintly intercession. In each instance, the viewer’s own subjec-
tivity is potentially guaranteed by their becoming, imaginatively, an object
of the Other’s gaze. In contrast, the torturer cannot bear the thought of
being the object of the gaze, since this reflects his (pagan) world’s unmak-
ing. When, in the Mystère de Saint Laurent, the martyr hears a voice from
heaven (the recognition of the Other), Decius, the Roman prefect, is
terrified. Lawrence declares ‘It is the voice of God, my sweet master, who
speaks in me’, to which Decius responds: ‘I feel in me such great pain that
my strength and my reason diminish.’60 Unlike Decius, the saint positively
wallows in the Other’s gaze: the stage directions make it clear that Lawrence
is ‘laughing to himself ’ as he speaks.61

These examples suggest that if the saint were to draw up a ‘contract’ in
the course of being martyred, it would not be with the torturer as such,
but with God: God is the figure who ultimately assumes the ‘active’ role in
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the martyrdom scene. Saints’ plays do not, of course, represent the draw-
ing up of formal contractual bargains between protagonists, akin to the
written documents envisaged by Deleuze and Phillips in their accounts of
masochism.62 One cannot expect modern theories of masochism to cor-
respond exactly to medieval ways of representing the world. But it is pos-
sible to draw analogies with certain masochistic structures. One of the
issues raised by the drawing up of a masochistic contract concerns the
wilful acceptance of pain. Clearly this was also a crucial element in saintly
self-fashioning, as it was in the disciplines of flagellants and monks:
saints’ plays emphasize the martyr’s role in putting himself forward as vic-
tim. In the Mystère de Saint Laurent, when the tormentors catalogue the
instruments of torture in their arsenal – ‘Nails of iron and good pincers
and teeth to tear the entrails, bellows to light the fire and huge sticks to
beat with, other torments of every kind’ – the martyr replies that such
things have been desired all his life: ‘I’ve desired pain and martyrdom to
please Jesus, our lord: These are the meats you are asking for.’63

Undergoing torture, he remains defiant: ‘I’m making a sacrifice through
devotion [to God] with my blood in this torment and martyrdom. I’ve
had all that I want.’64 Like the flagellants, in this way, the martyr’s plight is
bound up with the ethics of sacrifice. The saint is required to sacrifice the
self willingly, to desire painful death, in order to be incorporated into the
heavenly community.

This brings me to the final feature that distinguishes sadism from
masochism: masochism’s investment in fantasy. According to the
Deleuzian definition, masochism is an ‘art form’, reliant upon the aestheti-
cization of pain and the drama of suffering; sadism, in contrast, is based
on the expression of pure negation through quantitative repetition.65

Likewise, depictions of martyrdom produce a series of masquerades that
create the appearance of the martyr’s passive submission, suspending the
fact that, in the context of hagiographic fantasy, they have access to divine
agency and power; the tormentors are depicted attempting to negate their
object actively, by getting on with the job in hand. Martyrdom represen-
tation retains the satisfaction of heavenly bliss as a deferred possibility. It
functions as a space of fantasy that enables the beholder to enjoy the
pleasures of recognition, self-affirmation and belief that experiences of
pain offer, while not threatening the beholder’s body in actuality. (In this
respect, there are again elements in hagiographic depiction that align it
with violent pornography.) This element of suspense is what, for Deleuze,
places the spectator on the side of the victim: the transfer of sensation vir-
tually, from one body (the painted saint) to another (the viewing subject),
is fuelled by imagery of immobility, waiting and delay. At the same time,
it is worth stressing the imaginary dimensions of this process: viewers of
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martyrdom representation require the saint’s suffering, but they don’t
actually suffer as such. While the martyrs and Christ are represented con-
fronting pain and death head-on – they ‘traverse’ the fantasy and actually
become suffering bodies – medieval devotees who responded to martyr-
dom iconography were not, for the most part, hurling themselves into the
abyss of the real and actually becoming martyrs themselves. Images of this
sort evoke pleasure – enjoyment within limits – rather than what might
be termed, in psychoanalytic parlance, jouissance – that which goes
‘beyond the pleasure principle’.66

In this respect, the enjoyment of rituals of flagellation potentially dif-
fers, qualitatively, from the enjoyment of hagiographic violence. If beaten
bodies elicit responses on a continuum between pleasure and jouissance,
then self-flagellation surely comes nearer to the jouissance end of the scale,
to the extent that it initiates an overpowering, self-shattering kind of
ecstasy. The loss of self conjured up by hagiographic fantasy is somewhat
guarded in comparison. The insistence on the saint’s – and Christ’s – con-
sent is a vital component of religious drama, partly because it gives the
viewer a licence to take pleasure in violence, as well as identifying, imagi-
natively, with the position of the violated saint. Thus, what appears from
one perspective to be masochism may on a different level have fuelled
sadistic inclinations in the minds of audiences, modes of aggression that
contradict martyrdom’s dogmatic premise. Medieval Christianity explic-
itly promoted a moral alignment with masochism: the look of the pagan
tormentor was configured as the minority position (the ‘perversion’),
while sacred masochism was conceived as the norm. But the stake of audi-
ences in seeing the masochistic scenario played out on stage – the under-
lying impulse – may also be connected to a desire for violence against the
sacred Other (at least at some level). The alignment of viewers with the
exemplary victim-hero in martyrdom iconography seems to have provid-
ed an excuse – or disguise – for modes of scapegoating that produce a
range of underlying victims and social outcasts. But, as well as violating
the identities of those included in these categories (foreigners, religious
outsiders and lower classes, for example), projecting hagiographic vio-
lence onto the ‘others’ who superficially carried it out may even have con-
structed a convenient ideological cover – a camouflage – behind which
medieval Christians were able to enact fantasies of aggression against God
himself. Rainer Warning, at least, has argued as much in his analysis of
late medieval passion plays: he implies that the horrifying and excessive
cruelties in late medieval passion plays bear witness to an ‘epochal long-
ing for scapegoats’, and that the scapegoat selected consciously by Jews in
these plays (Christ) is at the same time the ‘imaginary’ scapegoat of the
Christian community.67
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My point, then, is that violence in hagiography works on a number of
different levels. The pleasure involved in identifying, through hagiographic
fantasy, with the consenting victim may be partly related to the pleasure
of projecting cruelty onto the tormentors; in turn, and paradoxically, this
may also have provided a cloak beneath which ritual violence could be
unleashed on that sacred victim (albeit in underhand and unacknow-
ledged ways). In this sense, sadism should certainly not be ruled out as an
implicit feature of martyrdom depiction. But a focus on masochism helps
us to comprehend the outward message that these representations are
designed to convey, a message promoting the relationship between pain,
pain’s capacity to be reconfigured in sacred ritual, and power. Narrative
sequences of torture, such as the St Barbara altarpiece discussed previously,
portray violence as ineffective, by imagining the martyr’s body seemingly
restored in the gaps between one scene and the next. This is a technique
that aids the construction of the martyr as an ideological support for the
inviolable ‘body’ of the Church. But individual torture scenes also place
emphasis on the meaningful aspects of saintly suffering. Masochism,
embedded in motifs of fantasy, suspense and exhibitionism, recodes the
body-in-pain as a site of agency and sexual liberation; martyrdom,
through an analogous trio of techniques, fashions the sublime body of the
saint. Unlike the dualism of a mind-over-matter approach to pain, late
medieval Christianity devised a theory of pain that located physical sen-
sation and mental faculty in the same entity and gave positive meaning to
positions of objectification. In the world of the martyr, to be penetrated
is not to abdicate power.

queer transitions

In conclusion, I’d like to consider in more depth the gendered rami-
fications of those scenes. Whereas masochism is commonly imagined
as a relinquishing of power, the examples of martyrdom representation
discussed in the previous section suggest that we ought to interrogate more
closely the structural similarities between masochism and certain genres of
medieval representation. When the term ‘masochism’ is carefully employed
as an interpretative category, it helps to illuminate the structures of fantasy,
suspense and looking that informed certain genres of medieval repres-
entation. But the framework of masochism may also enable a more
sophisticated critical purchase on the sexual politics of martyrdom repres-
entation. One of the challenges that Deleuze offers to previous, psycho-
analytically inspired theories of masochism concerns the gender dimensions
of the scenario. Whereas Freud believed that masochistic beating fantasies
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were a way for men to deal with repressed homosexual desire for the father
– in the essay ‘A Child Is Being Beaten’, he associates the boy’s ‘passive’ atti-
tude to being beaten with a ‘feminine attitude towards his father’ – Deleuze
argues that masochism actually involves a complete repudiation of pater-
nal power, a rejection of virility itself.68 The casualty is no longer Freud’s
‘feminized’ infant but Deleuze’s humiliated father; meanwhile the
masochist is reborn a new and ‘sexless’ man. ‘Masochistic fantasy’, writes
Deleuze, ‘is less an instance of “a child is being beaten” than of a father
being beaten . . . it is the master who undergoes the tortures.’69

It is important to emphasize that the beating scene in late medieval
textual and dramatic representation is not necessarily as subversive as a
Deleuzian reading might suggest. Citing examples of pedagogic violence,
for instance, Jody Enders has warned that the memories of young boys are
tormented as a means of perpetuating male privilege: ‘They are’, she
writes, ‘the future teachers, future punishers, future inflicters of beatings
upon future generations of boys who seek to enter the community into
which the master had already been initiated.’70 In support of her argu-
ment, Enders cites a famous passage in Guibert of Nogent’s autobio-
graphical Monodiae, which reminisces fondly on the vicious beatings
inflicted by his tutor in childhood:

However oppressive he was, my master made it clear to me in all
kinds of ways that he loved me no less than he loved himself . . . As
for me, though I was somewhat clumsy and shy for my age, I had
such a liking for him – striped as my poor little skin might have
been by his many whiplashes – that I obeyed him, not out of fear (as
would generally be the case in relationships like these) but out of
some curious feeling of love, which overwhelmed my whole being
and made me forget all his harshness.71

The pain of beating is thus reconfigured by the adult monk as ‘love’;
moreover, when his mother ‘saw how cruelly [he] had been treated at such
a tender age’,72 Guibert represents her as a hindrance to his education,
describing how, despite her concerns, he insisted on continuing his lessons.73

Enders, in turn, suggests that the mother incarnates those undesirable
feminine traits that the schoolmaster attempts to expunge: ‘Re-envisioned
as feminine’, she writes, ‘[the young boy’s] softness can then be beaten out
at the same time that a more condoned view of masculinity is beaten in.’74

Clearly masochism, in this example, becomes compatible with – and
even a prerequisite for – exceptional virility; and it would be wrong under
such circumstances to characterize it as inherently transgressive.75 None-
theless, there is room for a degree of optimism. For although Enders
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footnotes her observations on Guibert with the statement that a ‘queer
reading of saevus amor lies beyond the scope of this book’,76 unwittingly,
in writing of the ‘sublimated sexual love between student and teacher’, she
makes just that reading. The spectre of male–male love rears its potentially
subversive head, and, within the context of reparative reading practices,
makes for a vision of masculinity that deviates – at least in some respects
– from hegemonic heterosexual norms. Similarly, it is worth emphasizing
that, when martyrs are beaten and tormented, their earthly gender roles
are partially reconfigured. In written saints’ lives, there are several exam-
ples of male martyrs being compared explicitly to cooked meat. In the
Mystère de Saint Laurent, for instance, the saint’s famous gibe to Decius
to ‘turn me over and eat’ draws attention to the culinary dimensions of
being roasted on a grill.77 Motifs such as this connect the saint with
Christ’s eucharistic body, as seen in iconography depicting Lawrence as a
sacrificial offering: an early sixteenth-century altarpiece from Alsace
shows one of the executioners drinking on the job, while the saint is
cooked before an altar-like table laid out with bread and drink (illus. 93).
But the reconfiguration of the saint’s body as meat also aligns him with
modes of fleshly passivity and – through acts of beating – with the pun-
ished child; this produces a subject position at odds with his previous
status as wielder of earthly power and responsibility (Lawrence was a
church deacon, and Sebastian a military commander, before their subjec-
tion to torture). As we saw in chapter Four, female saints’ lives also produce
their own disruptive effects in the context of torture. While male martyrs,
in the course of being tortured, might be divested of certain signifiers of
earthly masculinity, the battles that female virgin martyrs undergo to pro-
tect their chastity potentially associate them with privileges that, in late
medieval culture, were normally gendered male: speaking eloquently, for
instance, or thumping demonic entities with hammers.

Queer, too, are those images of Christ and the saints that signal their
transition to positions of gender ambiguity in their subjection to bodily
torment. Male saints are visually de-phallicized by being decapitated, dis-
embowelled and flayed (illus. 69); female saints such as Barbara and
Agatha are purportedly ‘de-sexed’ by having their breasts removed (illus.
73 and 61). Martyrs such as Sebastian are subjected to a proliferation of
phallic instruments (in Sebastian’s case, arrows), in order to symbolize
their figurative transformation from wielders of earthly power to tortured
purveyors of divine presence (illus. 92). In each case, the tormentors
adopt exaggerated signifiers of male power – phallic weapons, prurient
looks and insulting jeers – while the martyrs embrace phallic absence
wholeheartedly through their subjection to torture.78 Certain artworks
depicting Christ’s passion also reproduce a similar pattern. I drew atten-
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tion, earlier, to the ritual structure of martyrdom and its investment in
positions of liminality; the framework of the ‘rite of passage’ may also
inform images of the dead or tortured Christ, which occasionally make
typological connections to his circumcision.79 For instance, in a panel
from an Austrian passion sequence by Marx Reichlich depicting Christ’s
flagellation (illus. 75), blood seems to drip from wounds in the victim’s
belly down his legs, giving the effect of a bloody, ‘menstruating’ groin. The
drops of blood are echoed by the red string ties on the breeches of the tor-
turer in the left foreground, accentuating the parallel to be drawn between
the torturer’s veiled groin and Christ’s bloodied, exposed lower body. The
tormentors with their bulging codpieces and phallic signifiers (weapons
and whips) perform an extravagant masquerade of masculinity, while
Christ, naked and genitally ambiguous, adopts his gender-liminal status
as a mark of moral superiority.

Reichlich’s painting represents flagellation as a painful ordeal, certainly,
but it also shows how acts of torture might temporarily disrupt the
identities of sacred subjects, producing a confusion of categories such as
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gender. Important among the constellation of bodily rituals that nine-
teenth-century sexologists and psychoanalysts designated ‘masochistic’ is
the fantasy of being beaten. The masochistic climax, in these situations,
might be reached when the punishments being inflicted on the surface of
the skin are pushed to the point where the skin itself becomes broken.
Returning to one of the issues raised in chapter Two, then, it is possible
that the drama of being spanked or whipped encodes a fantasy of being
flayed until one is completely skinned.80 If, as I suggested in relation to the
Cambyses legend, the tearing away of skin removes the parchment on
which meaning can be etched, representations of sacred beating – and
indeed of any torture that threatens to disrupt the containing surface of
the skin (Sebastian’s penetration with arrows, for example) – welcome
this loss of self as a point of departure for a spiritual rebirth. Such atti-
tudes were, of course, entirely orthodox. Thomas à Kempis (d. 1471),
author of one of the most influential guides to devotion produced in the
late Middle Ages, describes how Christ desires his devotees to be wholly
divested of self: ‘otherwise, unless you are wholly stripped of self-will, how
can you be Mine, or I yours?’81 But these temporary abolitions of identity
produce, as a corollary, a field of representation that is queerly disjunctive.
Martyrs, suspended in a state of living death, refuse their previous social
identities; this is the prelude to their reintegration into a new symbolic
order. The rituals of transition used to advance this process give rise to a
cluster of images in which men are represented stripped and whipped,
their bodies objectified and even, as Sebastian’s iconography bears witness,
erotically charged (see illus. 92).82

Pain, freely embraced by the masochist, generates pleasure and orgas-
mic release; martyrs welcome suffering as a means of escaping earthly sin
and recovering eternal life. The crucial difference between martyrs and
masochists is that saints adopt transcendence, rather than eroticism, as a
way of handling suffering. At the same time, if we explain away these
understandings of pain as the product of a failed or archaic culture (the
Middle Ages) or of sexual pathology (notions of masochism as negative
or dualistic), we risk ignoring the potential ‘vibrations’ between medieval
and modern in certain encounters with pain. ‘Masochism’, writes Phillips,
‘shares with religious discourses the ability to make use of suffering, to
describe or redescribe it as a valuable aspect of life . . . It has to be followed
by an upbeat ending.’83 It is this positive effect that the ex-nun Karen
Armstrong notices in her reminiscences on self-discipline in a convent;
although she begins by imagining acts of self-mortification as excessively
‘medieval’, she ends with the insight that pain can produce bodily as well
as spiritual rapture. Presumably, those individuals who participate in
the picaos rituals in modern Spain do so because, like the ordeal of the
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martyr, self-inflicted pain provides a means of expiating guilt and moving
closer to sublimity. Of course, as Phillips is quick to emphasize, the differ-
ence between the masochist and the Christian devotee is that the
masochist ‘gets his or her thrills in a carnal, profane way . . . The encounter
ends not with apotheosis, but orgasm.’84 But it is important to imagine
ways in which martyrdom, too, created outlets for earthly release – to con-
sider how the masochistic scenario embraced by medieval martyrs might
have provided a framework for structuring people’s worldly experiences
and desires. My point is not that we discard completely theological read-
ings emphasizing the spiritual and the sublime, but that, within the sphere
of medieval devotion, religious sublimation and carnal desire can become
powerfully intertwined. The worldly and the transcendent are not always
at odds with each other, in other words, but may well produce one another
– an issue that the final chapter explores in more depth.
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What did it mean for Rupert of Deutz, a twelfth-century monk, to envision
himself embracing the crucifix and indulging in a bout of passionate
French kissing? To many of today’s readers the above passage is striking,
some might say shocking. It evokes desires ardently directed toward an
image of a barely clothed male deity, in language that appears to resonate
sexually, even though the desired object is ostensibly a tormented body-
in-pain. How are we to account for the unabashed frankness with which
the spectre of male–male love rears its head in an orthodox Christian text?
And how should we comprehend the connection between the violent
vision that provoked such meditations – the image of the crucified Christ
– and the amorous exchange that occurs in the monk’s imagination?

It is worth bearing in mind that Deutz’s vision – suggestive though it
is – repeats a familiar trope in monastic literature.2 Pinocchio-like tales of
crucifixes shuddering to life in order to address or even embrace their
beholders frequently formed the basis for a quasi-conversion narrative in
which the young initiate discovers that he has been called to a deeper
understanding of Christ’s mysteries, giving vent, even in the most tradi-
tional contexts, to images of men kissing and hugging fast. Whereas
Francis of Assisi was simply said to have seen Christ speak ‘from the wood
of the crucifix’,3 Herbert of Torres, recounting the miracles of Bernard of
Clairvaux (d. 1153), describes a ‘certain monk’ known to him who once
found Bernard praying alone in church, worshipping a crucifix and
kissing it warmly. Furthermore, Torres explains, the Lord on the cross
appeared to ‘embrace’ the abbot and ‘draw tight to him’.4 A manuscript
illumination illustrating an edition of the Manuel des Péchés (illus. 94)
figures the convention quite literally as two men locked together in an
intimate embrace, suggesting the extent to which such imagery was
deemed perfectly acceptable in sacred contexts.5 But for all the conven-
tionality of their immediate context, is it possible that such metaphors
might also have been read, in the Middle Ages as today, in queer, counter-

chapter 6

Hanging with Christ

I saw, standing in front of the altar . . . an image of the Lord Saviour. As I was
in deep contemplation, I recognized the crucified Lord himself crucified in
that very place and I beheld him, living, in my mind’s eye . . . I took hold of
he whom my soul loves, I held him, I embraced him, I kissed him lingeringly.
I sensed how gratefully he accepted this gesture of love, when between kiss-
ing he himself opened his mouth, in order that I kiss more deeply.1
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hegemonic ways? Should we dare to pose the question ‘what if?’, and in its
answering raise the spectre of queerness in relation to sacred symbolism?

The chief problem is that a culture of hesitancy – even chastisement –
militates against comprehending Christian imagery through an overtly
queer optic, particularly when the contexts are pre-modern.6 Part of this
has to do with larger anxieties about how to deal with the category of the
erotic in medieval religion. Modern scholars, like some medieval theolo-
gians, are divided on the issue of whether the enraptured devotions of
mystics, nuns and monks were ‘really’ sexual or ‘really’ religious.7 Nancy
Partner, posing the question ‘Did mystics have sex?’, discovers a medieval
mysticism fundamentally grounded in sexual drives and sublimations.
Scholarly acknowledgement of these libidinal dimensions of mystical
experience will, Partner believes, ‘restore to the life stories we write of and
for [medieval people] the depth, complexity, and fellowship with our-
selves they deserve’.8 Caroline Walker Bynum, conversely, urges a more
guarded approach, advancing the view that medieval sexuality may be
markedly different from its modern counterpart. In her response to Leo
Steinberg’s controversial The Sexuality of Christ in Renaissance Art and in
Modern Oblivion, Bynum reflects on Steinberg’s thesis that we should look
at the spaces in Renaissance religious painting where we are not supposed
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to look – to the Christ-child’s groin, to his deliberate acts of self-exposure
(the ostentatio genitalium), his penis and its fondling by ageing relatives,
the homage paid to it by the Magi, the folds of the mature Christ’s loin-
cloth insinuating phallic tumescence – and asks:

Did medieval people immediately think of erections and sexual
activity when they saw penises (as modern people apparently do)?
. . . It is impossible to prove that medieval people did not assume
what we assume when we look at pictures. And we clearly see
breasts and penises as erotic. But let me at least suggest that we
would do well to be cautious about projecting our ways of seeing
onto the artists or the views of the past.9

Bynum resorts to evocations of medieval alterity to support this line of
thinking. In her view, for example, people did not have a concept of sexual
identity or orientation: ‘Despite recent writing about “gay people” in the
Middle Ages’, she remarks, with reference to the work of the historian
John Boswell, ‘it is questionable whether anyone had such a concept’.10

Thus, what seems at first sight to be a call for general historicist caution
regarding medieval sexuality also becomes an argument for rejecting
modern sexual labels as the interpretative key for medieval images and
texts.11

If Partner puts her faith in Freudian psychology as a way of uncovering
the ‘truth’ of medieval mystical writing (that it is about sex), Bynum’s pre-
ferred interpretative paradigm is theology. As I suggest later, this aligns her
closely in some respects with the Steinberg she aims to critique. But it also
leads her to promote what she categorizes as a very medieval way of relat-
ing to the world, a nostalgic deference to notions of ‘dignity’, ‘fertility’ and
‘unavoidable suffering’ over and above the pleasures of the sexual. As she
puts it:

If we want to express the significance of Jesus in both male and
female images, if we want to turn from seeing body as sexual to see-
ing body as generative, if we want to find symbols that give dignity
and meaning to the suffering we cannot eliminate and yet fear so
acutely, we can find support for doing so in the art and theology of
the later Middle Ages.12

The present chapter aims to contribute to these debates in two, related
ways. First, I’d like to suggest that it might not be necessary to make a
stark choice between sexual and theological perspectives – that it is not
always a case of simply ‘turning’ from one to the other. While I agree with
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Bynum that modern categories should not be applied uncritically to
medieval images and texts, I want to question whether theology offers
the only interpretative framework for comprehending medieval devotion
and whether we should reify it as such. Second, I wish to explore an issue
that Bynum responds to implicitly in her review of Steinberg’s book,
namely the relationship between gender, sexuality and violence in medieval
Christological representation.

the song of songs in medieval devotion

Before turning to some examples of passion meditation, it would be
worth exploring the tradition that, in the Middle Ages, provided the
point of departure for melding sexuality and spirituality in the context
of Christian worship. If, as I argue here, the art and literature of late
medieval devotion potentially tips over into queerness, perhaps the
queerest cut of all is that the roots of this phenomenon can be discovered
in the Bible. The Song of Songs is a text that has been subjected to a
plethora of interpretations, in both Jewish and Christian exegetical tradi-
tions.13 Ostensibly a collection of poems exchanged between two protag-
onists, apparently identified as male and female, at the most basic level the
Song seems designed to celebrate an intensely erotic relationship between
a man and a woman. It should be noted that attempts to read the text lit-
erally, in this fashion, produce a degree of discomfiture: the point at which
the ‘he’ stops and the ‘she’ begins is not always very easy to discern, and
the poems are often baffling in their shifts of register and imagery.
Nonetheless, the dominant view is that union of the lovers in the Song
conveys, on a literal level, the language of heterosexual sex.14 This is pre-
cisely what medieval commentators found troubling about the text: the
carnally minded reader, by mistaking the poems for pious pornography,
risks being diverted from his or her spiritual vocation.15

That the Song was sometimes a source of carnal inspiration in the
Middle Ages can be gauged from a passage in Chaucer’s Merchant’s Tale,
where the protagonist January attempts to woo his wife May by appropri-
ating lines directly from the biblical text: ‘Swiche olde lewed wordes used
he’, remarks the narrator wryly, as if the lines quoted could only signify as
smut.16 In fact, there was a centuries-old tradition of interpreting the
Song along very different lines. Origen of Alexandria (d. 253) was one of
the earliest Christian commentators to offer a solution to the thorny
problem of the Song’s erotic potential: he suggested that the poetry’s car-
nality veils a spiritual meaning, or allegoria, which readers should aspire
to comprehend. Rather than describing a cupidinous fleshly exchange
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between a man and a woman, Origen argued, the poems refer allegorically
to the mystical marriage between the Church and Christ, or between the
soul and the Word of God. Moreover, according to Origen, the process of
interpretation (allegoresis) depended fundamentally on the sublimation
of bodily desire – a requirement that, judging by his alleged self-castration,
he personally took very seriously indeed.17

Allegory, along the lines Origen proposed, was the basis for subsequent
analysis of the Song in the Middle Ages. Medieval commentators, following
Origen, identified the two protagonists of the poems as a Bride, or sponsa –
who was interpreted as, variously, the Church, the Virgin Mary and the
individual soul – and a Bridegroom, who was identified with Christ. But
from the twelfth century, the allegorical interpretation underwent some-
thing of a transformation, influenced especially by the sermons on the Song
written by Bernard of Clairvaux. Bernard’s concern, above all, was to
demonstrate how allegorical meanings of the Song could, in a sense, be re-
literalized. The bodily affects generated by the Song’s imagery, which
Origen had sought to expel completely, were viewed by Bernard as a unique
opportunity to draw the Christian devotee closer to God. Thus his aim, in
allegorizing the Bride as the individual human soul, was to give prominence
to the soul’s lower, affective qualities. The rhetoric of carnality enabled
Bernard to awaken desire in the minds of his auditors, which could be chan-
nelled, with renewed vigour, toward the divine object of desire.18

Bernard’s aim, then, was to combine the letter of the Song, the littera,
with its allegoria, and in so doing to enjoin on devotees an affective rela-
tionship with God. Moreover, because the place of audience identi-
fication was defined as the Bride, who represented the human soul, the
believer was purportedly ‘feminized’ in the process. The Latin word anima,
meaning soul, is grammatically feminine, which partially supports this
manoeuvre. The Church, ecclesia, and the Virgin Mary, with whom the
sponsa were often associated, were also archetypally feminine. But it is
worth remembering that, for all the apparent ‘feminization’ of religious
language in the writings of Bernard and his contemporaries, the position
of the Bride was open to men as well as women.19 This occasionally gives
rise to some extremely disjunctive imagery. Listen, for example, to how
Bernard expands on the very first verse of the Song, ‘Let him kiss me with
the kiss of his mouth’, in one of his early sermons:

While the bride is conversing about the Bridegroom, he, as I have
said, suddenly appears, yields to her desire by giving her a kiss . . .
The filling up of her breasts is a proof of this. For so great is the
potency of that holy kiss, that no sooner has the bride received it
than she conceives and her breasts grow rounded with the fruit-
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fulness of conception, bearing witness, as it were, with this milky
abundance. Men with an urge to frequent prayer will have experi-
ence of what I say. Often enough when we approach the altar to
pray our hearts are dry and lukewarm. But if we persevere, there
comes an unexpected infusion of grace, our breast expands, as it
were, and our interior is filled with an overflowing love.20

Bernard is promoting, in these words, a deeply personal identification
between the sponsa and the male Christian devotee. It is ‘men’ who are
singled out in the passage as receiving a divinely inspired breast enlarge-
ment, which in turn is modelled on the rounded breasts of the Bride.
What are we to make of such imaginings? 

There is one thing we can be fairly sure about: Bernard’s gender-bend-
ing performances were not perceived as being especially transgressive by
his contemporaries. Feminine figures were associated, in medieval psy-
chology, with the affective element in all human beings. By encouraging
auditors to identify their ‘bridal selves’ with the Bride of the Song of
Songs, even to the point of possessing imaginatively engorged breasts,
Bernard hoped to awaken affectivity within his monks as a means of
drawing them closer to God. The point, moreover, was to turn monks
away from women as exterior objects of desire, toward their own, inter-
ior feminine self: the loving, self-sacrificing soul. As such, the promotion
of feminine role models in twelfth-century exegeses of the Song did not
necessarily reflect the attitudes of male clerics toward their actual female
contemporaries.21 Indeed, it might be explained, in part, as a manifesta-
tion of clerical misogyny, a fear that women, playing the part of sexual
temptresses, would distract monks in their spiritual endeavours. Bernard’s
allegorical exposition of the Song of Songs, with all the sexual acrobatics
it entailed, derived from his recognition that strengthening his monk’s
sense of their internal femininity, within their anima, would protect them
against their own lustful desires for an exterior, feminine object in the
context of sexual fantasy.22

But did it serve to protect monks from desire for each other, or from
the fantasy of sexual union with another man? The loving relationships
represented in Song of Songs exegesis are superficially heterosexual, but
the process of identification that the allegorical reading sets in motion –
the alignment of the Bride with the soul of the individual devotee – makes
it hard to contain the poems within a stable heterosexual framework: the
male devotee, identifying imaginatively with a feminine figure, is plunged
into a tender loving relationship with a lover who by all appearances is
male. The resolution – if one is needed – depends on which aspects of the
reading process are prioritized. Do we re-literalize the scene, by focusing
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on the monk’s embodiment as a male (in which case a male–male union
seems to take centre stage)? Or do we stay with the figurative, and imagine
a process of sexual metamorphosis on the part of the devotee (producing
the possibility of a spiritual ‘sex-change’)? Medieval exegeses of the Song
of Songs such as Bernard’s provide no easy answers to these questions:
the rhetoric is designed to open up a space, temporarily, between letter
and allegory, generating the paradox that, as creatures of body and soul,
humans might descend corporeally as a precursor to spiritual ascent.
It may be argued that chaste nuns and other female religious who cast
themselves in the role of sponsa Christi, or Bride of Christ, in their devo-
tional lives had a less immediate ‘problem’ in expressing desire for God –
that their social gender marked them out more straightforwardly for
identification with the feminine Bride.23 This, at least, is the view of one
modern nun, who wonders whether the application of the sponsa Christi
topos to male religious produces a conceptual quandary: ‘If we’re the
brides of Christ, what does that make male religious – homosexual?’, she
asks, in a remark recorded by the journalist Marcelle Bernstein in her
book Nuns. (Other sisters interviewed by Bernstein reject the brides of
Christ label completely, by virtue of the fact that it assumes that they are
‘an appendage to a male’.)24 As it happens, women’s desire for the suffer-
ing body of Christ, in particular, has the capacity to produce its own dis-
ruptive configurations of gender and sexuality, as examples discussed later
clearly demonstrate. For the moment, I’d simply like to draw attention to
the imaginary investment of certain pious men in positions that were
marked socially, and conceptually, as feminine. Devotional divas these
men were not, much as certain modern commentators would like to cel-
ebrate the fact. ‘Throwing off his religious garb and all his inhibitions
with it’, quips one biblical scholar, Stephen D. Moore, the monk-allegorist
‘paints his nails, decks himself out in flamboyant costumes, and camps it
up with abandon’.25 Bernard and his Cistercian peers do cloak themselves
in a sort of linguistic drag: their identification with the female sponsa-
anima is what allows them to enter into a loving relationship with Christ.
But the queer effects of such phenomena should not be confused with
actual performances of resistance, opposition or transgression.

At the same time, the figurative femininity of male religious figures
may provide an interpretative framework for behaviours that do seem, on
occasion, to have provoked social discomfort. A collection of biographical
fragments and miracles relating to the Life of the English mystic Richard
Rolle (d. 1349), prepared posthumously in the hope of his canonization,
opens with a description of his schooling, followed by an account of how
he first entered into the life of a hermit. After returning from study in
Oxford as a young man, we’re told, Rolle said one day to his sister: ‘My
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beloved sister, thou hast two tunics which I greatly covet, one white and
the other grey. Therefore I ask thee if thou wilt kindly give them to me,
and bring them me to-morrow to the wood near by, together with my
father’s rain-hood.’ Agreeing to her brother’s demands ‘willingly’, the sister
brings Rolle her tunics as requested; Rolle makes some adjustments and
then, having stripped off, puts on the garments so that ‘he might present
a certain likeness to a hermit’. The sister herself, when she sees what he’s
done, is astounded and cries ‘My brother is mad! My brother is mad!’
Whether he’s mad for becoming a hermit or for putting on two of his sister’s
dresses, the narrator doesn’t say. What the text does make clear is that
Rolle drives his sister away and flees, ‘lest he should be seized by his
friends and acquaintances’.26

Whatever the truth and accuracy of this anecdote (it was recorded sev-
eral decades after Rolle’s death), it might be possible to relate it, in part, to
the hermit’s commitment to bridal mysticism as a means of expressing
love for Christ. Rolle’s own writings suggest that he increasingly entered
into a relationship with his soul by putting himself in the role of sponsa
Christi; in his later writings, he also promotes the Virgin Mary as the
supreme model for his relationship with Christ.27 In his Commentary on
the first verses of the Song of Songs, for example, he remarks how, as a
virgin mother, it is truly appropriate that Mary receive a kiss from Christ,
‘for indeed you have merited to suck his mouth and deservedly, because
better are your breasts than wine’ (the description of the breasts here is
a direct quotation from the first verse of the Songs). Not only that, but
a little later he himself inhabits the Virgin’s position as tender lover,
languishing with the love of Christ: ‘My whole heart’, he announces, ‘is
turned in the fire of love for the desiring of Jesus and absorbed completely
by the sweetness of deity’.28 Likewise in the Incendium amoris (The Fire of
Love), Rolle’s best-known work, the hermit adopts the paradigm of the
Song as a way of expressing the union of the soul with Christ. Quoting the
Song’s first verse, ‘Let him kiss me with the kiss of his mouth’, he
announces (in Richard Misyn’s ‘Englishing’ of the text, dated 1435):

Lufe [love] makes me hardy [bold] hym to call that I best lufe, that
. . . he me comforthand and filland [comforting and filling] myght
kys me with kyssynge of hys mouth . . . I beseke he kys me with
swetnes of his lufe refreschynge, with kissynge of his mouth me
straytly halsyng [embracing me tightly], that I fayl not . . . 29

These are lines that would not look out of place alongside the Rupert of
Deutz extract quoted above. We could, of course, ‘desexualize’ Rolle’s
words, by understanding them as metaphors (or an allegory) of spiritual
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union and thereby downplaying their potential as eroticism. We could
also easily ‘heterosexualize’ the scene by reminding ourselves that the soul /
bridal ‘I’ is grammatically and figuratively feminine. But Rolle’s cross-
dressing for Christ – his imaginary identification with the Virgin Mary
and with the Bride of the Songs, to the point of imaginatively kissing
Christ on the lips – does not necessarily return him to heterosexuality (at
least, not in the modern sense). When the union between Christ and his
beloved is imagined as bodily union, in keeping with the framework of
affective piety inspired by Bernard, gender binaries start to come unstuck.
‘Queerness’, Carolyn Dinshaw suggests, ‘knocks signifiers loose, unground-
ing bodies, making them strange’.30 Similarly, it is perhaps the work of
displacement and disjunction that Rolle embraces in his desire to put on
his sister’s dresses: the canonization papers represent him as a figure
who discards the garments of social masculinity, in order to put on the
garb of a crazy-looking, and perhaps differently gendered, hermit.

the epistemology of the anchor-hold 

It remains to be seen how the representation of sponsalia Christi – mar-
riage of Christ – intersects with depictions of violence in passion devo-
tion, and how this produces its own set of queer, gender-disruptive effects.
Cross-dressing for Christ might also take a different guise, after all:
medieval devotees could be encouraged to imagine themselves, through a
process of imitatio Christi, putting on the ‘garment’ of Christ’s cross.

A powerful articulation of this phenomenon occurs in the Wohunge of
ure Lauerd (The Wooing of Our Lord), an English work composed in the
early thirteenth century, probably with an audience of female anchorites
in mind.31 Anchorites were men and women who, to protect their chastity
and dedicate themselves completely to Christ, spent their lives enclosed in
small cells or ‘anchor-holds’. Walled up in this fashion, they were discouraged
from fraternizing with the outside world, as much as possible, so as not to
be distracted from a life of contemplation and prayer.32 Anchoritic texts
produced in the same period as the Wohunge often associate the Bride of
Christ metaphor with virgins, and the Wohunge-speaker is identified
explicitly as a bridal figure: I am, announces the voice to Jesus, ‘thi leofmon
and spuse’ (l. 572; ‘your lover and spouse’). The first half of the work
contains an impassioned meditation on the virtues of Christ, described in
the opening lines as ‘mi druth, mi derling, mi drihtin, mi healend, mi
huniter, mi haliwei’ (ll. 1–3; ‘my dear, my darling, my lord, my saviour, my
honey-drop, my balm’). Jesus is complimented on his beauty, his riches
and possessions, his generosity, his wisdom, his bravery, his nobility and
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his gentleness (ll. 32–217). In short, his merits are those of the idealized
lover-knight of courtly romance.

But Christ’s relationship with the speaking ‘I’ is also, finally, one of
blood: through his incarnation in the flesh, he becomes a ‘kinsemon’ (l.
230; ‘kinsman’) of humanity. This presages the dramatic narrative shift in
the second half of the Wohunge, which focuses on the torments that
Christ suffers on the speaker’s, and implicitly humanity’s, behalf: the
mockery and spitting he endures, the shame of being crucified between
two thieves, and the beatings to which he is subjected. Finally the scene
shifts to Mount Calvary, where, the speaker announces, ‘is mi lefmon
demd for to deien’ (ll. 491–2; ‘my lover is condemned to die’). Here the
speaker draws attention to the temporal dimensions of the beloved’s suf-
ferings: Christ literally ‘hangs’ from the cross. Not only that, but like a
hanged man he is suspended from a gallows, a warhtreo or ‘criminal-tree’:
‘A nu raise thai up the rode’, the speaker announces, ‘setis up the warhtreo’
(ll. 503–5; ‘Ah! now they raise up the cross, they set up the gallows’).

The imagery of Christ as a hanged man can be related to artworks
depicting Calvary as a zone of judicial punishment: medieval Crucifixion
scenes sometimes constructed explicit analogies with contemporary judi-
cial practice, for instance by depicting one of the two thieves being
dragged backwards up a ladder by a rope (illus. 95), in a scene that clearly
echoes medieval hanging techniques (illus. 3).33 As if to emphasize the
parallel, the Wohunge-speaker’s descriptions of Christ’s crucifixion repeat
the verb ‘to hang’ several times: ‘Lahhen the to hokere ther thu o rode
hengest. Thu, mi luueliche lef, ther thu with strahte earmes henges o rode
. . . A th[at] luvelike bodi th[at] henges swa rewli swa blodi and swa kalde’
(ll. 525–34; ‘They laugh you to scorn, where you hang on the cross. You,
my lovely love, there with stretched arms you hang on the cross . . . Ah!
That lovely body, that hangs so pitifully, so bloody and so cold’).34 Christ’s
suspension in suffering is what leads, in turn, to the dramatic climax in
the passion sequence: the merging of lover and beloved in suffering. Here
the speaker – and implicitly the anchorite who identifies with the first-
person voice – imagines being crucified with Christ, ‘touching’ him affec-
tively, literally hanging with him in the confined space of the anchor-hold:

Mi bodi henge with thi bodi neiled o rode, spered querfaste with inne
fowr wahes. And henge I wile with the and neauer mare of mi rode
cume til th[at] I deie. For thenne schal I lepen fra rode in to reste,
fra wa to wele and to eche blisse. A Iesu, swa swet hit is with the to
henge, forhwen th[at] iseo o the th[at] henges me biside, the muchele
swetnesse of the reaues me fele of pine [ll. 590–602].
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My body hangs with your body, nailed on the cross, enclosed within
four walls from side to side. And I will hang with you and never-
more come from my cross until I die. For then I shall leap from the
cross into rest, from grief into joy and eternal bliss. Ah Jesus, so
sweet it is to hang with you. For when I look on you who hang
beside me, your great sweetness relieves me greatly from pain.

The anchorite is invited to position herself, in these lines, at a sensorial
crossroad – to imagine being crucified with Christ until she dies. The
hanging tree becomes a place where pain transmutes, imaginatively, into
‘swetnesse’.

In chapter Four I identified the space of sacred suffering as a zone
between two deaths: the natural death that allows the saintly figure to
escape his or her earthly shackles, and the second, definitive death that
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should, naturally speaking, ensue. The anchorite, like the saint, also ex-
perienced a symbolic ‘first death’: when the door to the anchor-hold was
first blocked up during the enclosure ceremony, the Office for the Dead
was said, along with prayers for the dying.35 But, in keeping with the
hagiographic model, the second, absolute death is held at bay in anchoritic
fantasy: the Wohunge-speaker looks forward to how, ‘yif I the riht luuie,
wilt me crune in heuene with the self to rixlen werld in to werlde’ (ll.
632–4; ‘if I love you rightly, you will crown me in heaven with yourself, to
rule world without end’). Hanging with Christ imaginatively, then, the
anchorite opens herself up to the possibility of identification with the
sublime.36

But was the anchorite also hanging out? An epistemology of the closet
is not necessarily the most appropriate interpretative paradigm for
medieval sexualities (at least not if one adheres to a Foucaultian chrono-
logy of pre-modern acts and modern personages).37 But an epistemology
of the anchor-hold – that space of suspension, in which suffering and sub-
limity coalesce – is a formulation that may have made sense to certain
women and men in the period. Becoming an anchorite, as the Wohunge of
ure Lauerd makes clear, demands both physical union with Christ as a
lover and crucifixion with him in the enclosures of the mind. Moreover,
this positioning does not necessarily mark anchorites out for a life of holy
heterosexuality. Inside the four walls of her anchor-hold, the virgin places
herself outside the social economy of marital exchange; left out of the
world, she enters into a relationship with God that, by comparison with
earthly categories, seems disjunctive, uncategorizable, queer.

It is not clear, after all, that the object of desire in the Wohunge is unam-
biguously male: described as a lover-knight in the first half, Christ is
nonetheless gendered differently in his susceptibility to suffering. The pas-
sage announcing Christ’s kinship with humanity through the fact of his
incarnation reads as follows: ‘Thu schruddes te with ure flesch, nam of hire
flesch, mon born of wummon, thi flesch nam of hire flesch withuten
meane of wepmon’ (ll. 219–23; ‘You shroud yourself with our flesh, taken
from her flesh, human born from woman, your flesh taken from her flesh
without intercourse with man’). As Sarah Salih has pointed out, the dis-
tinction between the word ‘mon’ (translated here as ‘human’) and the
gendered terms ‘wepmon’ and ‘wummon’ in these lines seems deliberately
designed to avoid associating Christ explicitly with maleness.38 In addition,
the speaker’s desire both to have and to be Christ – to love him as a lover,
while simultaneously becoming Christ-like in suffering – creates a funda-
mental paradox. The Wohunge-speaker announces how Christ has ‘steked
me i chaumbre’ (l. 574; ‘locked me in a chamber’), where s/he can ‘the swa
sweteli kissen and cluppen, and of thi luue have gastli likinge’ (ll. 575–7; ‘so
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sweetly kiss and hold you, and in your love take spiritual pleasure’), but
goes on to develop the spectacular image of communal hanging on the
cross, which transforms the encounter in the bridal bedchamber into a
penitential workout for the individual soul. Oscillating incessantly
between human and Christ-like subject positions, the bride recognizes
herself both in her identification with and difference from Christ. The lines
dividing imitatio Christi from sponsalia Christi are consistently collapsed.39

The amalgamation of violence and desire in medieval devotional liter-
ature thus produces configurations of gender and sexuality that are queerly
at odds with earthly categories; it is the threshold spaces of passion
devotion that construct the theatrical arena for these odd manipulations.
Of course, it is not possible to claim for queerness all devotional encoun-
ters embedded in the sponsa Christi tradition, at least not without looking
first to their particular generic conventions, and to their historical and
spatial locations. Nor is it possible to say, definitively, whether such
encounters were socially subversive: the link between social disorder, on
the one hand, and representations of queerness, on the other, benefits
from being analysed in relation to a given time and place, as well as being
mapped out across larger temporal expanses.40 The Wohunge of ure
Lauerd is just one example of the phenomenon, deployed specifically in
the context of thirteenth-century virginity discourse and anchoritic spir-
ituality. If earthly marriage fixes gender difference through the hierarchy
of husband over wife, anchoritic deployments of the Bride of Christ motif
are not necessarily, as Salih puts it, ‘doing the same work’.41 But we can
only speculate as to whether texts such as the Wohunge generated disrup-
tion in the contexts in which they were originally disseminated.

At the same time, a cursory survey of late medieval English devotional
writing does hint at the possibility that other groups of Christian wor-
shippers – lay people, for instance – were encouraged to confront the
paradoxes and dissonances of bridal desire for Christ’s tormented,
wounded body. The fourteenth-century poem In the Vaile of Restles Mind,
for example, blends together an astonishing mix of gendered imagery,
identities and roles.42 This is a lyric that was heavily influenced by the
Song of Songs tradition: the refrain of each stanza, Quia amore langueo
(‘Because I languish for love’), is taken from the Song, where it is
addressed to the Bridegroom by the Bride, and several other passages in
the poem are also derived directly from the biblical text.43 Here, though,
the Quia amore langueo refrain is transferred into the mouth of a wounded
lover-knight, who is cast in the Bridegroom role. The poem begins as a
discussion between two men: a visionary narrator / reader who is in
search of his ‘treulofe’ (l. 3; ‘true love’), and a ‘semeli’ man who is discov-
ered sitting under a tree, wounded from head to foot and bleeding from
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the heart (ll. 9–14). (The latter identifies the former as a ‘man’ at lines 41
and 50, when he addresses him in conversation.) The wounded figure
introduces a third, absent being, ‘my systur, mannys soule’ (l. 18), thus
conjuring up a male homo-social exchange network, in which a woman is
circulated as property, symbolically or otherwise, for the purpose of
cementing relations between men.44 But by the end of the poem three
have become two, and the partners in the exchange network are gendered
differently: the soul, drawn back to love of the suffering Christ by the
beauty of his body, is united first as a ‘babe’ (l. 115) and then as a ‘wife’ (l.
121) with her former lover (who is a protective mother, as well as a hus-
band and ‘semeli’ man). In the process, the poetic subject apparently
undergoes sexual metamorphosis: by the poem’s end, the ‘masculine’ nar-
rator / reader looking for love has become – or been replaced by – a faith-
ful, loving bride of Christ; the fusion of visionary narrator / reader and
bride is signalled by the last two stanzas of the poem, where Christ address
‘hir’ in the second person.

The gendered transitions in the poem create a backdrop for some quite
extraordinary interactions through the medium of Christ’s pained body:
‘all my membres I haf opynd hyr to’, Christ announces, with reference to
his spouse, ‘my body I made hyr hertys [heart’s] baite . . . / In my syde I
haf made hir nest, / loke in me how wyde a wound is here!’ (ll. 55–8).45

These lines envisage the wound as a site of tangible ecstasy: Jesus does not
want the spouse simply to touch his wound – he wants her to make it her
home. The description also marks Christ’s wound as an opening with sex-
ual nuances, stemming from its association with the word ‘membres’,
which, in Middle English, often referred to male or female genitalia. (See
illus. 28, where the wound sealing the Charter of Christ, containing a
bleeding heart within, alludes obliquely to these sexual connotations.)46

But the Bride and Bridegroom are also imagined later in terms of the rela-
tionship between a mother and child, which, juxtaposed with the sexual-
ized imagery a little earlier, produces what might be mistaken for an
absurdly incestuous twist: ‘wyth my pappe [breast] I shall hyr kepe’, Christ
announces, ‘this hoole in my syde had never ben so depe’ (ll. 117, 119).47

Christ is a wounded body-in-pain, but his ‘hoole’ also becomes a source
of nourishment, a nesting box and even, potentially, a vulva. Christ is not
exactly male here, and at the very moment when his gender conversion
reaches its dramatic climax – when he becomes a mother nursing his child
with his ‘pappe’ – the reader is aligned, implicitly, with the spousal ‘thow’
to whom Christ speaks: s/he is referred to as ‘myne owne dere wife’ (l. 121)
and told that, if the reader’s soul never leaves him, ‘thy mede is markyd,
whan thow art mort, in blysse’ (ll. 127–8; ‘your reward is marked in heaven,
when you are dead’).48 Although the text concludes, in this way, with a
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scene of conjugal loyalty, the dramatic shifts in subject positions and
genders along the way do not necessarily allow the poem to be contained
within a securely heterosexual frame. The poem demonstrates how the
giving up of self for God demands a complete change of being, a transfor-
mation in which gendered certainties become unhinged. The critic
Rosemary Woolf judges the poem’s juxtaposition of allegorical layers to
be ‘slightly distasteful’, producing ‘inconsistencies’ and ‘strangeness’.49

Queerness is a label that might be more fruitfully applied.

visualizing passions 

So far, the discussion has been confined to literary deployments of the
Song of Songs tradition, deployments that produce conceptual quandaries
in the field of gender and sexuality. In this final section, I briefly consider
an artwork that visualizes the sponsa Christi topos in ways that may be
related to the literary examples; it also brings into focus, once again, the
suspended moments and threshold spaces of Christological devotion. I
then explore, in conclusion, other genres of medieval devotional perform-
ance where the suffering / sublimated flesh of Christ becomes a touchstone
for potentially troubling modes of amorous exchange.

One of the most widely discussed depictions of bridal devotion to
Christ’s body occurs in the Rothschild Canticles: a miniature depicting a
nun pointing a lance towards the wound in Christ’s side (illus. 96).
Michael Camille, adopting the paradigm of the hetero-normative ‘male
gaze’ in order to interpret the image, remarks: ‘Only by becoming a female
body was it possible for God to become the focus of an eroticized gaze . . .
The gaze still only goes in one direction, toward the female Christ from
the male-female’s phallic sphere.’50 This does not, however, detract from
the ways in which Christ’s tormented body has the ability to convey other
genders and gendered subject positions. Bynum is surely right in her per-
ception that medieval artworks occasionally ‘suggest another [female] sex
for Christ’s body’, but certain images may signify in ways that cannot be
fully explicated in terms of masculinity or femininity – at least, not to the
point where one category cancels out the other.51 Passion depictions
position Christ’s body in a zone of between-ness, caught between the ‘first’
death on the Cross and the death that would, were it to happen, signal
complete annihilation. Christ’s ambivalent, threshold status endows his
body with representational ambiguity; in these moments of flux and
instability, his gender refuses to signify monolithically.

Looking at the folios in the Rothschild Canticles again in this light,
could we pose an alternative interpretation? The image illustrates Canticles
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4:9 (‘Thou hast wounded my heart, my sister, my spouse’), and, in repre-
senting the moment after Christ’s side has been pierced, the illuminator
actually makes the preceding event more immediate, so that the focus is
the act of wounding rather than the wound itself.52 That is to say, it is not
an unambiguously ‘female’ body of Christ on folio 19r that is the focus of
the gaze, so much as the penetrating transaction that occurs across the
folios between Christ and sponsa. Importantly, moreover, Christ appears
in the image as the ‘agent’ in his own passion, holding in one hand the
whip of flagellation and in the other hand the nails with which he was fas-
tened to the cross. As such, agency is distributed across both halves of the
image, a contradictory and indeterminately gendered performance that
renders attempts to conceive it in terms of binaries and ‘role reversals’
somewhat problematic. Camille argues that ‘the woman’s masculine role
as bearer of the phallus is what makes her vision possible’ – a turning-of-
the-tables that does, indeed, have potentially subversive implications.53

But that does not mean to say that Christ himself becomes completely
‘feminized’ in the process, or that holding a spear remains inherently
‘masculine’: we should resist reproducing normative gender paradigms in
our efforts to describe the image. The probable owner of the manuscript
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was a woman, most likely a nun or canoness. But the case for female
ownership is not conclusive; nor should we forget that the ‘audience’ of
medieval manuscripts not only extended to their eventual owners but also
to the compiler, the scribes and the artists.54 The Rothschild Canticles
image was not necessarily alien to male circuits of devotion and it is pos-
sible to see how it might have enabled some male beholders to place
themselves in the position of the penetrating sponsa, by imaginatively
piercing Christ’s naked body.55 Given the sexual indeterminacy of that
body, it may even be worth asking whether images of this sort provided
opportunities for male devotees to explore metaphors of sexual union
with a God imaginatively gendered male.

My point is not to force medieval illuminators, monks, mystics and
religious poets to ‘come out’ gaily from their homo-devotional prayer
closets; nor do I want medieval texts and images simply to stand in for
my own queer tendencies and desires (though they, and I, may be queerly
related in some contingent fashion).56 What I would like to advocate are
interpretative encounters that endeavour to challenge the hetero-normative
assumptions of certain modes of historical enquiry. We need Middle
Ages, not the Middle Ages – Middle Ages receptive as well as resistant to
the categories we apply to them, to the disjunctions and dissonances of
queerness.57 Perhaps art historians could themselves learn from such a
manoeuvre. Visual images of the tortured body of Christ and the saints,
for instance, may produce their own queer possibilities in certain situ-
ations. Certainly the medieval ideal was to rise above the corporeal con-
templation of images, and, according to writers such as Bernard, images
were not the ultimate goal of spiritual meditation.58 But that does not
mean that viewers always, then or now, perceived representations in terms
of those ideals. Bernardino of Siena, for instance, expresses the concern
that images of Christ’s passion are potentially corrupting and warns of the
dangers of viewing human flesh in sacred art, even the flesh of Christ
himself. As he announces, in his treatise De inspirationibus, ‘I know a per-
son who, while contemplating the humanity of Christ suspended on the
cross [pendentis in cruce] (I am ashamed to say and it is terrible even to
imagine), sensually and repulsively polluted and defiled himself.’59 By the
sixteenth century comments of this sort had become commonplace in
the context of Lutheran religious upheaval. Erotic responses to images of
female saints were documented in the writings of German iconoclasts;
reformers such as Zwingli likewise reproved the sexual arousal elicited by
images of male religious.60 The Council of Trent in the sixteenth century,
indeed, decreed with respect to the veneration of relics and the sacred use
of images, that ‘all superstition shall be removed, all filthy quest for gain
eliminated, and all lasciviousness avoided, so that images shall not be
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painted and adorned with a seductive charm’.61 Sexuality is not simply
something that modern beholders ‘read into’ the texts and images of times
past. Regulations such as this bear witness to the zeal with which author-
ities attempted to read it out.62

Tridentine ordinations did not, on the other hand, prohibit the kissing
of visual images of Christ’s body, despite the fact that manuscript
illuminations of the Crucifixion literally worn away by years of repeated
oral adoration attest to the widespread popularity of the practice (illus.
97).63 This is not to suggest that the kissing of the Crucifixion image by the
officiating priest as part of the daily service was in itself especially trans-
gressive or even perceived as such by most participants. Rather, I am pro-
posing that in certain representational contexts – certain manifestations
of the sponsa Christi topos, for example – we account for a broader range
of signifying possibilities than the straightforwardly heterosexual. We
need to draw attention to the spaces between letter and allegory (or
between the devotional image and its divine referent), rather than assuming
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a neat logical progression from one to the other in the minds of medieval
beholders.

In order to begin to debate these issues it would be worth looking once
again at the images reproduced in Steinberg’s book The Sexuality of Christ.
One of the objections to this study (coming from Bynum, among others)
is that its title is misleading since it concerns Christ’s ‘genitality’ rather than
his ‘sexuality’.64 I have no argument with Steinberg on that score, since it is
evident that the book’s subject is ‘not the penis but the enigma of its osten-
sion’ and that the ostentatio genitalium is being read as ‘the projection upon
Christ of a sexuality which in him – in him as in the First Adam anterior
to sin – exists without guilt’.65 But it is worth pointing out that Steinberg’s
characterization of Renaissance art as orthodox and accepting of Christian
tradition nonetheless closes down the act of looking by rehabilitating it
wholly within the sphere of religious orthodoxy. According to Steinberg’s
interpretation, the presentation of Christ’s privy parts signifies above all
else the humanation of God; it thus represents a quite conventional offshoot
from the incarnational aesthetic that was so dominant in the period’s
sacred representational codes:

And because Renaissance culture not only advanced an incarnational
theology . . . but evolved representational modes adequate to its
expression, we may take Renaissance art to be the first and last phase
of Christian art that can claim full Christian orthodoxy. Renaissance
art – including the broad movement begun c. 1260 – harnessed the
theological impulse and developed the requisite stylistic means to
attest the utter carnality of God’s humanation in Christ.66

Steinberg thus curtails readings of Renaissance art that see it as represen-
tative of anything but ‘the theological impulse’. He stands firmly with
Bynum on this score: making a case for symbolic polysemy, she nonethe-
less maintains that medieval devotional symbols were ultimately ‘rooted
in theology and piety’.67

Perhaps the images in Steinberg’s corpus that have caused most offence
to modern sensibilities are those depicting an ithyphallic Christ (see illus.
98 and 99). This is odd when one considers that the author initially situ-
ated the pictures in question within the context of ancient cults of the
phallus in Roman and Egyptian mythology, thereby suggesting that the
erect phallus’s participation in resurrection symbolism for a brief period
in the sixteenth century was conceived with ‘a Christian will and de pro-
fundis’ as ‘the body’s best show of power’. In a later revision, indeed,
Steinberg rejects the ‘resurgent flesh’ explanation in favour of another,
even more orthodox (Augustinian) line of reasoning: that the erection
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motif represents Christ’s incorrupt nature by implying that he is in com-
mand of all his bodily faculties.68 At the risk of offending Steinberg’s critics
further, might it not be worth asking whether the images that he himself
interpreted in decidedly un-erotic terms did in fact have the potential to
signify erotically? There are hints that we might at least keep an eye out
for queer diversions from theology in devotional performance (even in as
unlikely a place as Christological passion imagery). The example I offer is
one that Steinberg himself cites in the revised edition to his book.69 It
appears in a letter of remission for one Guillaume Caranda, a young bar-
ber living in 1530 in the French town of Senlis. The letter describes how
Caranda, ‘on the day of the holy Sacrament of the Altar just past’, had
acted the part of Jesus in the tomb, ‘in record and representation of his
holy resurrection’. That evening, Claude Caure, the local toolmaker,
approached Caranda in passing, exclaiming:

‘I see the god on earth. Did you keep your virile and shameful mem-
ber stiff in playing God?’, uttering these dishonest words arrogantly
and against the honor of Christianity. To which the supplicant
responded that ‘his was neither very hard nor heated up, and that he
[Caure] was gelded’, and after these words he and his company went
on their way.70

Greeting the barber once again on his return with the same ‘dishonest
words, insulting to our Lord Jesus Christ and to the holiness of the day’,
Caure proceeded to start a brawl. Caranda stabbed Caure in self-defence,
the latter died, and the former fled in fear. A few weeks later, Guillaume
Caranda was granted an official pardon.

Steinberg interprets the episode as proving his point that there was,
in this period, a ‘ready-made association’ between phallus and resurgent
flesh.71 But surely, without wishing to downplay the explanatory force of
this example, in the context of the res-erection images Steinberg cites,
other interpretations are possible. Caure’s observation that Caranda is a
‘god on earth’ possibly hints at sexual attraction on the toolmaker’s part
(that is to say, he views him as a sex god). The barber’s response, to the
effect that he is not similarly disposed, conveys what appears to be a mode
of sodomophobic insult. The episode suggests that the stance of the suffer-
ing / resurrected Jesus has erotic potential; the ensuing brawl appears to be
the result of accusations of perverse desire attendant in the toolmaker’s
words and the barber’s allusions to castration (effeminacy / sodomy) in his
reply.72 Caranda’s offence is derived from the fact that his ‘virile and shame-
ful member’ becomes the object of the ‘gelded’ toolmaker’s imagined gaze,
while the resulting stabbing seems to constitute a hyperbolic, paranoid
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response to the situation at hand. That such an affront was caused suggests
something more was at stake than Christian orthodoxy. The collision of
sacredness, sexuality and violence produces an excess – a leaving of cate-
gory – that cannot be reined in by theological doctrine alone. Here is an
example of the degree to which Christ’s suffering body ‘makes meaning’ for
its makers and beholders in ways that clearly implicate cultural anxieties
about gender and sexuality as much as theological doctrine.

Certain performances of the passion keep Christ’s suffering body, and
implicitly the subjectivity of the Christian devotee, in a queerly suspended
moment – at least, that is, within the representational field. Loss of self in
passion depiction is figured not as no self, but as multiply gendered, para-
doxically proliferating selves. Christ is a figure to be imitated, but he is also
desired – desired in the context of his suffering. This delicate balance
between suffering and sublimity is achieved, aesthetically, by constructing
sites of identification that arrest time indefinitely (as in the Wohunge’s
motif of hanging) or that generate dizzying shifts of register and location
(as revealed by the complex manipulations of imagery and voice of In the
Vaile of Restles Mind). But certain visual depictions of Christological suf-
fering also generate comparable identificatory possibilities. Several of the
images that Steinberg cites in his book as sporting sacred erections belong
to the category of Man of Sorrows – images where, he says, ‘phallic erec-
tion is unmistakable’ (illus. 98 and 99).73 An act of temporal suspension is
what occasions this particular art-form at the outset: the Man of Sorrows,
like other devotional images, attempts to isolate the emotional centre of
the narrative, the locus of feeling, from the stream of action, and in so
doing brings viewers closer – mentally at least – to the sensation. The cen-
tral figure (Christ) is partially divorced from narrative contexts (suffering /
resurrection) and identified as a sublime object.74 Assistant figures are
sometimes included – angels, for instance, or the Virgin and St John the
Evangelist, which provides a certain amount of dramatic context for the
scene. But these mediating figures also model, for the beholder, the inti-
mate emotional transaction that should ensue.

At the same time, however, the partial suspension of context and his-
torical time opens up images such as the Man of Sorrows to de-historiciz-
ing manoeuvres of a different sort, sexual responses that, as Guillaume
Caranda’s pardon document announces, go ‘against the honor of
Christianity’. If we wish to entertain the possibility of these temporally
extended, contingent, floating spaces, we may need a frame of reference in
addition to the theological and the proscribed. The imperative ‘always to
theologize’ generates as a corollary a remainder – a representational excess
– that fails to signify stably within its terms. My suggestion, here, is that
this residue might sometimes look a little queer.
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In the Easter of 2001, ‘Heaven’, a gay nightclub in London, distributed a
series of flyers drawing inspiration from Christological themes. One flyer in
the series, advertising a special one-off ‘Reserection’-themed event, depicts
a kitsch, heavily made-up Virgin taking a peek under the loincloth of an
otherwise naked man; crowned with thorns, the man’s body is spread out
lifelessly before her. Another, reproduced here, features a black-and-white
photograph of a man in his underpants, stretched out in a cruciform pose
(illus. 100). The image is loosely based on Salvador Dalí’s painting of 1951,
Christ of St John of the Cross, where viewers are obliged to look down pre-
cariously, with Christ (and implicitly with God in heaven), from the top of
an impossibly long cross. But the flyer also forces a fundamental shift of per-
spective. For a start, the torture instrument of Dalí’s painting – the crucifix
– has been eradicated. But in addition, the crucified figure in the photo-
graph is now shown looking down toward his groin and his designer under-
wear, and away from the ‘Heaven’ logo beneath which he hangs. (In Dalí’s
painting Christ’s head drops further forwards, apparently looking down
towards earth.) In this way, an icon of sublimity and suffering gets bent,
transformed – refashioned as an overtly erotic object. It also becomes recon-
figured as an eye-catching commodity, in a provocative marketing campaign.

The paradigm I’ve been outlining in this book suggests that medieval
cultures also regularly displaced the underlying ‘truth’ of the spectacularly
punished body – that it is a mortal body – to some other place. The penal
imaginary acted as a cipher for the production of other values, other
truths: the truth of the law, of the body, of the other, of God. In this
context, we’ve seen how the pained body was aestheticized, beautified –
transformed into an ideological object. Pushed to its sensorial limits, left
suspended in moments of suffering and dying, the other’s pain could be
appropriated, manipulated, reconfigured. Seized upon in this way, it
functioned symbolically, to underpin notions of justice and the law, or to
represent the idea and institution of a virtual Christian corpus. But if pained
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bodies were appropriated, by a process of analogy, to lend an aura of real-
ness and truth to certain dominant institutions and ideas, they also held
out the possibility of resistant modes of looking: perspectives that went
against the grain of dominant visual structures. Penal depictions were
designed to connect viewers, imaginatively, with the pains of damnation
and the pleasures of transcendence. But they did not, presumably, pre-
clude other signifying possibilities. If the representation of executed crim-
inals or infernal sinners was designed to convince beholders that they
should not, under any circumstance, ‘be like that’, it could also at the same
time focus attention – for some viewers, at least – on the position of the
punished outsider as a locus of empathy, attachment, even identification.
Moreover, if the image of the suffering saint was designed to turn the
attentions of Christian worshippers to God, it likewise potentially ran the
risk of bringing them, like the ‘Heaven’ flyer, right back down to earth.

As modern viewers of these images, we are faced with several interpre-
tative possibilities. We can, for example, respond affectively to the depicted
body-in-pain, ‘touching’ that body visually and imaginatively on the basis
of our own experiences of mortality, pain and loss. Or we can choose to
ignore the violence and suffering inflicted on the punished body, in
favour of fantasies that emphasize the potentiality, pleasure and intensity
of human experience. Of course, the conclusions to be drawn from such
modes of analysis risk being blandly relativistic: we could argue that one
subject’s pain is another subject’s pleasure, one subject’s power another’s
prostration, one subject’s pornography another’s oppression – and simply
leave it there. But there is also a moment when political and ethical con-
siderations interrupt the flow of meaning and force viewers to confront
their ‘interests’ in such depictions.

My own interest, in this book, has been to show how the punished body-
in-pain of medieval representation did not simply reflect violent realities:
rather, these depictions were disseminated because they were motivated by
– and constitutive of – certain kinds of pleasure. The overriding aim has
been to demonstrate that if representations of torture depict broken bodies
and psyches, then they also generate opportunities for constructing selves,
institutions and ideas, in the service of a whole spectrum of different
agendas and ideological positions. Moreover, if penal spectacle was the
symbolic weapon par excellence of sovereign institutions and ideologies,
it was not devoid of the capacity to produce meanings outside or in excess
of these spaces. To return to one of the poems that provided a focus for
chapter Six, the anchoritic subject of the Wohunge of ure Lauerd appropriates
Christ’s spectacularly suffering body as a model and enclosure for her own
disciplinary subjection as a virgin – but that produces, as a corollary, a
signifying field that is paradoxical, over-determined, queer.
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The modern ‘Heaven’ flyer constructs a different, though perhaps
equally disciplinary message: the muscular physique of the photographed
figure asks the intended viewers – gay men – to desire a hegemonic mas-
culinity of sorts.1 But it also constructs an analogy between gay clubbing
and crucifixion: the loose s/m connotations of the image seem to imply
that the ‘Heaven’-going clubber, like the anchorite, is passionately attached,
albeit in historically distinctive ways, to the productive possibilities of
subjection.2 The issue raised in this context concerns the particular ethical
framework in which that subjection emerges. If the medieval anchorite
was committed to an ethics of sacrifice, in which heaven was designated
as the ultimate locus for bliss and confirmation of self, the club flyer
appears to communicate a different message: if there’s a heaven, it says, it’s
here, and it’s happening right now.

Of course, the contrast is not necessarily so stark. It is certainly feasible
that individuals who embraced the modes of victim identification
described in the second half of this book might have discovered there cer-
tain modes of earthly ‘release’ – liberation from the strictures of marriage
and heterosexual economy, for example, or the expression, vicariously, of
certain forms of aggression against social outcasts or even – it could be
argued – God. And let’s not glamorize the process in modernity: who really
looks to a club flyer as a critical resource for self-formation? (‘Heaven’ the
club, by the way, is hardly heaven-on-earth.) My point is that the way
in which viewers read and respond to these images depends, in part, on
whether they are sustaining an unrealizable fantasy of transcendence – the
fantasy that heaven exists – or searching for strategies for living in the
world.3 My suggestion, with regard to medieval viewers, is that the answer
often lay somewhere between these poles, and that we need to open out to
the possibility of responses to medieval representation that do not simply
mirror (in the flat, platonic sense) the didactic proscriptions of the
Christian Church.

The carved crucifix from the Corpus Christi church in Wrocław, dis-
cussed in the opening pages of this book, perfectly encapsulates this
predicament: the crucified body of Christ simultaneously signifies beyond
itself, to divinity and a perpetually deferred afterlife; and it nonetheless
remains rooted in corporeality, as an object that has a profound effect on
the bodies who view it now (illus. 1 and 66). Lodged between positions of
stasis, iconicity and transcendence, and ones of corporeality, ambiguity
and flow, the image communicates a sense of suspended animation that
places the respondents themselves in a threshold, betwixt-and-between
state. Which of the image’s meanings prevails depends, finally, on our
ethical and political dispositions as viewers.
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